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Depth psychology is often foremost associated with the study
of the unconscious. Henri Ellenberger, in his seminal work, The
Discovery of the Unconscious (1970) suggested it might “furnish
a key to the exploration of the unconscious mind, and through
this, a renewed knowledge of the conscious mind, with a wider
application to the understanding of literature, art, religion and
culture” (p. 490). How one goes about studying something that
is unconscious is always a challenge, of course, and, I find, fre-
quently a joke among friends or family who know depth psychol-
ogy is my passion but don’t quite grasp what it’s “good for.” 

In this issue of Depth Insights, we are graced with an array of
topics that each reveal not only portals for accessing the uncon-
scious (the study of myth, contemplation of Jung’s symbolic writ-
ings, Jung’s classic Word Association Test, prophetic dreams, and
trauma among them) but also engage with a number of themes
which call for the use of a depth psychological lens to amplify
them (climate change, divinity, exile, violence, and innocence,
among them). 

Jung was deeply desirous of making depth psychology an
aggregate, a culmination even, of many of the sciences of the
time. “Psyche is the mother of all our attempts to understand
Nature,” Jung wrote (in Jung and the Making of Modern
Psychology, Sonu Shamdasani, p. 99). Not to be discounted,
however, was Jung’s ultimate willingness to ultimately forego
positivism in lieu of opening to that which is unknown and inex-
plicable. More than anything, for Jung perhaps, was whether
“the sciences themselves ultimately rested on psychology”

rather than the other way around (Shamdasani, p. 99).
Depth psychology may be viewed as an umbrella that houses

many practices and fields of study that lead us to an ever-
increasing understanding of ourselves, the world around us, and
our relationship to the infinite. In this way, it becomes a vessel in
which the study of mythology; symbolism; nature and ecopsy-
chology; indigenous wisdom; dreamwork; shamanism; alchemy;
esoteric and divinatory practices including tarot, I-Ching, and
astrology, and the exploration of archetypes; among others, all
combine to provide powerful insights. Jung’s own forays into the
nature of synchronicity (an acausal connecting principle) and his
willingness to engage in a descent that is now profoundly docu-
mented and widely shared with the publication of The Red Book,
point to how we may engage with the many ways the uncon-
scious is reaching out to show us a path toward wholeness, not
only for each of us as individuals, but for the culture, the world,
and all its inhabitants. 

As each passing day seems to bring more dire news of vio-
lence, disease, distress, disasters, and ecosystems in decline in a
culture that by now has become, for better or worse, globalized
to a degree that we are all affected by life’s difficulties in pro-
found ways, a depth psychological lens becomes perhaps more
profoundly important than ever before. African Elder, Malidoma
Somé, writes

There is no doubt that, at this time in history, Western civi-
lization is suffering from a great sickness of the soul. The
West's progressive turning away from functioning spiritual

From the Editor: Bonnie Bright

Cont’d on page 67
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Introduction

The possibility exists that animals
may have their own myths.

Evolutionary biology tells us that non-
human and human animals are biological-
ly related, including similarities in brain
function. Both see images. Depth psy-
chology is rich in discussion of how we
create myth from images. This opens the
possibility that animals can also do so.
Many questions arise. Are images all that
are needed to “know” myth? If the arche-
typal images we see are related to
instincts, would such images really be a
uniquely human phenomenon? If other
animals do have these archetypal, instinc-
tual images within them, are they enough
to lead to myths? The question of
whether non-human animals are aware
and conscious would be an a priori condi-
tion to believe this to be possible. Or, do
we need speech for myth? A myth may
only be a myth if it is told, somehow
shared with others. We do know other
animals communicate, both with each
other and with us to the degree that we
are receptive, but are they capable of
sharing myths?

Myths are narratives through which
we can know archetypes, but could they
be purely visual narratives? Images are
the structures allowing metaphors to
emerge into human consciousness, sug-
gesting the possibility that images allow
metaphors to emerge into non-human
animal consciousness as well. If they did,
the conscious non-human animal mind
would contain archetypes similar to
humans’, producing similar metaphors.
Could they also form the basis for non-
human animal myths? Even if someone
does not know what a metaphor is, they
still have metaphorical thoughts. Is there
reason to believe that non-human ani-
mals are incapable of image-based
metaphors?

Animal Consciousness
First, we need to consider whether

non-human animals are conscious and

self-aware. Tom Regan’s seminal work,
The Case for Animal Rights, uses evolu-
tionary theory to part “company with
Descartes and attributing consciousness –
a mind, a mental life – to certain animals”
(28). Descartes believed animals have no
reasoning consciousness, clearly stating in
Discourse on Method that the lack of lan-
guage similar to human language in non-
human animals, “attests not merely to
the fact that beasts have less reason than
men but that they have none at all” (32).
He believed animals to be machines, lack-
ing emotion and any ability to feel pain.
Descartes’ perspective adequately serves
human needs. However, such philosophy
allows humans to describe non-human
animals in strictly material terms, i.e.,
financial, considering actual animals only
as a number in a cost analysis between
species loss and human’s lost economic
growth (Simon, 182).

Humans value themselves highly. In
The Flight To Objectivity, Susan R. Bordo
suggests that through Descartes the
human mind came to be valued above all.
Non-human animals became “understood
as purely a reflection of how we feel
about them, having nothing to do with
their ‘objective’ qualities” (99). With
human desires as the main focus of
human life, the natural world became
easily manipulated for fulfilling those
desires. Arguing against this perspective,
Regan notes that, “Because the relevant
animal behavior resembles human behav-
ior, […] there is a strong presumptive rea-
son for viewing these animal experiences
as being like their human counterparts”
(66-67). With similar behaviors noted, it
becomes apparent the non-human ani-
mal is conscious. Regan then argues for

proof of beliefs in animals. He professes:

A holistic view of animal behavior
allows us to decide when to attrib-
ute beliefs to animals, what beliefs
to attribute, and whether the beliefs
we have reason to attribute at one
time, in one set of circumstances,
are the same or different from
those we have reason to attribute at
another time, in another set of cir-
cumstances. (72)

If we accept non-human animal
awareness, we can then imagine what
their awareness entails. Further, we can
speculate mythopoetically on what their
beliefs may be.

In The Literary Mind, Mark Turner
demonstrates that for humans, “narrative
imagining, often thought of as literary
and optional, appears instead to be
inseparable from our evolutionary past
and our necessary personal experience”
(25). Narrative imagining is constant,
mental, and visual. Turner suggests,
“Story precedes grammar” (168), and
even language. Our own mental and visu-
al stories are common and further evi-
dence that non-human animals could
have similar mental and visual narratives.
Do myths evolve from our inner narra-
tives? If so, it seems possible the same
could be possible for non-human animals.

Evolutionary biologist Marc Bekoff
believes dismissing anthropomorphism to
be a waste of time. He writes in The
Animal Manifesto that:

Our fellow animals not only think,
but they feel – deeply. Animals live
and move through the world with
likes and dislikes and preferences
just like we do. This is not being
anthropomorphic. We’re not insert-
ing something human into them
that they don’t have. It doesn’t mat-
ter whether their thoughts and
emotions are exactly the same as
our thoughts and emotions. Both
their feelings and ours are essential

The Mythology of Animals
By Joseph P. Muszynski

“He believed animals to
be machines, lacking

emotion and any abil i ty
to feel pain.”
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for a meaningful life. (76)

He then points out the hypocrisy of
human dismissal of anthropomorphizing
non-human animals when he reports
about a real-world situation: “The same
zoo officials who accuse activists of being
anthropomorphic when they call a cap-
tive elephant unhappy turn around and
freely describe the same elephant as per-
fectly happy” (77). By using mythopoesis
we are able to discuss the parallels
between the human animal and non-
human animal minds. Animals’ thoughts
and feelings may be similar to ours or
they may perceive in completely different
ways. Accepting non-human animal con-
sciousness means that, “In this new
trans-species world, dolphins have cul-
ture, crows use tools, sheep empathize,
and snakes play. Fish subjected to electri-
cal shocks retreat into dissociative rock-
ing as a means of coping with pain, much
as human victims of torture might”
(Bradshaw, Elephants 6). Behaviors are
similar among many animals, including
humans.

Though he believes that non-human
animals are moral, Bekoff does not think
this means they have religion, stating
that, “Religion […] invokes supernatural
explanations for why certain behaviors
are prohibited or required. It seems likely
that morality (with manners as a subset)
is really the only category that applies to
nonhuman animals” (Wild, 15). However,
he also throws out the assumption “that
morality in other species will look just like
human morality” so that we should “pro-
ceed with an open mind and view each
species on its own terms” (Wild, 20).
Most myths are not religious, but they
are usually concerned with values and
thus with morals. Bekoff notes that,
“Animals form friendships, are caught
lying or stealing and lose face in the com-
munity, they flirt, their sexual advances
are sometimes embraced and sometimes
rejected, they fight and make up, they
love, and they experience loss. There are
saints and sinners, bad apples and good
citizens” (Wild, 45), clearly similar to situ-
ations to which an archetypal psycholo-
gist looks to discover the presence of
archetypal myth in human behaviors. The
psychologist gets to myths by beginning
with images.

Depth Psychology and Archetypal
Images

“Archetype” and “image” are inte-
gral terms for mythology, whether
grounded in depth psychology or not. The
ways in which images relate to myths are
important for connecting consciousness
to the creativity of the collective uncon-
scious. C. G. Jung writes that dream
“imagery frequently makes use of motifs
analogous to or even identical with those
of mythology. I call these structures
archetypes because they function in a
way similar to instinctual patterns of
behavior” (CW 3: 254). These dream
motifs are structural elements of the
unconscious as well as of myth. Jung
relates these elements to instincts. He
defines the collective unconscious “as the
ancestral heritage of possibilities of rep-
resentation […] not individual but com-
mon to all men, and perhaps even to all
animals, and is the true basis of the indi-
vidual psyche” (CW 8: 152). Jung raises
the possibility that archetypes found in
the collective unconscious of the human
might also be found in non-human ani-
mals (connected to the same ancestral
collective unconscious).

Jung accepted non-human animals
as living in unconsciousness. In Jung’s
time, it was generally accepted that ani-
mal minds processed information through
pure instinct. Thus, instinctual archetypes
of the collective unconscious are present
in instinctual animal minds. However,
when found in our dreams, these arche-
types are not clear to conscious human
understanding. As Jung explains:

Our consciousness performs a selec-
tive function and is itself the prod-
uct of selection, whereas the collec-
tive unconscious is simply Nature –
and since Nature contains every-
thing it also contains the unknown.
[…] In my opinion the collective
unconscious is the preconscious

aspect of things on the ‘animal’ or
instinctive level of the psyche.
(Letters Vol. 2, 540)

Defining the collective unconscious
as “animal” or “instinctive” makes less
sense if we accept that animals are con-
scious and aware.

Jung also writes that when com-
pared with humans, “it is highly probable
that animals have similar or even the
same archetypes” (Letters Vol. 1, 540),
and yet, “an animal has no conscious-
ness” (Visions, 154). However, he para-
doxically writes that the archetype of the:

wise old man is a big ape really,
which explains his peculiar fascina-
tion. The ape is naturally in posses-
sion of the wisdom of nature, like
any animal or plant, but the wisdom
is represented by a being that is not
conscious of itself, and therefore it
cannot be called wisdom.
(Nietzsche’s, 1393)

We now know that apes are con-
scious and aware of themselves. Current
ethological data provides evidence of
individual personalities found in non-
human animals. What sort of wisdom and
recognizance of archetype could a “big
ape” actually understand?

Jung believes that images lead to
actions in animals, writing:

the lowest layers of our psyche still
have an animal character. Hence it
is highly probable that animals have
similar or even the same arche-
types. That they do have archetypes
is certain in so far as the animal-
plant symbioses clearly demonstrate
that there must be an inherited
image in the animal which drives it
to specific instinctive actions.
(Letters Vol. 1, 427)

This implies similar behavior in the
human, as perhaps the same archetypal
and unconscious image releases energy
to our consciousness and “drives it” to
human behavior. These powerful images
are found in our myths. Can a myth be
metaphoric images only, formed into a
simple narrative in our thoughts?

Writing more directly about our
understanding of these images is arche-
typal psychologist James Hillman. He

“Current ethological
data provides evidence

of individual 
personalit ies found in
non-human animals”

Joseph P. Muszynski
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writes, “Mythic metaphor is the correct
way of speaking about the archetypes”
(Re-Visioning, 157). We understand
archetypal images to varying degrees and
only indirectly through metaphor. Our
understanding of archetypes is “indirect-
ly, metaphorically, mythically” (157).
Hillman suggests human mythology is
powerful because you do not know myth;
you encounter myth in images. Each of us
is able to get to know any myth in a mul-
titude of different ways, beginning pow-
erfully with an image.

Animals would seem to have images
similar to ours within them. However,
when depth psychology notices animals it
is usually in the context of how the
human animal uses non-human animals.
The non-human animal is often seen as a
spiritual guide to be found within human
dreams. In Animal Guides, representative
of depth psychology’s perspective,
Jungian analyst Neil Russack writes that
his “book is a map tracing journeys in
which people are guided by animals into
a richer humanity. Animals break down
barriers and bring a healing presence into
our lives” (10). Non-human animals guide
humans toward enrichment or become
present to heal us. G.A. Bradshaw, the
originator of trans-species psychology,
notes, “By dissociating the symbolic, spiri-
tual and ‘real’ physical animals, current
engagement with myth, image, and
dream has remained an anthropocentri-
cally driven exercise. The pervasiveness
of anthropocentrism and animals-as-
objects-in-service is subtle” (Elephant
Trauma, 18). The non-human animal is
rarely appreciated as an individual with
its own existence.

Even ecopsychology is still broadly
human-focused and lacks specific consid-
eration for non-human animals. When
Theodore Roszak defined the sub-disci-
pline, he aimed to “generate a new, legal-
ly actionable, environmentally based cri-
terion of mental health” (15). The field
remains firmly grounded in depth psy-
chology and the focus on how environ-
mental conditions affect the human psy-
che. Nevertheless, ecopsychology
attempts to move beyond human priori-
ty. When Stephen Aizenstat suggests,
“Special care would be taken to listen in
ways that allowed the voices of Earth’s
inhabitants to be heard in the full range
of their sound” (99), he comes closer to
recognizing and imagining the lives of

actual non-human animals. Bradshaw
understands that we need to open a
pathway to “begin from what is known to
be held in common […] and then explore
what is different, what are things that
make each person and elephant unique”
(Elephants, 18). Imagining is a pathway
through which understanding animals’
myths could deepen our relationships
with them and give us insight into their
perspectives on the world we share.
Myths reflect a view of the world and ani-
mals’ views may be different from ours in
important ways.

The Polyphonic Voice of Mythology
The problem of whether mythology

must be shared to be mythology also
needs to be considered. In Re-Visioning
Psychology, Hillman writes, “Without
speech we lose soul, and human being
assumes the fantasy being of animals”
(217-218), suggesting speech is needed to
understand archetypes. Hillman focuses
on images; the images hold fictions; these
fictions are stories for the soul; these sto-
ries aid our souls to heal from neuroses
and psychopathologies. In Healing Fiction
he defines archetypal psychology as,
“reflection upon the subjective fantasy
factors going on all the time, recognition
of the images and their ongoing opera-
tion in all our realities” (75). This is
human reflection on internal imaging.
Paying attention to internal archetypal
images allows them to rise from the
unconscious to assist in healing us.
However, here there is no mention of the
need for language to understand these
images as he professes, “Know Thyself is
the self-reflexive moment, a psychologi-
cal a priori within all moments, that laugh
of self recognition glimpsed in the images
of one’s selves in all things” (78). Hillman
leaves clear the path for allowing the
other into human psychology. To step

through that door is to step into myth.
Recognition of an image, which Turner
suggested comes in the form of at least a
simple narrative, may be all that is need-
ed for myth to be present.

Each image has personal meaning
for whoever sees the image. Personal
context becomes important in the con-
templative discovery of one’s relation to
any image because no image has only
one meaning. Hillman states that, “By
definition, an image is a particular and
brings with it the criteria and internal
relations by which it can be understood”
(The Dream, 142). An image holds every-
thing it needs to be understood in a myri-
ad of ways, though more than one person
may find similar understanding in an
image. The lack of universal meaning in
an image is because, “The depth of even
the simplest image is truly fathomless”
(The Dream, 200). If Jung is correct and
non-human animals have similar images
that come forth from the same collective
unconscious shared with the human ani-
mal, these images’ “fathomless” depth
should be enough to provide non-human
animals with some meaning. If there is
meaning, some sort of myth may place
that meaning into the context of his or
her life. A self-aware, non-human animal
should have some ability to interpret
images from the unconscious.

Perhaps the biggest barrier to the
possibility of non-human myth is our
openness to the idea. Human myths of
oral tradition may aid in providing a
mythopoetic path toward changing our
perspective. Writing down myths serves
to concretize the narrative and the wis-
dom within. However, as Sean Kane aptly
suggests in Wisdom of the Mythtellers,
“What the mythtellers and the oral poets
know is that truth cannot be captured in
a solitary idea. It is alive and uncatchable.
It tumbles about in the polyphonic stories
told by the animals and birds and moun-
tains and rivers and trees” (255). Kane
responds to the dominant use of our own
psychological perspective in the analysis
of myth. He reminds us that myths also
hold and convey the narrative wisdom of
cultures whose relationships with their
local landscapes are of utmost impor-
tance to their survival. These myths are
told in the polyphonic voice:

an echo in human expression of a
world in which everything has intel-

“Human myths of oral
tradit ion may aid in

providing a
mythopoetic path

toward changing our
perspective”
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ligence, everything has personality,
everything has voice. Polyphony
assumes that these various beings
are not just communicating individu-
ally and directly to human beings;
rather, they are in networks of com-
munication with each other, the
human listener being simply a part
of that network. (191-192)

These myths give voice and animat-
ed purpose to human and non-human
animals alike. Trans-species courtesy
allows communication between beings
and aids in the survival of both.

Kane suggests polyphony shapes
myth with patterns, “rendered in such a
way as to preserve a place whole and
sacred, safe from human meddling” (50).
The absence of meddling, understood to
be improper human behavior, maintains
a balanced way of life. The human able to
understand the value of the mythic pat-
terns and share the mythic song of place
is the mythteller; the mythic song con-
tains the wisdom of maintaining the
proper place. In a polyphonic world, the
danger exists that most humans have
stopped listening to other voices.

Even literary myth often begins in
polyphony, as in the beginning of the
Finnish national epic, The Kalevala:

The cold recited me a lay, the rain
kept bringing me songs.

The winds brought another song, the
waves of the sea drove some to me.

The birds added songs, the treetops
magic sayings. (Lonnrot, 4)

Myth is gathered from every corner
of the natural world, voiced by birds and
heard by a human. However, as in The
Kalevala, though a narrator can begin in
polyphony, our myths often proceed
toward the singular human voice. A loss
of polyphony parallels a rising human
population and a landscape gradually
reflecting more human influence. In The
Spell of the Sensuous, David Abram sug-
gests we can regain parts of the human
soul by coming to a new understanding of
the speech of non-human animals and
landscapes. When he points out, “Our
obliviousness to nonhuman nature is
today held in place by ways of speaking
that simply deny intelligence to other
species and to nature in general” (28), it
is the mythologist’s task to identify new
ways of speaking. Can simple images be

used to understand new myths that
explore, explain, and acknowledge the
intelligence of non-human animals?

Conclusion
It is important to consider our need

for a deeper awareness of animals’ own
myths of their worlds. Such understand-
ing may instill a new sense of trans-
species courtesy, in which humans under-
stand how human dominance has led to
non-human animal loss. When we lose a
non-human animal species, we may be
losing entire mythologies. This already
happens in part when a human language
goes extinct. Mythology can function as a
natural magic, in which we rediscover
how the language of human animals
belongs to the greater category of animal
expression. Abram points out how human
language “does not set us outside of the
animate landscape but – whether or not
we are aware of it – inscribes us more
fully in its chattering, whispering, sound-
ful depths” (80). We can better under-
stand how non-human animals live in this
world if we could place ourselves more
firmly in their world.

We might also discover a better
understanding of ourselves. Jung wrote
that, “[…] through continuous commerce
with animals a man assimilates the truth
of the natural mind to such an extent
that it alienates him from the cultural or
spiritual mind” (Visions, 133). However,
the end result of Jung’s individuation
process is basically a negotiated unifica-
tion of consciousness with the uncon-
scious. A progression toward unification
has the goal of reunification with the
“natural,” or animal, mind. Jung offers
the possibility that “the animal – we
don’t know – may have a better knowl-
edge of the deity than man, but of course

an unconscious knowledge” (Visions,
134). But if other animals are conscious,
perhaps their knowledge is of the natural
world as a deity, a knowledge that we
seem to have tried to distance ourselves
from. Maybe Jung is metaphorically cor-
rect when he writes, “from our stand-
point, an animal has no consciousness, it
is exactly what we call unconsciousness”
(Visions, 154), but only because animals
might live consciously with myth as their
natural language. If other animals live in
myth, or “still” live in myth (which implies
that we have left that state of under-
standing), their thoughts would constant-
ly be of the creative power of the natural
world. As our myths are so often about
creation, non-human animal myths might
hold important knowledge for us.
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Carry Me Home
By Naomi Ruth Lowinsky

The poem is my chariot     transported as I am   
through mid-summer’s long twilight   round the great round 

maiden
maker
ancestor

back to the land of the swinging bridge
ivy caves 
great mother oak
where I was a wild horse girl

In those days   the voice of the father ruled 
fear stirred the waters   lilies pulled petals in close 

The poem was my chariot   the words knew the way   
They were horses     out of a cave painting  

but when spooked  
O my runaway chariot     

how you plunge
into nightmare

The castle crumbles
Grandmother tiger slashes my writing hand

How’s a girl to light the primal fire     
when Isis is 
a mound of pottery shards    and 
Sappho    
a forgotten mode of song    Yet

She sings to me     as ocean devours the sun
She sings to me     in measures of moon
for only the ancestors know

how to slow those horses down
slow breath
slow heart
gather my fragments to greet 

first light

Poems build a temple   deep in the woods
Isis appears in shining form

wraps me in        
Lesbos

Sumer
Babylon

the lips of the lustful earth    kiss mine

transported as I am 
by every poem I’ve ever danced sung wrestled wrought

wrung out of harvest moons

Words are my horses   out of a cave painting
the chariot is made of bone and tiger claw
Sappho takes the reins   She sings me through

midsummers’ long twilight     round the great round 

maiden
maker
ancestor

across the swinging bridge

Poetry

The Mythology of Animals
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Off Track
oil on linen, 107 x 107 cm

Art

Land is the inescapable condition
of life, the prime material ofour
origins and destiny. In the 
relationships between the primary
earthly elements can be found the
possibilities of body, soul and 
spirit. It is through painting that I
learn to perceive.

Painting for me is a 
phenomenological exploration of
what is and I refer to interior and
exterior qualities including the
imagination.

Kings Canyon
oil on canvas 122 x 153 cm

The Dispossessed
oil on canvas, 102 x 122 cm

by 
Peter Cameron

Peter Cameron is largely self taught and has been paint-
ing, drawing and sculpting for his entire adult life. He has
mounted about 20 solo shows and has his works collected
privately and by various Public Institutions. He lives in
Sydney, Australia.
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Shocked into silence, lips sealed against a truth that pounds
against the stirrings 
of the heart.

This is not a Silence that heals.

This silence thrusts truth into the dank, depths of caverns
beneath the
underworld, its relentless cries, heard by no one.

I have been bound to secrecy by my misplaced loyalties to the
gods of my 
betrayal and inequity.

My voice has not been heard for millennia. 
Lost is the key to mystery that has caged my right to life.

I will no longer be silenced.
I will not be placated into submission and obedience. 

I am not Nice. I am raw, I am tender.

My design was misconceived. 
The aid that came was too swift to hold substance.

my direction, unclear... 
my wings guided me westward..... 

Yet, I arrive in the east.

The Prisoner’s Silence
By Eva Rider

Jeremy Taylor, creator of this 8-panel comic strip entitled “Dreams in World Religion,” is the co-founder and Past President of the
International Association for the Study of Dreams, (IASD), Founder-Director of the Marin Institute for Projective Dream Work, (MIPD), and
is a Member of the Board of the Unitarian Universalist Society for Community Ministries (UUSCM)

Comic strip continued on page 13

Comics by Jeremy Taylor1of 4
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The biblical story of Adam and Eve
in the Garden of Eden (Genesis

Chapters 2-3) is foundational to our
Western culture and has influenced the
upbringing and psychology of all of us,
whether we realize it or not. Mythologists
as well as many biblical scholars recognize
the story as being in the genre of myth,
which makes it appropriate to analyze it
from the perspective of depth psychology,
among other approaches. Indeed, as
Joseph Campbell concluded, “This story
yields its meaning only to a psychological
interpretation” (2001, p. 50). Further, Carl
Jung (CW 9.2, para. 230) had already writ-
ten that “cosmogonic myths are, at bot-
tom, symbols for the coming of conscious-
ness.” But the literature about the Eden
story taking such a psychological approach
is scant, largely due to traditional and
problematic gaps and tensions between
academic disciplines. My recent book, The
Mythology of Eden, is in part an interdisci-
plinary effort to take on this fascinating
and important task and advance our
knowledge on the subject. Below I distill
some of my findings from this approach to
the Eden myth, and I hope they break
some new ground.

The Story as Told
In the story, Yahweh warns Adam

(before Eve is created) not to eat from the
tree of knowledge of good and evil, or he
will die that very day. In many mytholo-
gies and religions, including traditional
Canaanite-Israelite religion, sacred trees
have been thought of as conduits for con-
necting with and directly experiencing the
divine, whereas the Eden story’s author
insisted upon a covenant (contract) rela-
tionship between the divine (Yahweh) on
the one hand and the human (earthly,
profane, non-divine) sphere on the other.
In the ancient biblical world, one way to
experience the divine was to partake of
the fruit or other produce of the sacred
tree or plant, thus imbibing the essence of
the divinity represented by or immanent
within the tree, but this practice was con-

demned in the Bible.
When Eve was tempted by the ser-

pent to eat the forbidden fruit, she decided
to eat it for various reasons, but mainly
because she desired wisdom (Gen. 3:6).
This purpose was realized when, immedi-
ately after Eve and then Adam ate the fruit,
“the eyes of both were opened” (Gen. 3:7),
and Yahweh remarked (to other divine
beings), “See, the man has become like
one of us [deities], knowing good and evil”
(Gen. 3:22). The questions become: What
kind of knowledge/wisdom did Adam and
Eve acquire, and what kind of transforma-
tion did these archetypal humans under-
go? Both relate to the psyche.

The Creation of the Cosmos from
Chaos

In ancient Near Eastern creation
myths, there was no such thing as cre-
ation from nothing. Before the creation,
there was always a formless watery sub-
stance characterized as “chaos” (see, e.g.,
Gen. 1:1) because at that stage no time,
space, or other order existed. The same is
true before the beginning of creation in
the Eden story (a separate creation story
from that in Genesis 1, by a different, ear-
lier author), only a different metaphor for
chaos was used, that of a desert waste-
land (Gen. 2:4-5). The ordered cosmos is
created like a bubble within the surround-
ing chaos and is bordered by the solid fir-
mament above and the ground below, as
shown in Diagram 1. The cosmos (includ-
ing humans) is made of the same sub-
stance as chaos; the only difference is that
it is ordered, has multiplicity, and the
things created have names given by the

creator decreeing their function and des-
tiny.

This motif of creation from chaos
was universal in the ancient Near East and
common around the world. Why? Marie-
Louise von Franz (1995, pp. 2-4) explained
that this is a natural result of our psyche
experiencing its own ego-consciousness
coming into being as “world-becoming.”
As far as our psyche is concerned, our
becoming aware of the world and the
world coming into existence are one and
the same. This process occurred not only
when humans first developed ego-con-
sciousness but also occurs in any young
child’s development (as shown by devel-
opmental psychology) and in the life of
adults, such as when we wake up in the
morning from an unconscious state and
order falls into place. Our unconscious has
no sense of space or time and little sense
of order; it is indeed chaotic and is experi-
enced as such. Thus, the dawn of con-
sciousness and our image of the creation
of the world are parallel and related
processes which throw up corresponding,
related symbols. The notion of primordial
chaos is a natural projection of an arche-
typal image that helps make the unknown
comprehensible.

Chaos as Evil and Sin
After the creation, chaos is not elimi-

nated but continues outside the cosmos,
always trying to encroach upon and undo

“Our unconscious has no
sense of space or time

and little sense of
order; it is indeed

chaotic and is 
experienced as such.”

By Arthur George

Jung in the Garden of Eden
A Myth of the Transformation 

of Consciousness
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Jung in the Garden of Eden

the created cosmos. Particular things are
“created” only to the extent that chaos is
absent in them. But in fact nothing is per-
fect (except the initial Garden of Eden);
each thing contains some element of
chaos. In nature, chaos is manifested in
natural disasters such as earthquakes,
floods, and violent storms. Since humans
are made of the same substance as the
rest of the cosmos (recall Adam being
formed from the ground and water),
chaos can and will inevitably erupt in
humans too. In modern psychological
terms, this is the unconscious at work. In
the biblical world, chaos was typically
symbolized by a serpent, so when in the
Eden story the serpent appears before
Eve, the story’s ancient audience knew
that chaos had entered the Garden and
Eve’s mind. Her dialogue with the serpent
represents this manifestation of chaos
within herself and inner turmoil. 

In normative terms, chaos is viewed
as bad (evil), while creation is good. After
all, God had created the ordered cosmos
from chaos, so that’s what He wanted.
The cosmos in this respect has a teleologi-
cal nature, which should be respected,
maintained, and furthered. Chaos mani-
fested in humans is what results in human
evil (which the biblical authors said
includes pagan religion). This is what
Yahweh warns Cain about: “sin is lurking
at the door; its desire is for you, but you
must master it” (Gen. 4:7, by the same
author as the Eden story). The same bibli-
cal author later described this chaotic trait
within human nature as wild imaginings of
the human heart (in the ancient world
thought to be the repository of thought)
(Gen. 6:5; 8:21), much like Eve’s imagin-
ings during her temptation (Gen. 3:6).
Later rabbinical writings characterized this
trait as the yezer hara (“impulse to evil”),
which became the standard rabbinical
explanation for the origin of evil. The
ancients did not understand the nature of
the unconscious as such, but they did
reach the insight that much of human
behavior, especially evil behavior, stems
from urges deep within and barely sus-
ceptible to our rational, conscious control.

The Antidote: The Knowledge of
Good and Evil, and the Law  

Adam and Eve’s transgression in the
Garden showed what happens if unre-
stricted human nature takes its natural
course. The author had to provide a reme-

dy. His antidote was twofold: the knowl-
edge of good and evil, combined with the
Law (here in its incipient form).

First, the immediate result of eating
the forbidden fruit was to acquire the
godlike knowledge of good and evil. What
this knowledge consists of has been the
subject of much debate, but actually the
Hebrew Bible and the Dead Sea Scrolls go
fairly far in explaining it. In several pas-
sages they describe this knowledge as
being acquired (or perfected) as one pass-
es from minority to adulthood, at the age
of 20 (e.g., Isa. 7:14-16). Thus, when the
Hebrews rebelled against Yahweh in the

wilderness of Sinai, those 20 or older
(except for the virtuous Joshua and Caleb)
were implicated in this sin and so were
not allowed to enter the Promised Land
(hence the long stay in the wilderness),
while minors under 20 had no knowledge
of good and evil and so were considered
incapable of sin, and therefore would
eventually enter the Promised Land (Num.
14:29-30; Deut. 1:39). The Hebrew Bible
goes on to portray Israel’s best kings,
David and Solomon, has having an extra
dose of the knowledge of good and evil,
which is described as wisdom and a
power of discernment (2 Sam. 14:17, 20;
1 Kings 3:9-12, 28; 4:29-31).

The above understanding means
that Adam and Eve’s transgression did not
rise to the level of sin, since they had not
yet acquired the knowledge of good and
evil. They were like minors without legal
capacity. In fact, their transgression was
the result of human nature already at cre-
ation having the aforementioned inclina-
tion toward evil, not the cause of our sin-
fulness, as claimed in the doctrine of origi-
nal sin.

Given that evil is a form of chaos and
good is a manifestation of the divinely
created order of creation, the knowledge
of good and evil is nothing less than the

godlike knowledge of how the universe
works in terms of the dynamic between
chaos and order, both at the cosmic level
and at the human moral level of good and
evil. This understanding was likewise an
insight into how the human psyche works.
According to the biblical writers, in princi-
ple the knowledge of good and evil is
what can (if applied) enable humans to
avoid sin and further good.

As shown by the snowballing of
human evil leading up to Noah’s flood,
however, in practice merely having this
knowledge was not enough for good to
prevail. Humans needed divine guidance
and assistance. It was for this reason that
Yahweh bestowed on the Hebrews the
Law, a set of ordering principles which, if
followed, would result in good prevailing,
as well as the greatness of the Israelite
nation. Having the knowledge of good and
evil would enable humans to understand
and follow the Law. This scheme is shown
in Diagram 2, presenting the knowledge
of good and evil as a type of merism,
encompassing these opposites at the cos-
mic and human level.

The Psychic Nature of the
Transgression

Having the knowledge of good and
evil enables humans to discern and under-
stand both external and internal (psychic)
reality, in particular pairs of opposites,
symbolized by the opposites of good and
evil but including others in the story such
as male and female, and God and
humans. Therefore, Adam and Eve’s
acquisition of this knowledge constituted
an enlightenment and transformation into
a higher psychic level, that of full ego-con-
sciousness. Before that, they were mired
in a lower psychic state dominated by the
unconscious that Erich Neumann (1954)

“According to the
biblical writers,
in principle the

knowledge of good 
and evil is what can 

(if applied) enable
humas to avoid sin 
and further good”
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famously called the “uroboros,” where all
is one and there are no pairs of opposites
(pp. 5-38). Yahweh’s warning that Adam
would “die” upon eating the fruit, may
well render this moment a kind of initia-
tion scenario, with the old human dying
and entering a new state of being. This
transformation is what made humans
responsible and accountable for their
actions (especially before God), truly
capable of sin or of good, and ready to act
in the real world. That is when Adam and
Eve exited the Garden. In psychological
terms, they were not driven from the
Garden but grew up and walked out on
their own. As Joseph Campbell explained,
“The Garden is a metaphor for the follow-
ing: our minds” (2001, p. 50).

Although no act of “original sin”
occurred, the Eden story remains princi-
pally a story explaining human nature, in
particular our psyche. Especially impor-
tant is the story’s recognition of the role
of chaos in the psyche, which today
means the unconscious and especially the
Shadow. As Jung recognized, “it is a fright-
ening thought that man also has a shad-
ow-side to him, consisting not just of little
weaknesses and foibles, but of a positively
demonic dynamism” (CW 7, para. 35).
This chaos eventually came to be repre-
sented by the Devil. The author of the
Eden story honestly brought out this psy-
chic fact, and he did his best to fashion a
way to deal with it. His remedy was the
application of our knowledge of good and
evil (an aspect of ego-consciousness) plus
the Law.

What Does the Eden Story Mean for Us?
In considering the relevance of the

Eden story in today’s world, we must
reevaluate the biblical author’s remedy

and determine what our conclusions
mean for us individually (spirituality, psy-
chology), as well as socio-politically in
terms of criminology, social policy, ethics
and morality, education, religious doctrine
(or abandonment thereof), and law. This
complicated endeavor would take us far
beyond the scope of this article, so I will
end with just two points in this regard.

First, to the extent the biblical reme-
dy involves conscious application of the
knowledge of good and evil, this seems
inevitably to involve, at least in part, ego-
consciousness repressing and suppressing
contents of our unconscious, which mod-
ern psychology has shown to cause still
more problems. 

Second, historically, the biblical
authors’ reliance on prophylactic laws to
control human behavior has had mixed
results. Further, such approach assumes
that the human psyche is incapable of fur-
ther change, even though it had trans-
formed once before in the Garden. As a
result, the prophylactic approach treats
symptoms rather than the underlying
problems, including evolved traits that
once had survival value but which in many
cases are now dysfunctional.

An alternative approach is to
endeavor to transform the human psyche
to a higher level, in which case the need

for prophylactic measures and suppres-
sion and repression of the unconscious
would lessen. Such is the approach, for
example, being explored by Allan Combs
(2009), the integral psychology movement
championed by Ken Wilber (1996; 2000),
and other progressive thinkers and initia-
tives. One means toward this end may
well be spiritual practices giving a direct
experience of divinity (however con-
ceived), the type of approach condemned
in the Bible but which resulted in the ele-
vation of Adam and Eve’s consciousness.
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We are here as we are there 
Blown out through these standing waves 
Conserving and expending
Bringing us into this ever so delicate interval  
The unseen unison 
Secured from two points
Frolicking between what is above and what is below 
We are orchestrating ourselves through one another 
Conduits of reeds and string 
Wet and dry, sharp and dense
The waves of sound created sight so clear that at noted
points the smell of a touch was tasted by the heart 
Our souls singing
Reaching this crescendo, blown out again through stand-
ing waves 
We fold back against these echoing chambers 
Pump 

Visceral 
Be still in this interference, as harmony blinds our sight
to disappearance
Our Pythagorean cloak, woven with suspended chords 
The unseen heard 
And we are dancing motionless, hinged between two
points
Is it your voice that translates through this hand; or this
hand that translates you into voice 
Do I dare to turn and risk the silence of the loss of this
hand 
If only to bring our meeting to this octave destination
once again 
We shall push down and blow out 
Words, and rhymes, and rhythmic stories that tell of our
dancing with the overtones
Quivering 
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My mind was elsewhere. I was
driving as if on autopilot,

headed down a familiar road, one I’d
traveled hundreds of times before. But
this time the road was taking me some-
where new, somewhere deeper than
before. My nerves seemed to sense my
proximity to her home, like a dog headed
to the vet. I breathed deep and pulled
into her driveway. The frigid air blew
shards of snow against my face as I
walked to her front door. The road had
brought me to my destination, but my
real journey was just beginning. 

In his lectures at the Tavistock Clinic,
C. G. Jung (1968) addressed an eager and
engaged audience with his exciting appli-
cation of word association tests. While
explaining the simple procedure of speak-
ing a word to a patient, recording their
reply word, and timing the space that
hangs in between the two, he says some-
thing quite profound. He talks of the orig-
inal intent of this “test”—it was meant to
study mental associations—and explained
this proved to be too idealistic. But what
could be studied, however, were the mis-
takes. Jung said, “You ask a simple word
that a child can answer, and a highly
intelligent person cannot reply. Why?
That word has hit on what I call a com-
plex” (p. 53). Complexes, as defined by
Jung (1972), are fragments of the psyche
that have split off from the whole due to
traumatic events or incongruities experi-
enced throughout one’s life. These are
typically highly charged emotionally, and
have a relatively high degree of autono-
my (p. 121).

These two items, the association
test and the complex, are intricately tied
together. A “litmus test” for identifying
complexes, the word association test
(WAT), also known as the Association
Experiment (AE) or Association Test
(AT)—I shall use these terms interchange-
ably—is a powerful tool for moving
beyond the conscious and into the
unconscious of the individual. Herein lies
its beauty. Similar to the interpretation of
dreams or images within psychoanalysis,

the WAT gives the analyst another tool to
help bring the unconscious to the surface
for the patient, and reveal for the patient
new aspects of his or her inner land-
scape. As the WAT exposes the complex-
es for the individual, so the ego is faced
with a choice of how to proceed.
Complexes are inescapable, woven into
the human condition, and deeply person-
al. However, if the goal of the individual
is to integrate the complexes into an
evolving consciousness, the ego will begin
to expand and become more flexible. This
is the telos, the goal of the complex
(Shalit, 2002, p. 26), and the arché, its
beginning, is the WAT. 

She invites me in and I remove my
snow-laden shoes. We ascend the narrow
staircase up to her office, and as I turn
the corner at the top of the steps, my
eyes are gripped by a myriad of figurines
lining the walls. Literally thousands of
them, all types, all sizes, all colors and
forms, begging to be seen, begging to be
encountered. Each one seems imbued
with its own story, and just waiting to
play in the sand. We sit at a tiny hand-
made desk and she lights a single taper
candle. We talk a bit about the holidays,
about my son’s first Christmas, about her
recent illness. 

Meanwhile my head seems not
quite there, not quite present. Perhaps I
am a little nervous, or maybe a bit unsure
of what’s about to transpire. We talk
more about complexes and she offers me
a metaphor for how they come to be. She
draws lines onto a 3x5 card, four horizon-
tally across four vertically, to form a grid.
She explains that our psyche is like a fish-
erman’s net and everything we experi-

ence passes through this net. In each
location where one line in the net inter-
sects another is an archetypal node. As
our experiences pass through this net,
many things fall right through. Yet those
highly emotional moments, the super-
charged events, are magnetically attract-
ed to these crisscrossed intersections.
Pulled in by the archetype’s lure, the
events gather around the junctures and
begin to tightly wrap round the node,
creating a bundle of like experiences. This
clustered knot is a complex. The experi-
ences we have continue to flow through
the net, and the archetypes continue to
attract, building up around them. The
archetype is the essence or nucleus of
the complex—it gives the complex form,
structure, and meaning. Analysis then is
the process of slowly unwinding the
experiences from its tight coil around the
core, and reflecting on each event, each
emotion, and each association the experi-
ence yields. To better understand oneself
and the personal lived experiences is the
ultimate goal. And here is where the WAT
can be so helpful. 

Sir Francis Galton (1879) is credited
as the first to have scientific interest in
word associations. Looking at the opera-
tions of the mind, he set out to prove
that ideas present themselves through an
association, and that these associations
could not be conjured up (n.p.). Others
throughout the late 1800s were showing
interest in this association test. Franz
Riklin, a Swiss psychiatrist who would
later become the first secretary of the
International Psychoanalytic Association,
came to the Burghölzli Hospital in Zurich
after having worked on variations of
Galton’s word association experiment.
Jung soon took over Riklin’s project and,
using the idea of Freud’s free association
experiments, began to refine the word
association test by incorporating aspects
of the temporal into the results. He
became increasingly interested not only
in the response words the patients
replied with, but also the time in which it
took them to respond. Jung began to rec-

Traveling the Royal Road
A Personal Encounter With the Word

Association Test
By Drew H. Smith

“To better understand
oneself and the

personal lived
experiences is the

ult imate goal”
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Traveling the Royal Road

ognize how the amount of time between
the initial stimulus word and the
response word differed between individu-
als. He noticed there was often some-
thing personally distressing, or a moment
of hesitation was noted, with some of the
responses to the stimulus word. With
Riklin, Jung coined the term “complex.”
With Eugen Bleuler’s help, Jung com-
prised a list of 156 stimulus words. This
was later expanded to over 400 words,
and was tested on everyone from epilep-
tics to schizophrenics to hysterics, and
others. This became Jung’s primary focus
at Burghölzli between 1901 and 1904
(Bair, 2003, pp. 64-66).

My feet are chilly in the upper
room, and I can’t help but be distracted
by the figurines surrounding me, watch-
ing me. The taper candle sits on the desk,
burning between us. She sits across from
me, with paper, pencil, and stopwatch at
the ready. Before we begin, she goes
over the procedure with me. I already
knew the procedure, however I feel a lit-
tle more anxious than I imagined I would.
Her explanation helped re-focus me, and
remind me that I’ve got nothing to hide,
that this isn’t a “test” per se and I began
to relax a little. Fortunately, she explains,
the test is no longer 400 words—or even
100 words. It has been reduced down to
61 stimulus words. “You can tell as much
by 61 words as you can 100,” she says;
plus, the process can be mentally
exhausting. Fewer words help keep the
test subject and the analyst a bit more
fresh and able. The concept is easy
enough: she will read the list of stimulus
words, one after the other. For each of
these words, I will respond back as quick-
ly as possible, with the first word or
image that comes to mind. I am to try
and limit the reply to a single word if I
can. She will record my response word,
and also the time it takes to respond. She
asks if I understand, to which I reply,
“Yes.” And then we begin. 

Verena Kast (1980), a training ana-
lyst at the C. G. Jung Institute and
Professor of Psychology at the University
of Zurich, wrote a marvelous little guide-
book entitled “Das
Assoziationsexperiment In Der
Therapeutischen Praxis (The Association
Experiment in Therapeutical Practice).” In
it she gives very detailed steps on how to
conduct the Association Experiment, also
known as the Association Test, and some

practical advice on setting the proper
mood. One suggestion for this test’s use
is in activating the unconscious. If too lit-
tle unconscious material is being brought
into therapy by the patient, then the test
is a way to safely tap into that material. If
evaluating the results of the test is han-
dled properly, it has a very “therapeutic
effect” on the subject—either by relaxing
them because unconscious and repressed
material has finally been exhumed, or it
has been stirred up, giving the therapist a
good launching point for further analysis
(p. 9). 

Kast (1980) acknowledges that for
the test subject, the idea of a “test”
might, in and of itself, constellate a com-
plex centered around school or taking a
test. She encourages the analyst to create
an atmosphere of relaxation as this may
help counterbalance the anxiety. The
room used to administer the test should
be quiet and comfortable, and the experi-
menter and test subject sit facing each
other. If necessary, a dry run can be done
for the test subject, using some benign
words that will not trigger the activation
of a complex. When the subject is ready,
the experimenter begins by speaking the
stimulus word. The experimenter also
begins to measure time with the stop-
watch the moment he or she says either
the first vowel or the first accentuate syl-
lable of the stimulus word. Time meas-
urement stops when the first letter of the
response word is uttered. Time is meas-
ured in 1/5 of a second (pp. 9-10).

“Play,” she says. 
“Child,” I reply. 
Scribble scribble scribble. 
“Mouth.”
“Open.”
Scribble scribble scribble.
“Free,” she says.
“Prison,” comes out of my mouth. 

Jung (1968), speaking at Tavistock,
recounts to the conference attendees
that one use of the Association Test (AT)
is in criminal cases. Back home in Zurich,
Jung explains he is sometimes called on
by the courts as a “last straw.”  He would
structure the stimulus words to have
direct correlation to the crime the subject
is accused of committing. These key
words are also clustered together within
the AT to provide an intensified sensitiz-
ing effect on the unconscious emotions.
When the AT is “put to a criminal” and he
refuses to take it, he indicts himself
because everyone will then know he is
guilty. If he takes the test and is secretly
guilty of the accused crime, he still indicts
himself because his reactions/responses
are all beyond the control of his will and
therefore betray him (p.54). The key ele-
ments in the AT are both the response
and the response time. Looking just at
the response a story will emerge. Yet it is
the response time that reveals how deep
the story goes. 

Jung recalls administering the test
to a 35-year old man. This man, a “decent
individual,” had extended response times
when the stimulus word had anything to
do with the crime in question (a stab-
bing). However, the individual was quite
unaware to the fact he had such a pro-
longed emotional response. Words like
knife, lance, to beat, pointed, and bottle
all produced an extended response time,
and the individual was totally oblivious to
it. Jung was able to piece together what
happened based both on the reaction
words and reaction times. The individual
was shocked at Jung’s deduction, and
confessed the entire thing on the spot (p.
56). 

“Car.” Stimulus word.
“Drive,” I respond.
“Make.” Another stimulus word.
“Cake,” I say. 
“Friend,” she says.
“Foe.”
“Stupid.”
“Smart.”

I remain perfectly still throughout all
of this. Having read Kast’s book prior to
taking the test, I am fully conscious of my
physical behavior, recognizing that even
the slightest head tilt, shiver, or fidget is
recorded and likely significant. I stare
straight ahead, emotionless. I recognize a
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pattern emerging already—I’m replying
to the stimulus word with many oppo-
sites or “clang” reactions, as Kast calls
them. These are rhymes or quotations
and seem to just float off my tongue.
These responses seem rote. Why am I
replying this way? I wonder already
what’s made evident from my responses.
I’m likely overthinking this, and thoughts
about my reaction time race through my
mind. Should I speed it up? Maybe I’m
sounding too forced? It’s amazing how
quickly the brain can think full sentences.
It feels like an eternity between my reply
and the next stimulus word. Too much
empty time left available to ponder what
word might be next. 

“Together.”
“Separate.”
“Go.”
“Stop.”

We work our way through 61 stimu-
lus words. It takes all of 10 minutes to
complete this experiment. Next comes 20
minutes for recovery. I stand up and
stretch, wander about the room and
shrewdly return the gaze of the figurines
that had been watching me since this all
began. In the momentary silence I reflect
on what just took place, trying to recall
the word that gave me the most difficul-
ty, the one that felt looming, that felt
unanswerable, the one that took a full
four-and-a-half seconds to answer, the
word I had just responded to literally two
minutes before—and my mind was blank.
I finally break the silence in the room by
asking where she collected all of these
character tchotchkes. They are from all
over, and she has more scattered across
the globe—over 6,000 in her collection.
When about 20 minutes had passed, we
sit back down and she explains that this
time, she will give me the stimulus words
again, and I will try to tell her what my
original response was. This is called the
Reproduction.

Jung (1959/1990, p. 4) states that
complexes are housed within the person-
al unconscious, and archetypes belong to
the collective unconscious. However he
later revises that concept and recognizes
that complexes, too, exist within the col-
lective unconscious. Whereas the person-
al complexes would be identified as a
part of one’s own psyche, such as a soul,
the collective complex would exhibit itself

as something apart from the individual,
something foreign, such as a spirit or zeit-
geist (Jung, 1972, p. 312), able to hold an
individual, a community, culture, or coun-
try within its grip. It is here we have a
clearer understanding of the depth of
power a complex may demonstrate,
especially when arriving from the collec-
tive unconscious. This would be akin to
“possession” and tend to be highly
charged and powerfully mythic. They
tend to cause an individual to lose all
connection with reality or bring the group
into a state of pathological extremism.
One could argue this is what happened
with Hitler and his rise to power and
tyrannical damage to the Jews and the
world. His complexes were not necessari-
ly of the personal unconscious, but arose
from the deeper collective. An example
used by Jung is the disciples on the day of
Pentecost—when they were filled with
the Holy Spirit. Here we encounter a
deeply mythic quality, but it is not a
destructive possession (p. 315). 

The Reproduction section of my test
goes quickly. The analyst says that a high-
er number of accurate reproductions is
an indicator of intelligence. I got 39,
which seems to fall into this category. So
I guess I’ve got that going for me. She
reviews the responses and compares the
times. This will help identify which
response times are indicative of a com-
plex. As she does some calculations, we
sit and talk through the process. She intu-
itively asks me about a few of the associ-
ations. Some analysts will always go for
the “loaded” words, but some of the less
charged words can still be evocative.
Sometimes the reason the analyst thinks I
said what I said isn’t really the reason I
said it. She begins by asking me about the
associations I didn’t recall—she finds
these most interesting. She makes a com-
ment that there are several persevera-
tions in my responses, meaning there

seems to be a disturbance brought on by
one word, that then carries across a few
following words. Oftentimes these perse-
verations are time-related, and help to
extend the response time. She also men-
tions my use of predicates, also known as
stereotypies. This is when the same word
is used three or more times, counting
both the first and second trials, as a
response word. “Like the word ‘Sad,’” she
says. “You used it at least five times. Is
that a common thread in your life?” 

Kast (1980) breaks down various
types of reactions and explains how to
evaluate the test in general. To begin, the
therapist will look at both form and con-
tent of the experiment. Form incorpo-
rates reaction time, the type of complex
indicator most frequently causing a reac-
tion, the recovery after a complex indica-
tor, and the style of word association—
factual or egocentric? For content, the
therapist observes interesting reactions
and responses to the stimulus word that
require some explanation. Of course, the
therapist will have a hypothesis regarding
this connection, but it is merely that—a
hypothesis. 

She continues by listing several
types of reactions that help us to catego-
rize the interrelation and interpretation
of the response words for the test sub-
ject. These are:

•Prolonged response time
•No reaction within 30 seconds
•Lack of reproduction or false 

reproduction
•Repetition, misunderstanding, or not

understanding the stimulus word
•Mimic, movement, or laughter 
•Stuttering or mispronunciation
•“Clang” reactions—including rhymes or

quotations
•Disconnected reactions 
•Multi-word reactions or sentences
•Neologisms, strong language or

colloquialisms
•Stereotypies

(Kast, 1980, pp. 11-15)

When looking through the subject’s
test, all these factors must be considered
as alienating only one factor will not
allow the therapist or the subject to draw
a valid conclusion. It is the total packag-
ing of these factors that helps draw the
complete picture. 

We talk about my past, centering
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the conversation of the threads of sad-
ness running through my life. We discuss
my childhood, my parents’ divorce, mem-
ories of alienation and feelings of being
alone, not just as a child, but also as an
adult. This leads into conversations about
other stereotypies showing up: Happy,
Great, Shame, Tired, Foe. These threads
run through my life and come through
clearly in my replies. Her curiosity draws
more of my story out of me and I feel
comfortably exposed. Emotions feel pret-
ty even-keeled as we talk, and in the back
of my mind I keep wondering, “Why am I
not feeling more strongly right now?” She
articulates an observation that, even as
she says it, begins to feel like a pebble in
my shoe. It’s a feeling I cannot shake or
walk off. She noticed during the test that
I sat incredibly still. She remarked I
showed very little affect, rarely did I even
move the entire time. I just stared
straight ahead, almost robotically. 

We reach the end of our session
with a question about one complex indi-
cator—the word “Force.” This was, by far,
the longest response time of them all.
Almost a full five seconds. Not only that,
but I failed to reproduce the response.
It’s as if a complex hoisted a flag, began
frantically waving it, yelling, “Here I am!
Right here!” She asks me why I thought it
took so long to answer and I cannot give
a reason. She asks what images came to
mind, and I reply, “None.” As I prepare to
leave, to head home, she says to me,
“You may dream tonight. We’ve stirred
up a lot of your unconscious. Pay atten-
tion to your dreams.” That night, I dream
of zombies. 

Over a month goes by and once
again I’m listening to the rhythmic vibra-
tions of tires on asphalt; I’m cruising
down that familiar road, headed back to
go over the results of my Association
Experiment. I’ve had time to think, to
process, and to analyze my own experi-
ence with the test. I begin to realize that
when I took the test, my life was sched-
uled full with compartmentalization.
Indeed I was living life, and a damn good
one, yet I was feeling very emotionally
truncated at that time. My primary objec-
tive, day after day, was to get the most
out of every second, squeeze in as much
as possible, reach the deadlines, com-
plete every task, until I finally lay down
on the pillow and fall into dreamless
sleep, night after night. I had structure

and discipline and schedule, and any
downtime I may have gained throughout
the day was immediately replaced by the
needs of my newborn son and my wife.
Of course, this was not a bad thing—I’d
waited over 14 years to experience the
joys of having a child. But it began to
dawn on me, built into my day there was
no time to enjoy… me. 

This dream of zombies, I guess you
could say, is a recurring theme for me.
Zombies tend to represent something
non-thinking and non-feeling. And here
they are, always chasing me and I am
always running away. Their objective is to
consume me, to assimilate me. There is
no “leader” of the zombie horde—just a
thoughtless primal drive to feed and kill.
It is an instinctual movement, one foot in
front of the other, moving only towards
one goal. There is no sense of self, no
attention to detail, to the beauty of the
surroundings. The zombie is perpetually
in a state of survival mode, living in
ordered chaos. And then I see it. That’s
me. I am Zombie. But I don’t want to be;

my unconscious is warning me, “You’re
going to get bit. You’re dangerously close
to becoming one of the undead.” This
realization hits me with a wallop and it
explains why my affect was so unrespon-
sive while taking the test, and why many
of my response words were merely
“clanging” and filled with stereotypies. It
explains how I could hear the stimulus
word “Make” and reply with “Cake.” Or
respond to “Red” with “Blue.” Of deeper
concern though was replying to the word
“Love” with “Joy” but not able to repro-
duce the word “Joy”: instead I remember
it as “Hate.” 

Many of the incorrect reproductions
I responded with were opposites of the
original response word. This is indicative,
according to the analyst, of some pretty
powerful dark stuff that only comes out
under stress. It’s as if my shadow side

(positive or negative) tends to answer
when under stress. Perhaps the initial
response was my shadow side attempting
to convey a certain aspect or persona
throughout the test. Yet when it came
time to remember the word, there was
less stress, and the more authentic “me”
was able to speak. 

As she goes over some of the com-
plex indicators, she observes a strong
mother complex and father complex. This
comes out in response words like
“Ashamed” and “Pain,” and like respond-
ing to the stimulus word “Disappoint”
with “Sad.” This is not shocking.
Dieckmann (1996) states, “[E]very human
being and hence every patient has both
mother and father complexes. In the
course of an analysis, both have to be
worked on, made conscious, and worked
through in all their subtleties to the
extent possible” (p. 68). And of course,
going into the test, I knew these would
be present. However, not every answer
necessarily indicates a complex. The
numerous amounts of stereotypies within
my replies are indicative of superficiality.
But I believe this speaks back to my
dreamworld obsession with zombies.
They themselves are superficial, and it
stands to reason this is why they visit me
so often. 

One surprising complex that this
test exposed constellates around the
theme of shame. This particular theme
has been a work in progress for me
throughout most of my life, and I’d
assumed I had “handled” these issues,
but it appears there’s still some experi-
ence wrapped around my archetypal
node. What is that archetype? Well, per-
haps there are several here. Shame is
unconsciously linked to multiple stimulus
words, like “Naked,” “Guilt,” and “Sin.”
There is much knotted up in the nucleus
of this complex, and I’m not sure I can
reduce it down to one archetype at the
core. The most obvious would be the
darker, sinister, judging God archetype—
the one ready to cast me out of Eden for
my transgressions. But inherent in this
God archetype are aspects of both the
Mother and Father archetypes as well.
Perhaps my mother and father complexes
are more enmeshed within me than I had
thought. Shame is very different from,
but closely associated with, guilt. While
guilt implies that the subject offends the
object and that perhaps the subject has
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done something wrong and expects pun-
ishment from the object, shame implies a
probability, and thus an expectation of
complete desertion, of psychic annihila-
tion (Hultberg, 1987, p. 163). Here,
wrapped around shame like a blanket, is
the knowledge that God, Mother, and
Father all have the power to wipe me out
of existence. Perhaps these three arche-
types per se all work together as the per-
fect trifecta within my psyche. 

Finally, the most shocking and mys-
tifying part of this word association test
comes down to the 38th and 60th stimu-
lus words: Fear and Force. My response
words were “Fate” and “Fear” respective-
ly. And neither of the response words
were properly recalled. Instead, I recalled
“Foe” instead of “Fate,” and “Sad”
instead of “Fear.” This speaks to some-
thing darker, hidden, something still not
emotionally conscious, and buried deep.
There is a complex here; I can smell it.
But as of now, the unconscious has only
given me a cairn along the road to mark
the spot where something resides. Jacobi
(1959) speaks to the complex recognized
with the conscious mind. Here, it is
known only intellectually and still main-
tains all its original power. There is no
“feeling-tone” to this complex within the
conscious mind. Yet the charge is defi-
nitely there. The ego can take four differ-
ent attitudes: “total unconsciousness of
its existence, identification, projection, or
confrontation” (pp. 16-17). Only con-
frontation will lead to the ego’s ability to
incorporate the complex and “come to
grips” with it, allowing for some resolu-
tion. However at this point, my psyche
must know I’m not ready for what lay
buried beneath. This will come later, in
due time. 

When I am ready, perhaps in a few
months, I will attempt this test again.
After life normalizes, after I begin de-
zombifying myself. I want to be present
and alive, alert to the sounds, the smells,
and the beauty that surrounds me. Until
then, I will ask my psyche to reveal only
what I can handle. My gut says I need to
investigate this shame complex before I
can face whatever is buried beneath
“Fear” and “Force.” For now, they will
remain a part of me, and I will greet them
in dreams with active imagination. I will
ask them to show me around, where they
live, and see what these guides along my
own royal road have to say. It’s all a

process, walking this road. I wanted to
take the word association test to better
know myself and to see what complexes I
had. Truth be told, I’ve always known
myself; some days I just know myself
more deeply and authentically than other
days. And as for seeing what complexes I
had, I’ve learned that it’s not I who have
the complexes, but they are the ones
who have me. 
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“For they have sown the wind, and
they shall reap the whirlwind . . .”

—Hosea 8:7 (KJV)

“Beforetime in Israel, when a man
went to enquire of God, thus he spake,

Come, let us go to the seer: for he that is
now called a Prophet, was beforetime

called a Seer.”
—I Samuel 9:9 (KJV)

Like so many biblical verses,
Hosea’s utterance about sowing

the wind and reaping the whirlwind is a
beautiful piece of prophetic poetry. And
as with any good poem, it reverberates
with timeless metaphorical ambiguity,
provoking us to ask: How can one sow
the wind? Is it even possible to reap a
whirlwind? What kind of harvest would
that be? How can something so seeming-
ly insubstantial, at the outset, result in
something so devastatingly consequen-
tial, at the end? 

In this essay, I explore the planetary
environmental crisis from an unusual
angle, on the assumption that insights
derived from depth psychology might
enable us to see our way into a healthier
future. In particular, I take up the ques-
tion of those dreams traditionally known
as “prophetic,” and how they might help
us to re-imagine our collective position. 

A prophetic dream is not necessarily
predictive. Nor is it limited to biblical top-
ics or doctrines, or to any specific histori-
cal period—biblical or otherwise. To qual-
ify as “prophetic,” in my view, a dream
simply must draw its images from deeper
psychic levels than the personal uncon-
scious, casting its net of associated con-
tents well beyond the individual dream-
er’s situation and personal concerns. It
must present us, in other words, with
images of discernible collectivity. 

All dreams are laden with anticipa-
tory clues about emerging trends; but a
prophetic dream gazes, as it were, past
the individual dreamer, to focus upon
emergent motifs that confront the entire

culture, society or even civilization. This
collective, anticipatory potency imparts
to prophetic dreams much of their
enhanced value. That, plus the enlivening
archetypal energies of their images and
dramatics. A prophetic dream enables us
to see not just further ahead, in a hori-
zontal, secular sense, but also deeper—
into the emergent psycho-spiritual motifs
that confront the entire culture, society
or even civilization. Such dreams offer a
better way for us to form attitudes
toward the future than just relying on
ego-habits alone. In creating the future,
the transpersonal agencies within and
behind dreams can help us break up our
old assumptions and melt them down to
be re-cast in new forms.

                      *    *    *

Every day it seems more apparent
that we are living in an age of crisis, as
the pace of disturbing change accelerates
and the ground trembles beneath our
feet—both metaphorically and literally.1
More and more, we begin to discern the
magnitude of a terrible truth and the
shape of its outlines: We are getting what
we wished for. In other words, what we
have sown—our highest values and most
cherished way of life—is producing a
“harvest” that may just eclipse Hosea’s
whirlwind in terms of destructive intensi-
ty and, we might even say, poetic justice.
Thus, old Hosea’s ancient    still rings with
archetypal truth: the inevitable shock and
bitterness of unintended, unanticipated

consequences.
“All we did was sow the wind,” we

innocently complain. “Why has this vio-
lent whirlwind befallen us?”

Of course, it does absolutely no
good for us to play innocent, as if we
were really unaware, or were really
unable to fathom just why the weather
has gotten so strange, or why abstrac-
tions like “loss of biodiversity” or “species
extinction” should be anyone’s concern.
Relentlessly, the evidence piles up by the
day. It is laid before us with care, as if by
kindly elementary-school teachers
attending to “slow” pupils. We may stub-
bornly close our eyes against teacher’s
simple charts; we may perpetuate our
own confusion with harmless-sounding
euphemisms like “climate change” or
“global warming”; or we may pride our-
selves on our can-do optimism and look
to geo-engineering for “solutions.” But
such measures only delay the reckoning,
the shock of awakening to the tornado in
our backyard.

So now we pay the cost—Hosea’s
prophetic price—for having sown the
wind, that insubstantial seed of hubris,
on the breezy assumption that we could
do whatever we pleased to the natural
world, do it indefinitely, and get away
with it forever, unscathed. In the process
we have radically altered the conditions
of life on the planet, to an extent far
beyond our ability to control.

                      *    *    *
Humans will probably argue over

this global situation until they run out of
breath or oxygen, whichever comes first.
But in my view we’re better off letting go
of the arguments and turning our atten-
tion to this question: What attitudes do
we need to develop in order to meet
whatever it is that is coming our way? 

For my part, I have no doubt that a
storm is coming, both metaphorical and
literal. It will manifest itself in countless
ways, and its scope will be global. There
will be no place to hide. Actually, the
storm is already happening, globally, but

The Coming Storm
Prophetic Dreams and the Climate Crisis

By Paco Mitchell

“All dreams are laden
with anticipatory clues
about emerging trends;
but a prophetic dream

gazes, as it were, past
the individual dreamer,
to focus upon emergent
motifs that confront the

entire culture”
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The Coming Storm

we haven’t seen the full force of it yet.
Apart from the madness of denial,

the problem with most of our problem-
solving efforts to date, as we struggle to
come to terms with the climate dilemma,
is that it is nearly impossible to think
about things in a way that doesn’t simply
perpetuate the same kind of thinking that
led to the problem in the first place. As
computer programmers often say,
“Garbage in, garbage out.” So we find
ourselves caught in a crazy-making kind
of feedback loop or vicious circle, known
as a double-bind. We’re damned if we do,
damned if we don’t—practically every-
thing we do, say or think, in our attempts
to foment change, has the ironic effect of
perpetuating the status quo.

This is why I am so interested in the
possible value of dreams, especially
prophetic dreams, as a radical way of
breaking through the vicious circle. Over
the decades, I have found that dreams, as
spontaneous productions of the psyche
and possessed of a “super-intelligence”
exceeding that of the conscious personal-
ity, may just be the source of our deepest
creativity. Periodically they reveal an
encompassing wisdom, and the active
intelligence with which they are imbued
can actually be seen interacting with the
physical world in mysterious, synchronis-
tic ways that we have scarcely begun to
appreciate. If we can open to these
dreams, responding with our substance
to their messages, our very own dreams
may supply the wherewithal to inform
and transform both ourselves and one
another, in deep ways. By such a devo-
tion to dreams, we might prepare our-
selves for what I am calling “the coming
storm.” 

Of course, I don’t expect throngs of
people to start forming queues in order
to follow this advice. My words may only
resonate with a handful of readers, if
that. But we need to start thinking and
imagining in radically different terms
from what has become the accepted
norm. The prophetic task has probably
always fallen to a miniscule few—those
prophetically-minded individuals
endowed with sufficient imagination and
courage to buck the tide, in what
amounts to a considerable sacrifice. But
we should not underestimate the poten-
tial value that could flow from those few
who are willing to open themselves to
their dreams, and their dreams to the

rest of us. 
This is important work that, by and

large, goes unrecognized by society, a sad
fact that has been true for a long time.
Even in antiquity, when such things were
better understood, the role of prophet
was not always easy. It has even been
rumored that, in Old Testament times,
people would stand on the city walls and
throw stones when they saw the irate old
prophet hobbling toward them. Perhaps
we should think of this as our own “scrip-
tural moment” of modern history, a peri-
od in which those of us who are willing to
do so, will take up the potentials of the
collective unconscious in dreams and
visions, wield our scrolls, brandish our
staffs and call our tribes to account—
dodging the stones, if we must. 

Naturally, the “sharing” of prophetic
dreams can take any number of forms:
confide the dream to your partner, col-
league, therapist or friend: disrupt a din-
ner party with your account; stop a
stranger on the street; publish articles,
blogs and books; render the dream in
poems or paintings; write dream mem-
oirs for your children and grandchildren;
compose poems, fictional dramas, love
sonnets to the soul—make up your own
method. Better yet, follow the lead of the
dreams. They will tell you what to do.

I hope it’s obvious that the point of
taking on the prophetic role is never to
aggrandize oneself—Look at me! I’m a
prophet!—but rather, in a spirit of hum-
ble sacrifice, to make a contribution
toward returning a sense of sacredness to
our much-profaned and endangered
world. This requires giving up something
of personal value, in favor of a greater
good—assuming we can discern what
that good is, in itself a difficult enough
task. 

I have no idea whether the new
vision that could grow from such efforts
has any chance of taking shape, let alone
prevailing. Quite possibly not. But I see
no viable alternative to trying our best to
bring it into consciousness, give it form
and invest it with the substance of our
lives. 2

                      *    *    *
Among the many dreams I have

recorded, only a dozen or so qualify as
prophetic, in my opinion. Here is one I am
currently viewing through the “prophetic”
lens, though I did not see it that way
when I first dreamed it thirty-some years
ago. But recently it has come back to
mind with such force, with so many new
associations and synchronistic implica-
tions, that I have had to change my view
of it. I present this now as a prophetic,
collective, or cultural dream, placing it
within the specific context of the climate
crisis and the “coming storm”:

I am in a house with a few other peo-
ple, waiting for a tornado to arrive.
The storm is on its way, and there is
no escaping it. 

The feeling of inevitability is rein-
forced by the fact that a square
opening has been built into the ceil-
ing of the house. The purpose of the
opening—trim-finished and complete
with molding—is to permit the occu-
pants to be sucked up into the torna-
do.

In preparation for the tornado’s
arrival, we are practicing the kinds of
maneuvers skydivers might perform,
as when they join hands to form a
circle in order to stay connected
while in free-fall. 

The other necessary preparation is to
swallow a handful of diamonds.

Once the tornado arrives, the pres-
sure drops and we are all sucked up
through the opening in the ceiling. As
we whirl around inside the great fun-
nel, amidst the debris, we struggle to
join hands and stay connected, as we
have practiced. It is very difficult. As I
tumble about, however, I am surpris-
ingly calm. I know that, because I
have swallowed the diamonds, wher-
ever I land—assuming, of course,
that I survive—I will be carrying irre-
ducible, “diamantine” values with
me, which will form the basis of a
new life. [End of dream.]

“The prophetic task has
probably always fallen

to a miniscule few—
those prophetically-
minded individuals

endowed with 
sufficient imagination

and courage to 
buck the tide”
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Dreams are kaleidoscopic: You hold
one against the light, look into it, turn it
in your hand, and you see ever-shifting
aspects and configurations. The elements
remain the same, yet it permits endless
associations. When I set aside the per-
sonal meaning this dream had for me at
the time, I find several aspects of collec-
tive relevance today:
1. The opening scene shows a homely
interior, an image of personal life. But it
is not “my house” so much as it is simply
“a house,” one in which a small group of
several individuals, myself included, are
involved in something like a preparatory
ritual. The house suggests that the ritual
must be imagined as taking place at the
personal level of daily life, not as a mass
undertaking or political movement.
2. I refer to the preparations as “rituals”
because the coming tornado implies a
dramatic shift in magnitude—the simply-
personal is about to be engulfed by a
numinous and transpersonal cosmic
force. Throughout history, any accommo-
dation between the human and the
divine, between the sacred and the pro-
fane, could only be approached after rit-
ual preparations—ablutions, sacrifices,
abstinences, purifications—various ways
in which the mundane habits and atti-
tudes of consciousness were modified or
set aside in anticipation of an encounter
with the numinous powers of the uncon-
scious. Without ritual, such an approach
would have been considered danger-
ous—a sacrilege, a profanity, an abomi-
nation, a punishable hubris. 

The way we disregard the attitudes
appropriate to ritual and sacrifice, consti-
tutes, in fact, our hubristic modern
approach to the sacred precincts. For the
most part, we have no sacred precincts
any more. No grove of trees on earth, no
matter how revered, is safe from the
bulldozer, the chain saw or the bottom
line. No wild animal is safe from being
mistreated or hounded to death. We
read or hear of chortling jokes about the
starvation and drowning of the great
polar bears. We see photos of dead spot-
ted owls nailed to signs forbidding the
killing of spotted owls. It is difficult to
imagine the horror that indigenous tribes
must have felt when they saw the sacrile-
gious depredations of Europeans, hacking
and blasting their way into the “virgin”
tribal preserves. The violence, far from
ending at the close of the colonial period,

continues unabated today. I recently
read3 that a few remaining “pre-contact”
Amazonian tribes are now being flushed
out by illegal mahogany loggers supplying
wood for patio furniture. 

From the outset, my dream sug-
gests a revision of this modern profane
attitude, along with the recovery of an
earlier religious sense of ritual reverence.
3. The nature of the ritual is twofold,
involving maneuvers and diamonds. The
maneuvers suggest a social aspect to the
otherwise personal crisis implicit in the
advent of the tornado. Notice that the
dream presents an image of “keeping in
touch” that is neither hierarchical nor
narcissistic—two major symptoms of our
present cultural wounding. The very
absence of these symptoms from the
dream is significant in itself.

The dream presents, as an alterna-
tive to power-motives and narcissistic
display, a form of “contact” that is direct-
ed toward a commonly recognized, sacri-
ficial and ritualistic, symbolic goal—that
of forming a circle. But it adds an unex-
pected twist: the circle is to be formed
while in free-fall. I must say that, despite
the horrors implicit in the tornado, this is
a beautiful image. Even in our present
conditions, these circles are not easy to
form; but under the disrupting pressures
of the tornado, it requires a supreme
effort.

The circle is probably the oldest
social configuration in human history,
after the single-file line of hunters, per-
haps. The circle is inherently non-hierar-
chical and reverential. Each person has a
voice, even if there is a chief. Today’s
social and economic phenomenon of
wealth disparity—the 1% versus the
99%—does not figure in the dream’s les-
son. In fact, great disparities in wealth
and social status run contrary to the spir-
it of this dream. Nor are we talking about
a communistic worker’s paradise here,
but rather an image of what people value
most deeply, and how they apply those
values in cooperation with others. The

formation of the circle during free-fall,
the chaotic spinning, suggests that per-
sonal values in the midst of chaos are
given greater meaning when joined with
the shared values of others. Forming the
circle, in other words, is a meaningful
symbol of a primordial way to confer
order in the midst of chaos. And the
dream says to start practicing now, while
you can.
4. I use the term “free-fall” more than
“spinning” because, when I look around
that’s what I see—a society in free-fall,
where stable values and structures dis-
solve in a disorienting rapidity of change,
and where virtually everyone is being
affected on every level, whether they
know it or not. On the whole, our
responses to these conditions are just as
confused as the situations to which we
are responding. Yeat’s prophetic poem,
The Second Coming4, still resounds today
like a great tolling bell: “things fall apart;
the centre cannot hold; mere anarchy is
loosed upon the world . . .”

Like Yeats’ poem, the image of
“free-fall” also catches the spirit of the
time, of what is happening now. Perhaps
the “spinning-phase” is yet to come, but
it will happen soon enough. 

Fortunately, there are increasing
numbers of articles and books, work-
shops and conferences, touching on the
same general question the dream
addresses: What do we have to do to pre-
pare ourselves to meet the coming turbu-
lence? This is a question we would all do
well to consider.
5. This brings us to a major image—the
square opening in the ceiling. It has sev-
eral aspects: it is square; it is structural,
built-in, inherent; it is “above our heads”;
and it permits communication between
earth and heaven (“ceiling” is related to
the Latin caelum, “the heavens”).

Jung’s researches on the phenome-
nology and symbolism of the Self amply
demonstrate the importance of both cir-
cle 5 and square 6, among other shapes
and objects, in the archetypal manifesta-
tions pertaining to the Self as central
archetype of order and wholeness. 

I confess that I have always been
wary of this tidy formulation—the “cen-
tral archetype of order and wholeness”—
when compared with an actual encounter
with the Self. Reading a book about the
Self, and having a living experience of it,
are not the same thing at all. Due to its

Paco Mitchell

“What do we have 
to do to prepare

ourselves to meet the
coming turbulence?”
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nature as a conjunction of opposites, as
Jung has written, when we depict an
engagement with the Self as a wrenching
conflict of opposites we come closer to
the bitter truth than the wonderful-
sounding phrase “archetype of order and
wholeness.” First the storm, then the
peace.

                      *    *    *
In The Archetype of the

Apocalypse7, Edward Edinger emphasizes
the “coming of the Self” as a general
problem that humans will have to face,
presently and in the future. He follows
Jung’s idea that the more people there
are who are able to confront the oppo-
sites consciously, within and around
themselves, the better it will go for us. In
contrast, the more people there are who
remain unconscious of their whole per-
sonalities, deny their shadow side and
project their conflicts outward into the
world, the more violent will be the
results.

The implications of the square, the
four-sided quaternio shape, are vast: The
integration of personality into a whole,
integration of the shadow with conscious-
ness, integration of the four functions of
consciousness, integration of the unre-
deemed aspects of the God-image, etc.—
all of these tumultuous processes are
related, and all are implicit in the opening
in the ceiling.

The square opening, then, gives us a
hint as to how we can face the coming
storm—to be, as much as possible, con-
sciously complete individuals, familiar
with the moral burden of our dark sides,
acquainted with the autonomous figures
who approach us from the unconscious,
unwilling to deceive ourselves, able to
face and deal with the gamut of our emo-
tions, fantasies and desires, willing to
subject them all to the grinding, pulveriz-
ing ball-mill of ethical considerations and
moral consequences. 

In the context of the dream, the
square opening is as much a part of the
ritual preparations for the coming storm
as the maneuvers and the diamonds.
Opening to such a powerful cosmic
dynamism as a “tornado” is dangerous
indeed, not for the faint of heart, and it
therefore requires a thorough, “four-
square” preparation; but, as the dream
emphasizes, there is no escaping the task,
and the time to begin is now.
6. Swallowing the diamonds is an elo-

quent image of assimilating value, how-
ever value is conceived. What we “swal-
low” we incorporate, assimilate, embody.
The “diamond” is the hardest natural
substance—formed under immense pres-
sure and heat, out of pure carbon, the
essence of life and congealed sunlight.
The diamond corresponds to the lapis of
the alchemists, a symbol of the integra-
tion of matter and spirit, conscious and
unconscious. The “diamond body” occurs
in different forms in many esoteric tradi-
tions—Taoist, Tibetan Buddhist,
Hermetic, etc.—the general idea being an
incorruptible essence, a symbol of the
Self, for which Jung found parallels
throughout history and culture.

For simplicity’s sake, I take the dia-
mond as a shorthand symbol for “irre-
ducible values,” which the participants in
the dream must “ingest,” assuming they
have acquired them in the first place.
Needless to say, dreaming of a diamond,
even the “diamond body,” is one thing,
whereas actually realizing it is quite
another.

7. As a phenomenon, the tornado is
unsurpassed for its intensity and whimsi-
cal destructive potential, a superb expres-
sion of “divine” energy. It is easy to see
why, in ancient times, meteorological
phenomena like storms, thunder, etc.,
were associated with deities. Today we
have instruments that measure pressure
fluctuations, wind speeds and such, but
even so, there is no getting around the
feeling that we are bounded, at all times,
by powers we do not control. As a dream
symbol, I take the tornado as a synchro-
nistic image uniting inner and outer
worlds, psyche and matter, in one great
confluence. That is what the climate crisis
of global warming amounts to—a syn-
chronistic relationship between humans
and their psychology, on one side, and
the systemic cosmic dynamisms of which

the earth is a local expression, on the
other. The tornado-image gives a fine
point to the entire global climate crisis.
And just as the dream emphasizes that
there is no escape, so, too, no corner of
the planet is immune to the disturbances
of our imbalanced climate.
8. The dénouement. The dream does not
merely imply that a tornado will come—
the tornado does come, as if to demon-
strate the dream’s bona fides. Eerily, the
atmospheric pressure drops, and we all
are sucked up through the opening and
into the funnel. As I indicated above, it is
very difficult to stay in touch, much less
to form a circle, under the pressure of
the powerful whirlwind and its clattering
debris. But everything in the dream
seems necessary—the storm, the maneu-
vers, the circle, the square opening, the
diamonds, the calmness in the midst of
turbulence—even the possibility that the
end-result may well be death.

I certainly have had my share of tur-
bulent personal experiences, including
brushes with death, and I expect to
undergo more as the global situation
worsens. The philosophical necessity of
preparing for one’s own demise—always
a requirement of life—seems all the more
imperative today.

This dream is one of several I have
had that give me a perspective on what is
happening both in myself and in the
world. I believe that many individuals are
having similarly prophetic dreams, and
that those dreams have valuable percep-
tions to offer us, if we can only register
them in consciousness and make them
available to one another—as implied by
the image of “forming a circle.” Everyone,
potentially, has access to diamond wis-
dom, along with the wherewithal to with-
stand the coming storms.

I know that many people will find it
difficult to connect the dream images I
am discussing here, with the actual con-
sequences of climate disturbance on an
“outward” physical level. But I must
emphasize once again the synchronistic
connection between world and psyche,
something we have barely begun to
appreciate in the wider culture. This is a
failure of society that must be made
good by individuals. If it is true that
“everything is connected,” and that
“matter and psyche are one,” then we
humans bear a heavy responsibility that
we must not shirk. 

“As a phenomenon, 
the tornado is 

unsurpassed for its 
intensity and whimsical

destructive potential, 
a superb expression 
of ‘divine’ energy”

The Coming Storm
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The need of the time is great.
Whoever can plumb the depths of their
own dreams probably should do so, if
they can summon the will. And whosoev-
er lays hold of the prophetic wisdom that
dreams bring, must find ways to body
forth that wisdom and make it available
to others.

We need this now, as never before.

End Notes
1 The increase in “fracking” practices
throughout the country has been associ-
ated with increased numbers of localized
earthquakes. As marginal natural gas and
oil deposits are extracted by means of
controversial new technologies that “frac-
ture” the gas-bearing layers of shale rock
with high-pressure injections of water,
sand and chemicals, it appears that, in
the process, rock strata are being de-sta-
bilized. For a description of fracking, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydraulic_fr
acturing For a description of a sample
study linking fracking with earthquakes,
see: http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-
word/oklahoma-earthquakes-linked-
fracking-study

2 I might add that I was delighted to read
of Meredith Sabini’s recent work, a wel-
come, all-too-rare example of sharing and
working with collective and prophetic
dreams. See Sabini, Meredith, “Dreaming

for Our Survival,” Depth Insights, Spring
2012.

3http://www.businessinsider.com/video-
shows-isolated-amazonian-tribes-first-
contact-with-outside-world-2014-7

4 Yeats, William Butler, “The Second
Coming.” See, for example:
http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/
172062

5 See, for example, Jung, C. G., Man and
His Symbols (New York: Doubleday & Co.,
1964), p. 240.

6 See also, Jung, C. G., Man and His
Symbols (New York: Doubleday & Co.,
1964), p. 21, p. 249.

7 Edinger, Edward, The Archetype of the
Apocalypse: Divine Vengeance, Terrorism,
and the End of the World. Peru, IL: Open
Court Publishing, 2002.
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Incantation for Ancestor
By Pamela Preston

Bat wings slice
The cellar air
The tree frog falls
To its death
All sleeps.

Winter fog like dry ice
Gathers in the cleavage
Of unknown mountains
Seeping into bones
Hollow like reeds.

Winds howl
Stopping breath
While walls of
One existence
Crumble.
She knelt on matted grass
Listening to
You,
Who once carved
Hieroglyphics on cornerstones
Who left your anagramma coded
Who stained your pages with tears
While ants
Legless toads
The lion
And the dead
Became your helpers
Collecting  works
From your mysterium.

You
Who live in this night
Above the moon
Became her ancestor.

Light your pipe
Old one
Tell her she will not break
Remind her of the truth of trauma
Guild her to the rock temple.

Strew flowers
Giant one
Before the smaller ones
The root
And the tree.

View Pamela’s  bio and art on p. 40

Paco Mitchell
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Shaman in the Woods
Acrylic on Canvas, 20" H X 30" W

Candace French, Contemporary Abstract Artist,
rediscovered her passion for art after she 
experienced the tragic loss of a loved one and her
dreams called her to creatively express herself
through painting. Her bold use of color, texture and
layers, are engaging and invite the viewer to
explore a deeper experience of life’s mystery and
connection with the Divine.

Art

Threshold
Acrylic on Canvas, 20" H X 16" W

by Candace French
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The idea of practical spirituality
emerged out of an alchemical

mix of William James and Carl Jung, and
their respective psychic perspectives on
the soul. As a clinical psychologist in pri-
vate practice for the past 30 years spe-
cializing in depth psychology and psychol-
ogy and spirituality, I have treated scores
of individuals in the midst of making their
way across the dark and troubled waters
of the unconscious mind. Serving as ther-
apist and guide, a Hermetic dynamic at
work within the treatment relationship,
we frequently witness the emergence of
a natural and immensely practical spiritu-
ality that nourishes the soul. It is of
course, a vital relationship with the Self
that supplants old, outer, religiosity. 

In developing this relationship,
William James (2006, p. 24) hit upon a
revolutionary idea: God as intimate soul.
Transformative numinous experience is
nourished as we cultivate intimacies with
soul. Sensitive listening to emotions,
dreams, synchronous life events, and
nuances within daily relationships actu-
ates connection with intimate soul. As a
colleague told me yesterday over a cup of
afternoon tea, “I really need my daily
times for reading, meditation, thinking,
and good talking time with my partner.
They take me into myself. There I find
what the ancients called god.” God is inti-
mate soul.

In my psychotherapeutic specialty in
the depth treatment of religiously abused
patients I have found that damaging the
god image traumatizes the soul. Ardent
Buddhist devotees have been seduced by
ostensibly sincere roshis. Stories of
Catholic children quietly ushered into a
priest’s dimly lit quarters and sexually
exploited run rampant in the media. Yogis
cultivated followers and then plundered
emotionally and physically those who
seriously sought their wisdom and guid-
ance. In instances such as these, the god
image within the self is traumatized,
often to the point of fracture and col-
lapse. When the inner sanctum of soul

holds trauma, intimacy with it, with god,
becomes overwhelming and frightening.

The dark, destructive, side of reli-
gion intrudes on the natural psychic dis-
position toward intimacy with soul.
Patients suffer the cruelty of religious
impositions based on psychic manipula-
tion. Archetypal energies turn destructive
as survivors defensively cope with symp-
toms of anxiety, depression, suicidality,
and psychosis. In the words of one ardent
spiritual seeker and survivor of religious
abuse, “When the priest got to me, it was
God who got to me and nearly did me
in.”

Many old religions depict an outer
god inflicting judgment and wrath on the
vulnerable soul. Inevitably, this construct
is internalized and generates a psychic
terrain replete with demons of guilt and
fear, the dark side of archetypal numinos-
ity unleashed. Oppressive and damaging
demonic assaults charged with religious
meaning hit the psyche at full speed for
the sufferer of religious abuse.
Onslaughts of self-loathing and shame
cripple the psyche. As one psychoanalyst
colleague remarked, “When our god is a
tyrant we need another god.”

From the perspective of American
depth psychology, vis- à-vis William
James, a transformative spirituality culti-
vates intimacy with an inner sense of the
sacred, numinous aspects of psyche.
James (2006, p.25) noted, “The inner life
of things must be substantially akin any-
how to the tenderer parts of man’s
nature.” One of my most tender dreams

ushered me to an inner sanctum, an
angelic presence speaking, “Freud
touched the face of God.” Upon awaken-
ing deeply moved, I felt touched by the
sacred, intimate soul. As the result, I dis-
covered that I, as Freud encouraged, was
better attuned to painful feelings and
memories of patients. Together, we more
sensitively plumbed unconscious depths
to healing, perhaps, touching the face of
God.

Michael Eigen (1998 p. 71, 72) stat-
ed that “the soul keeps opening . . . no
end to opening. . . . It explodes down-
ward (into knowledge, understanding,
feeling . . . ).” Such a depth psychology
encourages a downward nourishing of
intimacy with soul. I remember a dream
in which I could ascend to the heavens
and there encounter God. A group of
men and I were in the desert, a great
expanse of earth before us and the blue
sky overhead. Just as I looked heaven-
ward and prepared to jettison upward, an
old holy man, a desert prophet, appeared
and pointed downward. Where the holy
man pointed was a fathomlessly dark and
deep hole at least five or six feet in cir-
cumference that led to the center of the
earth. He and his followers, the men who
were with me in the dream, made the
descent into the abyss, something at
once mystifying and terrifying. I followed
despite feeling overwhelmed by wonder
and trepidation.

The desert holy man as symbol of
the wise-old numinous self led the way
into realms of mystery and transforma-
tion, intimate soul. Terror felt by my
dreaming ego was a normal response of
the conscious mind to the unknown, to
intimate soul. I made my way to the
opening in the earth, smelled the rich,
loamy soil. As I entered this moist and
earthy realm, the past space of the old
and dry earth and distant sky faded into a
vague and far off memory.

William James (2006, p. 136)
referred to this depth of being, as “a
great reservoir in which the memories of

God as Intimate Soul

By Paul DeBlassie III, Ph.D.

“Sensit ive listening to
emotions, dreams,

synchronous life events,
and nuances within
daily relationships 

actuates connection 
with intimate soul”
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earth’s inhabitants are pooled and pre-
served, and from which, when the thresh-
old lowers or the valve opens, informa-
tion ordinarily shut out leaks into the
mind.” Intimate soul draws us into a
grounded and deepening relationship to
self and life. Patricia Berry (2008, p.12) in
depicting a vital aspect of psychic evolu-
tion and movement wrote, 

Earth became a divinity . . . she was
no longer ‘nothing-but’ a physical
ground, a neutral ground without
quality; because she was experi-
enced as a divinity, she was experi-
enced psychically so that her matter
mattered to and in the psyche.

“In the midst of crisis,” one person
confided, “I was terrified yet I knew I had
to enter into a cave in the earth. There a
dark goddess appeared. I was abandoned
by my birth mother. The dark goddess
deep within the earth helped me to heal.
She has been there for me ever since.”

The human psyche nourishes itself
on intimate truths. We see through a
dark light as the scriptural author refers
to seeing through a glass darkly. The psy-
che births mystery, causing deific pres-
ences of intimate soul to appear leading
to transformation. James(2006, p. 138)
referred to entering into this downward
knowledge as a calling for “possibilities
that take our breath away, of another
kind of happiness and power, based on
giving up our own will” to god as intimate
soul.
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The Quickening
By Eva Rider

I am the Voice behind the Silence behind all
you have forgotten... not yet remembered.
I am the Dance between...
the one and single
movement which twists like grapevine in Spring.
I curl through toes, bend around ankles,
grasping at knees and thighs.
I am sinew, muscle, bone.
I sing your cells awake.. anew.
I lighten your shoulders,
I kiss your fingertips.

You are my vessel, my instrument, my temple, my shrine.
Through all of your passages, through darkest tunnels of time,
through wild winds to quiet shores..
I have held you;
even and especially, when you believed faith to be a farce
and reason merely a tool that men designed for ends without beginnings.

To pave a way to me, life boarded up your heart
and slowly turned up the heat.
Smoldering white ash, Now...you are ready to receive me..
To trust, because all other roads are barred to you.
Your will is now at last, My Will.

Surrender -

Dance,
on a cliff edge.. a mountain crag,
Dance,
on the crest of an ocean wave.. a cumulus cloud,
Dance,
on a puff of smoke billowing from your own chimney.

Sing.....
even though you are off-key;
Sing,
and the rain begins to fall;
Sing,
because My Voice calls you when all else is Silence.

God As Intimate Soul

Poetry
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In the heart of the jungle in
Columbia, the U’wa people live a

simple existence mostly beyond the
reaches of modern society, having had lit-
tle contact at all with the outside world
until a few decades ago. Their indigenous
relationship to the earth sustains them in
a collective role as caretakers of the earth
and an equal facet of nature. Thus, when
the prospect of international firms mak-
ing plans to drill into their ancestral lands
for oil in the late 1990s arose, they per-
ceived the concept to be intolerable,
apocalyptic even (“U’wa tribe’s suicide
pact,” n.d.).

The tribe of 5,000 people made it
known that even the act of searching for
oil on their homelands would destroy
their way of life, initiating the same kind
of colonization, exploitation, destruction,
and violence that has happened else-
where. In fact, one hundred and sixty
kilometers east of the village, the Caño
Limon oilfield run by Shell and Oxy, earns
Colombia hundreds of millions of dollars
a year. The pollution, loss of wildlife, and
changes to society as a result from
drilling in the area are devastating—and
that is only half the story. The increase in
guerilla terrorism, gun-running, and drug
trafficking by those attempting to sabo-
tage or commandeer the oil operations
has taken a severe toll, spilling over into
U’wa lands as violent machine gun battles
waged between opposing bands and
stray gunfire invaded the U’wa village
(“U’wa tribe’s suicide pact,” n.d.).

On receiving the news that explo-
ration, and ultimately drilling, would
imminently occur on their lands, the lead-
ers promptly announced that the entire
tribe of some 5,000 men, women, and
children would willingly step off a 1400-
foot cliff rather than suffer the horrors
sure to follow the drilling. In fact, this
almost-unthinkable decision to commit
mass ritual suicide has happened before.
The nearby cliff is on sacred ground
where everything is alive, land protected
by centuries of ritual and dance, land that
tribespeople refuse to enter for fear of

violating their covenants with ancestors,
spirits, and the earth. In another event
centuries ago, faced with moving onto
forbidden sacred grounds in retreat from
the invading Spaniards, the greater part
of the adults of the tribe threw the chil-
dren over the cliff in clay pots, then
stepped off into nothingness themselves.
For the U’wa, oil is the blood of Mother
Earth, and to invade it—above or below
ground—causes imbalance and ultimate-
ly, death. “I sing the traditional songs to
my children,” a tribeswoman mourns. “I
teach them that everything is sacred and
linked. How can I tell Shell and Oxy that
to take the petrol is for us worse than
killing your own mother? If you kill the
earth, then no one will live. I do not want
to die. Nobody does.” (U’wa tribe’s sui-
cide pact, n.d., p. 8).

Jungian analyst Donald Kalsched
(1996) uses the word trauma to mean
any experience that causes unbearable
psychic pain or anxiety. For an experience
to be “unbearable” means that it over-
whelms the usual defensive measures
which protect us from perceiving horror
and pain. The distinguishing feature of
trauma of this magnitude is what Heinz
Kohut called disintegration anxiety, an
“unnameable dread associated with the
threatened dissolution of a coherent self”
(as cited in Kalsched, 1996, p. 1). This
kind of anxiety portends the complete
annihilation of the human personality.

For the U’wa, the trauma created by the
very concept of violating their living
sacred land, the mother of them all for
whom they are responsible, was “unbear-
able,” threatening to completely dissolve
the way of life, the values, the world-
view—indeed the very tribe itself.

Robert Stolorow (2007), a psychoan-
alyst with an expertise in trauma,
employs insight from philosopher Martin
Heidigger to explain how trauma initiates
a sense of loss of security and of anxiety
about the unpredictability of our world
after trauma occurs. The anxiety involves
the impression of uncanniness, or the
feeling “not-being-at-home” in the world.
Everyday meaning in life collapses as the
world takes on a strange and alien tone,
and the one who experiences trauma
feels incongruent, isolated, and bizarre
because he simply cannot see how any-
one else could possibly experience the
rupture and ensuing chaos in the same
way (Stolorow, 2007). This feeling consti-
tutes a complex of which the archetypal
core is alienation and exile. Glen
Albrecht, professor of philosophy and
sustainability, introduced the term
solastalgia to mean “the pain experi-
enced when there is recognition that the
place where one resides and that one
loves is under immediate assault . . . a
form of homesickness one gets when one
is still at ‘home’” (in Smith, 2010, para. 5).
From “solace” and the Greek root “algia”
which means “pain,” solastagia is, as
Albrecht insists, the kind of place pathol-
ogy reported by Navajos, Aborigines, and
other indigenous peoples forced to leave
their land and relocate (Smith, 2010).
When you separate people from their
land Albrecht points out, “they feel the
loss of heart’s ease as a kind of vertigo, a
disintegration of their whole life” (Smith,
2010, para. 4). 

The condition of solastalgia, the
threat of immediate violation and assault
to the land they live on is just one of
many factors that contribute to the trau-
ma suffered by the U’wa people which
blew apart their worldview with the very

“The nearby cliff is on
sacred ground where

everything is alive, land
protected by centuries of

ritual and dance, land
that tribespeople refuse

to enter for fear of 
violating their covenants

with ancestors, spiri ts,
and earth”

Trauma and Homecoming
Finding a Sense of Place in the Space of Trauma

By Bonnie Bright
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news of potential drilling. The horror at
impending violation of the body of the
earth which the U’wa consider their
mother, the ghostly ancestral memory of
a time before when this mass suicide, in
fact, occurred, and the shattering of the
traditional everyday way of life that has
left the U’wa with a sense that their “nor-
mal” world no longer exists. It has upend-
ed their entire cosmos, replaced their
daily routine and harmony with the
impossible choice to intentionally end
their physical existence on the land they
have inhabited for centuries. In short, for
the U’wa, suffering the drilling that would
rupture their way of life is intolerable. It
cannot be borne. Thus, what is at stake
for the U’wa people is disruption, devas-
tation, and the ultimate rupture: death.

Robert Stolorow (2010) believes
trauma shatters absolutisms, leading to a
“catastrophic loss of innocence” (p. 16),
which drastically alters one’s experience
of being in the world. One who is trauma-
tized thus perceives new ways of being
that are outside the formerly known and
articulated world. The individual can no
longer feel safe, comfortable, or at home.
He conceives that he is no longer included
in the still-safe world of others who s can-
not possibly perceive the new parameters
now seen by the trauma victim.
Therefore, the trauma survivor is isolated
and alone, alienated from the previously
known world and all those who still inhab-
it it. His world and the world of others are
incommensurable. He has been displaced,
exiled to a new and frightening existence.
Heidigger says “the sense of the loss of
being is the loss of being”(p. 30); thus a
sense of homelessness is the loss of
home. Susan Brison (2002) also corrobo-
rates the fact that trauma profoundly
affects one’s capacity to be at home in
the world. This new feeling of alienation
and isolation further contributes to the
trauma, creating a vicious loop that is dif-
ficult to heal.

Navigating The “Age of Trauma”
For the U’wa, the concept that oil

might be drilled on their land was intoler-
able. In my own life, I have, at times, felt
that the world around me is intolerable,
that I cannot bear the destruction, vio-
lence, and assault to the environment, to
animals, and to our fellow humans, now
broadcast almost incessantly in the news
and through social media. Interconnected

as we are, it is difficult not to feel psycho-
logically assailed by the knowledge of the
horrors we have wrought as a humanity
on the earth and on each other. It leads to
the perception that the ground we stand
on is unsteady, also under assault. Though
I live far away from the U’wa from a geo-
graphical standpoint, I, too, have under-
gone the violation of my home through
their experiences and through my own
connection with the earth and nature.

In his groundbreaking book, Living in
the Borderland: The Evolution of
Consciousness and the Challenge of
Healing Trauma, Jungian analyst Jerome
Bernstein (2005) observes that the grad-
ual loss over millennia of our connection
with nature and ourselves and the devel-
opment of an over-specialized western
ego has brought about a “great grief.” He
cites an emerging intentional attempt by
nature to reconnect in order to bring us
back as a species from the brink of extinc-
tion. According to Bernstein, nature
seems to cry out to and through certain
individuals who are sensitive to the initial
loss, who experience profound but irra-
tional feelings that are extensions of what
is going on in the world in which they live.
This arena in which the attempted recon-
nection is taking place is what Bernstein
calls the “Borderland.” 

The grief, pain, disbelief, and depres-
sion of those “Borderlanders” who are on
the forefront of the attempt to reconnect
are not the result of individual pain and
suffering but rather manifestations of the
pain of the world itself. As Bernstein says,
those experiencing Borderland phenome-
na don’t feel about the pain of ongoing
events—they feel it, almost as if the col-
lective unconscious has designated some
human beings within the culture to be
carriers of personal and collective mourn-
ing in response to the profound wounding
visited upon the world we know.

Borderlanders develop symptoms

that, though often classically categorized
as pathological by American Psychological
Association (APA) standards, are in fact
sacred manifestations of something larger
trying to come through and reconnect.
Thus, they feel “abnormal” about a world
that the majority consider “normal.” Over
coming years, Bernstein insists, more and
more people are going to be waking up to
this extended attempt at reconnection.
This means more and more people will be
foregoing their previous or existing coping
mechanisms of dissociation and percepti-
cide—a term coined by trauma scholar
Diana Taylor to describe a condition in
which we essentially cut off our ability to
regard a source of distress because it is
too troubling to take in (Watkins &
Shulman, 2008). Instead, we will begin to
perceive the horror of the civilization we
have created as a whole, waking up to the
conditions of trauma in which we already
exist and experiencing the trauma of our
worldwide collective way of life firsthand.
Like me, many will feel completely dislo-
cated, knowing it is impossible to go back-
ward to how they functioned before (in
denial, distraction, or disconnect) but
finding themselves unable to move for-
ward in a world they increasingly perceive
as intolerable, feeling alien, experiencing
themselves profoundly earthwrecked on a
planet that is increasingly violated and
wrecked. This uprootedness—this disloca-
tion—has left many of us ungrounded,
disoriented even, struggling to find our
place in the world. 

Meanwhile, what occurs to the indi-
vidual is amplified onto the culture itself.
Bernstein (2005) points out that when the
Navajos were displaced, many of them
simply disappeared. The disorientation ini-
tiated by loss of ancestors and memory,
of being located in a larger web of mean-
ing, is profound and irreversible.
Estrangement from land results in uncan-
niness, the feeling of not being at home.
Thus, to be without place translates to not
existing at all. When viewed from this per-
spective then, perhaps the decision of the
U’wa to consciously and intentionally end
their existence rather than waiting out the
trauma until life as they knew it ended for
them is really not so strange.

Chellis Glendinning (1994), psy-
chotherapist and political activist, corrob-
orates the notion that our collective cul-
ture exhibits all the symptoms of one that
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has been traumatized, and that we, as
humans, live pathological patterns of
abuse and addiction due to the fact that
we live in an “extreme and untenable situ-
ation” (p. 122) related to a sense of pro-
found homelessness. She agrees that
humans have lost that vital connection to
nature which is our birthright and have
suffered a violation that, in her words,
”forms the basis of original trauma” (p.
64) resulting in exile and psychic displace-
ment. Thus modern humans exhibit
pathological behaviors typical of trauma
because we are aware at some level that
“something unnatural has happened to
us” (p. 63). 

Stolorow (2010) goes as far as to
designate the contemporary era an “Age
of Trauma” because, according to him,
the “tranquilizing illusions of our everyday
world seem in our time to be severely
threatened from all sides” (para. 2). He
refers to ongoing and increasing global
issues like global warming, terrorism, and
economic collapse, all of which raise
issues of existential vulnerability and
threaten to annihilate the core framework
by which we make sense of our existence.
To this list by Stolorow, I would add the
pace and intensity by which we are fed
information by mass media which assaults
us with information like a firehose, inun-
dating us at every moment with horrific
news about violence, crime, disease, loss,
death, and destruction, allowing no time
for us to integrate or “hold” the news in a
lifestyle which provides no container in
which we can witness it.

Activist and author, Joanna Macy
(1979) points to a general apathy in our
culture which she defines as a state that
derives from dread. She claims that we
live in fear of confronting the despair we
all carry that lives just under the surface.
For Macy, despair is  “the loss of the
assumption that our species will inevitably
pull through” (p. 1, column 3). More and
more, we are bombarded by data that
questions, perhaps for the first time,
whether or not our culture, our species,
or even our planet will survive. Growing
numbers of people are tuning in to this
horror across a broad spectrum of the
global population. Worse, Macy points
out, feeling despair in and about a cultural
context can be isolating, further amplify-
ing the dilemma. She believes there is a
psychic dissonance between our felt sense
of impending apocalypse and the increas-

ingly desperate mechanisms to maintain
“normalcy” as our society requires us to
become adept at sweeping our fear and
pain under the rug in order to avoid the
taboo around directly addressing despair.
“Our dread of what is happening to our
future is banished to the fringes of aware-
ness, too deep for most of us to name,
too fearsome to face” (Macy, 1979, p. 64).
As well, individuals who tap into the
unnamed dread often conclude it is them
and not society that is insane.

The Western notion of individuality
maintains that we are separate individuals
experiencing something unique to each of
us and others are disconnected from our
experience. However, it is likely that in
many cases, we have simply bracketed
out the “outside,”—the collective memory
of traumatic events that has accumulated
over generations. Presumably, others with
whom we have relationships are also
experiencing the same trauma but it is
unconscious, marginalized, silenced, and
therefore invisible (M. Stevens, class
notes, 2010). 

In their book The Empire of Trauma,
Fassin and Rechtman (2009) refer to both
cultural trauma, the collective memory of
wounds that contribute to cultural identi-
ty of specific groups including the
Holocaust, slavery, and 9/11, and to his-
torical trauma, events located in time that
include acts of colonization, the atom
bombs dropped in Japan, and apartheid
among others. Trauma embodies images
of unacceptable suffering that are located
in the body in order to ensure that these
events never happen again. Social change
in recent decades has redefined trauma
survivors as “witness to the horrors of our
age” (p. 22), embodying our common
humanity. In fact, the Navajo called their
land “the Great Self” (Casey, 2009). Any
violation of the ecosystem in which they
existed harmoniously was certainly per-
ceived to be a violation of themselves.

Thus, the symptomatic resistance and
pain experienced by Bernstein’s
Borderlanders in their bodies may be
viewed as one end of a spectrum where
they are witness to something that is act-
ing to slow or halt the manifest trauma.
On the other end of the spectrum, the
horror felt by the U’wa as they contem-
plate the violation of their land, their bod-
ies, their very selves seems to point to
death as the only answer, absolutely
ensuring the trauma can never happen
again.

Feeling alien in an alien world, many
of us have adopted a myriad of tech-
niques, conscious or unconscious, to cope
with the anguish. In current culture, disso-
ciation is pervasive. Jerome Bernstein
(2005) asserts that our culture is now so
dissociated, “it communicates profound
distress coupled with dire warnings about
the future of our ecology and our way of
life, indeed our very survival” (p. 78).
Dissociation deepens the separation we
have established between ourselves and
what we see, and it intensifies our view
that the outside world and everything in it
is dead, justifying greater abuse and
manipulation of the natural world, the
earth, and each other.

Paul Shepherd compares dissociation
to a fencing off of our psyche, a splitting,
just as when we first fenced off plots of
earth in order to manage them and
accommodate our ongoing survival
(Glendinning, 1994). These fenced off
areas of our psyche, once cut off, freeze
in place, holding the contents in original
untouched form, as if freeze-drying them
to preserve the host from contamination.
Jung referred to these split-off parts as
complexes (Kalsched, 1996).

While the choice of suicide as an
answer to the impact of the trauma
seems extreme to the contemporary
western mind, it is actually explicable
given a provocative theory by Kalsched
(1996). Kalsched asserts that when one
part of the self freezes or becomes split
off when a complex is created, another
part rises up in response to the shock tak-
ing on the role of a caretaker or protector
as a second line of defense to prevent fur-
ther traumatization. However, the drive to
preserve and defend against recurring
trauma is so strong that the protector
becomes a perpetrator—at times going so
far as to inflict further pain or suffering,
perhaps even death—if it perceives it as a
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way to prevent additional harm from trau-
ma. 

Further, once the psychic defense
against further trauma is initiated, revital-
izing opportunities are scanned and inter-
preted as an invasive threat of re-trauma-
tization and are therefore attacked.
“What was intended to be a defense
against further trauma becomes a major
resistance to all unguarded spontaneous
expressions of self in the world”
(Kalsched, 1996, p. 4). Creative living
becomes seemingly impossible, and in a
final deadly blow, the archetypal defense
system organized by the daimon, the pro-
tector spirit turned persecutor, drives
toward death. In the case of the U’wa,
they are clear about what their future and
the future of their homeland will be at the
hands of corporate oil giants. Thus, to
prevent the horror, the intolerable, some-
thing leads them to lean into death as a
way out instead. 

Significantly, I am wary of applying
Kalsched’s theory of the protector/perpe-
trator onto Bernstein’s Borderland theory,
but find it safe to suggest that if all
humans experienced the psychic and
physical pain many Borderlanders exhibit
in relation to the state of the world
around them, perhaps we would, as a col-
lective, rapidly and directly change our
behavior toward the earth and each
other. As Bernstein (2005) points out,
Nature may be increasingly reaching out
to people who are concurrently tuning in.
Thus, the pain driving us toward the state
of “never again” is effectively traumatizing
those who experience the reconnect and
turning us toward greater collective
awareness at the same time. 

Regardless, if left untreated,
unhealed, and repressed, trauma leads to
dissociation and abusive or pathological
behaviors that tend to be passed on from
generation to generation (Glendinning,
1994). To heal trauma, we must not only
treat the individual symptoms and lives of
those who suffer, but also address directly
the cultural and psychic legacy we have
inherited over time as the trauma was
passed down through generations. In
places where individuals can no longer
contain the horror of the trauma that con-
tinues to live in the unconscious realm, it
erupts into the collective culture as vio-
lence, terror, and abuse. 

Even decades ago, Jung pointed out

that our collective culture mirrors an indi-
vidual who is suffering deeply from soul
loss, manifesting in symptoms such as
falling into conflict with himself, frag-
menting into splinters in his pursuit of
goals, interests, and occupations, and for-
getting his own “origins and traditions…
even losing all memory of his former self”
(Jung, as cited in Sabini, 2005, p. 182).
Disregard, numbing, or not wishing to see
or feel the distress and negative effects
that soul loss brings also moves us ever
further away from deep connection an
into a society where meaning is hard to
find. This  compels us to  try anything to
fill up the gaping sense of emptiness that
results, staving off the fear of annihilation
that is core to the experience of trauma.
Jung correctly diagnosed our compulsive,
cultural tendency toward hyperactivity,
saying, “we rush impetuously into novelty,
driven by a mounting sense of insufficien-
cy, dissatisfaction, and restlessness” (as
cited in Sabini, 2005, p. 141). 

Philip Cushman (1995) perceives that
the individual in modern culture is an
“empty self” that is driven by its felt sense
of hollowness to fill itself up through
increasing consumption of goods, servic-
es, technology, peak experiences, enter-
tainment, celebrity and even psychothera-
py. To alleviate the anxiety, depression,
isolation, and suffering, psychosomatic
disorders, or addiction we turn to con-
sumerism distracting ourselves, stuffing
ourselves into individual silos no longer
linked to a larger web of creation. As a
whole, we are also in danger of disappear-
ing. Like the Navajo, we have collectively
begun to fade away, losing touch with
what is real, with emotion, and with our-
selves and others. We live increasingly
meaningless lives not unlike zombies
whose only reason to survive is to turn
others into zombies as well.

The Collective Complex
Jung shrewdly observed the way in

which an individual could fall into the
grips of the collective complex at hand
(Singer & Kimbles, 2004). Like individual
complexes, group complexes carry an invi-
olate archetypal core. Complexes can
unleash irrational forces, overcoming us
with their emotional affect. Tom Singer
and Samuel Kimbles note that the hall-
mark of group complexes is intense emo-
tional affect that builds up over centuries
of repetitive traumatic events. In the case
of the U’wa, it may well be a group com-
plex that explains the haste with which
they were ready to commit mass suicide
in the face of what they deemed intolera-
ble oppression. Traumatic injury to a
group such as the U’wa initiates or ampli-
fies the fear of annihilation of the group
spirit by a “foreign other” such as the rich,
unfeeling corporate oil giants. This
impending violation often results in the
emergence of an avenging protector or
persecutor to defend them, sometimes
driving them to extremes like mass sui-
cide. Therefore, group complexes threat-
en life the world over (Singer & Kimbles,
2004). 

Notably, today’s youth seem particu-
larly susceptible to the trauma of today’s
fast-paced world. Like canaries in a coal
mine, they are manifesting symptoms as a
direct result of their inability to cope with
the collective imbalance, including learn-
ing disabilities, attention deficit disorder,
defiance, rage, and even autism as a way
of dealing with the virtually intolerable
state of the world today (Beath, 2005).
Michael Fordham suggested autism could
be a sort of “second skin” creating a barri-
er between a child and his environment
(Feldman, 2004)  Many affective states,
especially anger and rage, may be erup-
tions of unconscious anxiety about our
loss of connection to the planet and to
each other. These states may also be
unconscious assertions of entitlement dis-
played by youth in first world nations who
aren’t getting what they want based on
the idea that they want something that
will feed their needs for identity, power,
and privilege. These needs might other-
wise be authentically fed with a deep con-
nection to a place that feels like home,
with what Casey (2009) calls emplacement
into a landscape that provides context
and narrative, engendering meaning. In
the U.S and the rest of the modern world,
our home as a sense of ourselves, our
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psyche, our place in the world is threat-
ened; our sense of comfort has been and
continues to be devastated on a regular
basis by traumatic events in the culture
we have created. Our narrative is one of
loss and dislocation due to disregard and
destruction, to not caring and not tending
our place. The 2010 Deep Horizon oil dis-
aster in the Gulf of Mexico is just one rel-
evant example, though there are a multi-
tude of current instances going on around
us on a daily basis. As long as we see and
understand that our “home”—whether it
be defined as the coast of Louisiana or the
borders of our nation—is endangered,
devastated, or violated, we cannot feel
safe.

Ostensibly, western culture is found-
ed on displacement and disconnection
from place, from land, from home. The
New World is built on immigration, on
people leaving home to make a new place
for themselves in the world, and on colo-
nization, the displacement of indigenous
people for whom the new land was
already home. Craig Chalquist (2009)
points out that America is built on the
archetype of the pioneer, always moving,
conquering frontiers and the threats that
accompany them—always designated as
“the other”. Though sacred sites connect-
ed to earth and place along with the spir-
its and ancestors who dwell there have
always deeply situated indigenous peo-
ples, those of us whose living ancestors
migrated to this place have no such histo-
ry, no living landscapes. It is no wonder
why we easily devastate ecosystems,
deforest mountains, or destroy bodies of
water. We are not, for the most part,
deeply tied to home, nor to the holding
context the landscape provides. We don’t
know the myths nor do we engage with
the spirits that live in the landscape. We
don’t listen in through our dreams or our
moods when in specific areas.

Somehow, in dealing with trauma,
we must find a way to create a container
for fear of the other. Narratives must cre-
ate a bridge amidst our fragmentation to
allow a vision of a common past and a
common future, one that is safe. We need
myths, symbols, and narratives to sustain
us and provide context for our plight.
However, currently, we only survive the
pervasive chaos by desensitization to suf-
fering. Our legacy, say Schaffer and Smith
(2004), is crafting a culture in which

“power and authority seem staggeringly
out of balance, in which personal respon-
sibility and helplessness seem crushing,
and in which cultural meanings no longer
seem to transcend death” (p. 13).  In fact,
the cultural meanings of the U’wa, who
stood up for their beliefs and values, tran-
scended the death of their culture
through willingness to embrace actual
physical death. As a people who are eco-
centric (focused on the relationship to the
environment) and cosmocentric (in rela-
tion to spirits, ancestors, and supernatural
entities), this act speaks to the power of
asserting responsibility, reclaiming mean-
ing which enabled them to act authenti-
cally and with integrity intact. 

Meanwhile, in the western world,
our response is the unconscious echo of
the conscious choice embraced by the
U’wa. In the U.S., suicide is a devastating
symptom of the situation we face as a cul-
ture. In 2005, the U.S. saw one suicide
every 16 minutes on average. That same
year, suicide was the eleventh leading
cause of death for all Americans, ranking
second for college students and those
aged 25-34, and third for those aged 15-
24 (Suicide.org, 2005). In fact, among indi-
viduals in the military, those who are
called upon to participate in and witness
some of the worst horrors our culture has
wrought, almost as many American troops
committed suicide in 2010 as were killed
in combat in Afghanistan (Tarabay, 2010).
Tragically, it seems many of us are experi-
encing the world as intolerable, and are
taking matters into our own hands much
as the U’wa have done. The problem
seems to be that, as mythologist Michael
Meade (2008) explains, when conscious-
ness is not present, the wrong sacrifices
are made to the gods. Given our current
way of existing, Bernstein (2005) suggests
that humanity now stands at the edge of
a suicidal precipice—perhaps similar to

that of the U’wa. 
Several recent investigations focused

on collective Post Traumatic Stress
Syndrome. When entire societies suffer
trauma, symptoms like alcoholism and
domestic violence are ongoing, and heal-
ing while in the midst of trauma is nearly
impossible (Heinberg, 2009). Kalsched
states that the purpose of psyche is to
convert anxiety of annihilation into a
manageable fear (Singer & Kimbles, 2004),
but, because we have such a cultural and
historical relationship with annihilation,
colonization, displacement, and extinc-
tion, collectively we still carry the knowl-
edge of its reality. Thus, the potential for
trauma to arise anew exists in every new
moment. Each generation carries the
knowledge of destruction and violation as
both a postmemory, cautionary tales that
literally reach into the future and remind
potential victims of impending horror, and
a prememory, one’s own future memory
or anticipation of the past (Brison, 2002).  

In the end, trauma is a transition
that moves us to a threshold, what Casey
(2009) refers to as spatial areas of transi-
tion. This threshold places us at the portal
to a new way of being, a new home, even
if for the time being. It locates us in a
place of potentiality. In some indigenous
rites of passage, as the initiate goes by,
the villagers open their doors to witness
the initiate and to symbolize the opening
of the way. We are all in this together. We
all belong to the earth. Whether it be the
U’wa who locate their authentic selves
and the very soul of their tribe in the face
of the ultimate impossible choice to enter
a great wide chasm that hosts death, or
the Borderlanders who hold space with
their pain while the rest of the world
begins to wake up, memory, and narrative
of that memory, can create a sense of
sacred space, a place where everything
belongs and has meaning. The memory,
the narrative, the witnessing, all carry us
to the open door, the edge of the very
precipice where something new awaits, a
homecoming to the place where the new
skin made tender by trauma can be
healed with our compassion and con-
scious attention.
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CG Jung opens his Liber
Novus (The Red Book)

with several elements: an elaborately
painted initial, “Der Weg des
Kommenden” (The Way That is to Come),
three calligraphic script passages in Latin
from the biblical book of Isaiah, and one
from the Gospel According to John. This
material fills the entire first page and
closes in Latin with, “Written by C.G. Jung
with his own hand in his house in
Kusnach/Zurich in the year 1915” (Jung,
2009, folio p. 1). Shamdasani (2012)
places Jung’s Red Book in the tradition of
William Blake’s illuminated printing. Jung
combined poetic word and artistic
imagery in the creation of the Liber
Novus. Like the frontispiece of Blake’s
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, we
may appropriately characterize this first
folio page as the frontispiece for Liber
Primus and the whole Liber Novus. 

The initial with its intricately
detailed images takes up fully one third
of the page and calls for detailed explica-
tion beyond the scope of this article. For
example, Owens (2011) observes that
Jung’s depiction of the zodiac images rel-
ative to the sun in the initial suggests the
cusp between the Christian age of Pisces
(Jesus Christ as “the Way”) and the
arrival of a new era in Aquarius with a
new god-image and “The Way That Is to
Come.” 

This paper, however, will more
modestly focus on the four biblical texts
and their utilization at three levels: First,
seven passages from Isaiah including the
three in the frontispiece are found in the
context of Chapter 5 of Psychological
Types (Jung 1921/1923/1971) simply as
examples of resolving symbols deriving
from the least expected sources; second,
the four prophetic passages in the fron-
tispiece will be further amplified by their
original context using common biblical
criticism; third, the particular order of
their presentation prompts a thesis as to
their relevance for Jung’s very human
and personal dilemma at midlife. 

These Latin biblical texts are from
the Vulgate translated by St. Jerome from
Old Latin, Hebrew, and Greek versions
circa 380 CE. The Vulgate represented
the “vulgar” or common language of the
time when Greek and certainly Hebrew
were no longer widely known. The
Vulgate became the standard bible of the
Western Church. 

Jung grew up steeped in biblical cul-
ture and imagery. His maternal grandfa-
ther and his father were Hebrew schol-
ars. One might assume he chose the Latin
rather than Hebrew, Greek, or German
texts he knew well in order to be consis-
tent with the manuscript language, script,
and style tradition he was emulating.
Writing in this manner placed him in the

Frontispiece in LIber Novus (The Red Book) by C.G. Jung
Image used with permission by W. W. Norton & Company, Inc.
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Western intellectual and religious tradi-
tion he was representing in his dialogues
with the inner figures who visited him
during his encounter with the uncon-
scious. Shamdasani (2012) wrote, “The
calligraphic manuscript of Liber Novus
enacts a return to a pre-Reformation
period. Jung was attempting to recover
something lost in Western culture since
before printing – before the split of sci-
ence and religion, prior to the rise of
modern rationality and the triumph of
the ‘spirit of the times’” (p. 130).

For the English translation of the
biblical texts editor Shamdasani chose the
17th century King James Version, which
Baynes (1923) used in his translation of
Psychological Types and  which Hull used
extensively in translating the Collected
Works. It is certainly the best known and
most widely used Bible in English.
Cherished for its Shakespearian vocabu-
lary and poetic style, it is nevertheless
limited by the critical biblical knowledge
of that time. Since Handel’s librettist,
Charles Jennens, chose several texts from
Isaiah in “Messiah,” some passages from
the frontispiece truly ring in our ears. This
translation choice is consistent with
Jung’s desire to represent a perspective
antedating his contemporary “spirit of
the times”.

Jung introduces each text in the
frontispiece with “Isaiah said” or “John
said” and closes each with the scriptural
reference in Latin numerals. The texts in
King James Version (KJV) English are as
follows (words or passages he scripted in
red are underlined):

Isaiah said: Who hath believed our
report? And to whom is the arm of
the Lord revealed? For he shall grow
up before him as a tender plant, and
as a root out of a dry ground he
hath no form nor comeliness; and
when we shall see him, there is no
beauty that we should desire him.
He is despised and rejected of men;
a man of sorrows, and acquainted
with grief: and we hid as it were our
faces from him; he was despised,
and we esteemed him not. Surely he
has borne our griefs, and carried our
sorrows: yet we did not esteem him
stricken, smitten of God, and afflict-
ed. (Is 53:1-4)

For unto us a child is born, unto us a
son is given: and the government

shall be upon his shoulder: and his
name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, The Mighty God, The
Everlasting Father, The Prince of
Peace. (Is 9:6)

John said: And the Word was made
flesh, and dwelt among us (and we
beheld his glory, the glory as of the
only begotten of the Father), full of
grace and truth. (Jn1:14)
Isaiah said: The wilderness and the
solitary place shall be glad for them;
and the desert shall rejoice, and
blossom as the rose. It shall blossom
abundantly, and rejoice even with
joy and singing….Then the eyes of
the blind shall be opened, and the
ears of the deaf shall be unstopped.
Then shall the lame man leap as a
hart, and the tongue of the dumb
sing: for in the wilderness shall
waters break out, and streams in
the desert. And the parched ground
shall become a pool, and the thirsty
land springs of water: in the habita-
tion of dragons, where each lay,
shall be grass with reeds and rushes.

And an highway shall be there, and
a way, and it shall be called the way
of holiness; the unclean shall not
pass over it; but it shall be for those:
the wayfaring men, though fools,
shall not err therein. (Is 35)

Of these four passages Shamdasani
(2012) noted simply, “Thus it was pre-
sented as a prophetic work, and outlined
the symbolic significance of what was
happening in the world and its implica-
tions” (p. 117).

Typology Context
In reflecting on this period from

1913 to 1917 of “intense preoccupation

with the images of my own unconscious,”
Jung (1961) states,

Simultaneously, I was busy with
preparatory work for Psychological
Types, first published in 1921. This
work sprang originally from my need
to define the ways in which my out-
look differed from Freud’s and
Adler’s. In attempting to answer this
question, I came across the problem
of types. (pp. 206-7)

The note of simultaneity is empha-
sized to suggest the broader conceptual
and imaginal field in which Jung was liv-
ing and working at the time. Even as he
entered into dialogue with his uncon-
scious, he maintained his clinical practice,
studies, family life, and military responsi-
bilities by day (Shamdasani, 2009).

Jung’s massive literary and philo-
sophical research into typology stands
alone as one of his major contributions to
the understanding of human differences.
More importantly perhaps it led him to a
seminal appreciation for and description
of the dynamic process by which symbols
emerge from the unconscious to recon-
cile conflicts between types and other
dilemmas in the conscious rational realm.
Shamdasani (2012) wrote concisely, “The
issue was not the depiction of types, but
how the conflict of opposites could be
resolved through the emergence of the
reconciling symbol—one of the central
themes of Liber Novus” (pp. 137-8).

Jung (1921/1971) explained, “It is
this process in the collective psyche that
is felt or intuited by poets and artists
whose main source of creativity is their
perception of unconscious contents, and
whose intellectual horizon is wide eno  ugh
to discern the crucial problems of the
age” (Para. 433). Beyond the popular
notion of prophets as prognosticators,
Jung’s quote beautifully describes the
contribution of prophets like Isaiah who
discerned the signs of their times and
were able to tap the unconscious and
envision images of a divine future beyond
those of the given tradition.

Jung (1921/1971) described several
characteristics or attributes of emerging
reconciling (saving, uniting) symbols and
used quotations from the book of Isaiah
including the three found in the fron-
tispiece to illustrate: 

[T]he solution comes from the side
it was least expected….[It] is associ-

Frontispiece for Liber Novus
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ated with an irrational impossible
condition: the pregnancy of a virgin
(Para. 438). ‘Behold a virgin shall
conceive and bear a son, who shall
be called Immanuel’ (Is 7:14 KJV). 

[T]he redeeming symbol occurs just
when one is least expecting it, and
in the most improbable of places…
[and] in a form that has nothing to
recommend it. (paras. 439-40) ‘He is
despised and rejected of men’ (Is
53:1-3 KJV).

The immediate effect of the
redeeming symbol is the union of
opposites (para. 458). ‘The wolf also
shall dwell with the lamb’ (Is 11:6-8
KJV).

The nature of the redeeming symbol
is that of a child – childlikeness or
lack of prior assumptions is of the
very nature of the symbol and its
function” (para. 442). ‘For unto us a
child is born’ (Is 9:6 KJV).

The tension that precedes solution
is likened in Isaiah to pregnancy
(para. 443). ‘We have been with
child, we have been in pain, we
have…not wrought any deliverance’
(Is 26:18 KJV). 

With the birth of the symbol, the
regression of libido in the uncon-
scious ceases (paras. 444-5). ‘In that
day the Lord …shall slay the dragon
that is in the sea’ (Is 27:1 KJV).

The blossoming of new life and fruit-
fulness where all was arid before is
described in Isaiah 35:5ff: ‘Then the
eyes of the blind shall be opened
[and] in the wilderness shall waters
break out…And an highway shall be
there and a way’. The redeeming
symbol is a highway [Bahn], a way
[Weg] upon which life can move for-
ward (para. 445). 

Images from Isaiah were much on
his mind as Jung worked simultaneously
on typology and symbol development
during the time of his encounter with the
unconscious. The fact that these same
images appear in both the frontispiece to
the Red Book and the text of
Psychological Types suggests mutual
influence. 

Biblical Context
The prophetic texts from Isaiah and

John which Jung included in the fron-
tispiece are amplified through common
biblical criticism. In Symbols of
Transformation (1912/1956) Jung refer-
ences German Old Testament scholar,
Herman Gunkel (1862-1932) (para. 379).
He is the originator of biblical “form criti-
cism” which assumes long years of oral
tradition prior to writing and seeks to
identify the literary genre of a text in dis-
cerning the Sitz im Leben (life setting)
from which a text originated. Jung was
presumably familiar with such biblical
scholarship; but he was not taken with
the value of biblical criticism for the good
of readers’ souls (Rollins, 1983). Yet some
critical amplification of these texts is our
project here.

Isaiah
Nineteenth-century biblical scholar-

ship had long made clear that the “book”
of Isaiah is more accurately described as
at least three collections of prophetic
material from three widely separate eras
of Israel’s community experience all
ascribed to the prophet Isaiah.
Shamdasani (2009) outlined the compli-
cated process by which the Black Books,
drafts, layers, typed versions, and edits
became in the end the version Jung tran-
scribed into the Red Book. Similarly the
authorship process of the book of Isaiah
was primarily an oral tradition across
many generations which culminated in
the collection and codification in written
form of various oral and written versions. 

The historical Isaiah preached and
taught in the court of Judah in Jerusalem
over a fifty-year span from 742-687 BCE.
In general, chapters 1-33 of the biblical
book that bears his name reflect this time
period and are more accurately attrib-

uted to him and his direct disciples. It was
a time of tremendous political challenge
as the Assyrian Empire was on the rise
and the little kingdoms along the East
coast of the Mediterranean including the
Kingdom of Judah were threatened with
envelopment. It was a time of strident
prophetic call to faith in the Lord over
against this political and religious threat
(Jensen & Irwin, 1990). 

Isaiah challenged Judah’s King Ahaz
(735-715 BCE) to have faith and ask for a
sign. Ahaz would not presume to test the
Lord for a sign; so Isaiah counters,
“Assuredly, my Lord will give you a sign of
his own accord! Look, the young woman
is with child and about to give birth to a
son. Let her name him Immanuel” (Is 7:14
Jewish Publication Society). Isaiah expect-
ed that a contemporary king, perhaps
Ahaz’ yet unborn son, Hezekiah, would be
faithful to the covenant and allow the
Lord to save the dire situation. This was
not the case, and disappointment in yet
another king moved Isaiah to envision a
new hope and expectation for a future
ideal king in the mode of founding King
David—a Messiah or Anointed One.

A second collection of prophetic
material attributed to Isaiah comes from
a prophet or prophetic school during the
time of Judah’s exile in Babylon (587-539
BCE). They and chapters 34-55 are usually
referred to as Second Isaiah. Assyria had
succumbed to Babylon whose expanding
empire engulfed Judah and took Judah’s
leading class and tradespeople into exile
in 587 BCE. Away from their beloved tem-
ple and the religious practice surrounding
it, there was urgency about collecting,
editing, and writing the traditions, partic-
ularly the Torah, to preserve them. The
“book” of Isaiah was likely collected and
written on scrolls during this time. In
exile they became “people of the book”
(Stuhlmueller, 1990).

Yet as generations passed the exiled
people of Judah were losing faith in the
Lord and the possibility of return to
Jerusalem, the temple, and a righteous
Davidic king. In that dilemma two sources
of saving hope were nurtured by the
prophets of the exile and both were
tapped by Jung in the frontispiece. One
was a renewal of the Jerusalem home-
land vision. 

The wilderness highway passage
from Isaiah chapter 35 selected by Jung
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for the frontispiece would not take the
remnant people back to Jerusalem via the
usual trade routes; but straight through
the impassable Syrian Desert between
Babylon and Jerusalem as the crow flies.
In the tension between traditional faith in
the Lord and generations of political and
religious exile this vision of a new and
resolving way was characteristically
unlikely. When the Persian King Cyrus
overcame Babylon and executed a policy
of repatriating exiles in 539 BCE, a rem-
nant of Judah was able to return to their
devastated homeland via the normal
trade route (Stuhlmueller,1990). But the
image of the mystical sacred highway
endured and endures still.

The second and equally unlikely new
source of hope envisioned in the Isaiah
tradition during the exile was that of the
“Suffering Servant,” an individual or cor-
porate figure, who would take on and
expiate the suffering of the people. In the
frontispiece Jung quotes four verses from
the fourth of the so called “Servant
Songs” in Second Isaiah which describe
that “despised” figure and its role.
Handel’s version rings in our ears.

Gospel According to John
The canonical Gospels as we know

them were also the result of 30 to 70
years of first-century oral and written
development in diverse geographical, cul-
tural, and theologically fledgling Christian
communities. The fourth and latest
gospel is probably rooted in the experi-
ence and teaching of one of Jesus’ disci-
ples named John. Sometime in the 80s of
the first century a brilliant theologian, the
“evangelist,” gathered the various
Johannine traditions into a “gospel”
beginning with the ministry of the
Baptizer, “a voice in the desert crying out,
‘Make the Lord’s road straight’” (Brown,
1966 loc. sit. Jn 1:23 echoing Is 40:3).
Finally in the 90s or later, a final redactor
added a prologue interspersed with the
Baptizer narrative. Echoing Genesis chap-
ter 1 the prologue begins with a new
image of the divine Word, “In the begin-
ning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the Word was God” (Jn 1:1
KJV). In the frontispiece Jung (2009)
quotes a later verse from that prologue,
“And the Word was made flesh, and
dwelt among us (and we beheld his glory,
the glory as of the only begotten of the
Father), full of grace and truth” (Jn 1:14

KJV). In the face of expulsion from some
synagogues and under sometime Roman
persecution this was a new vision beyond
all expectation (Brown, 1966). 

In their various political and faith
crisis times, these prophets’ connection
with the unconscious enabled them to
envision divine activity in new and unex-
pected ways, perhaps beyond their own
understanding, for the good of the com-
munity. Jung would have the reader take
these “words of the poet [prophet] not
literally but symbolically” (1921/1971,
para. 129).

Sitz im Leben
This paper’s thesis is that Jung’s Sitz

im Leben influenced the choice and order
of the Biblical passages he quoted in the
frontispiece. First is Isaiah 53, the pathet-
ic leper-like figure of the Suffering
Servant. Having broken with Freud,
resigned from the presidency of the
International Psychoanalytic Association,
the editorship of the Jahrbuch and his
lecturer status at the University, Jung
experienced an “extreme loneliness.
“[M]y friendship with Freud came to an
end. From then on, I had to make my way
alone” (Jung, 1961 p. 206). “I often felt
utterly forlorn, I knew what I had to say
would be unwelcome” (1961 p. 222).

Bair (2003) narrated, “Jung was well
aware of how ruthlessly Fliess, Adler, and
now Stekel had been cast out and
shunned….Thus in the letters the two
men exchanged [in 1912] there was only
bitterness, allegation, recrimination and
retaliation” (p. 227). “There were other
ways to isolate Jung, to sidetrack, stymie,
and ignore him and Freud moved swiftly

to instigate them all [often through his
spokesman, Ernest Jones]….Jung had to
be cast into oblivion…ostracized…for his
‘deviate’ views” (pp. 240-241). Jung
(1961) wrote, “The link between [Job and
Christ] is the idea of suffering. Christ is
the suffering servant of God, and so was
Job” (p. 216). He may well have felt him-
self in the suffering servant tradition. 

The second quotation in order is
from Isaiah 9. In addition to a royal birth
celebration emphasized by Jung, some
scholars argue that this verse was origi-
nally a poem or song related to the
anointing or enthronement of kings. Each
king in succession was acknowledged as
the adopted son of the Lord and given
titles reminiscent of the renowned figures
from Israel’s past i.e., the wisdom of
Solomon, the courage and kingship of
David, the stature of the fatherly patri-
archs (Jensen & Irwin, 1990). In each
royal succession “These honorific titles
reproduce the essential qualities of the
redeeming symbol” (Jung, 1921/1971,
para. 442).

In sharp contrast to the suffering
servant images, this passage proclaims
the grand qualities which can be said of
Jung himself. He had become the
“WunderKind” welcomed by Bleuler as
“Our Siegfried” and adopted by Freud as
“son and heir.” Burdensome administra-
tive responsibilities for the Congresses,
the Jahrbuch and the International
Association among other expectations
were placed upon his shoulders (Bair,
2003). “In Freud’s mind, Jung’s primary
role was ‘direct successor to himself’”
(Bair, p. 208). He was anointed “Crown
Prince” in Freud’s circle.

Jung was indeed considered a
“Wonder-Counselor.” Bair (2003) wrote,
[He was] “Internationally known and
respected as a leading figure in experi-
mental psychiatry. The word association
test brought him initial renown, but his
early book, The Psychology of Dementia
Praecox, brought scholars and scientists
to the Burgholzli because they specifically
wanted to observe him at work” (p.209).

The father archetype much engaged
Jung at this time. The birth of his son,
Franz Karl, moved him greatly (Bair p.
151). He was distressed at the public
scandal created with Sabina Spielrein’s
accusation that he refused to father a
“Seigfried” son-hero with her (Bair 2003).
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At their last meeting Freud and Jung had
a personal conversation about the father
complex. Later that day Freud fainted
and Jung picked him up and laid him on a
sofa. Jung recalled that Freud looked at
him “as if I were his father” (Bair p. 236). 

So in the tension between his
career as “WunderKind” and “Crown
Prince” and his displaced role as
“Suffering Servant,” Jung places the John
1 passage as though it were “the third”
and reconciling symbol in his own midlife
experience. The “fleshing out” of his
inner experienced “word” was to be his
way forward, his life’s work. Jung wrote:

I wrote these fantasies down first in
the Black Book; later I transferred
them to the Red Book, which I also
embellished with drawings. It con-
tains most of my mandala drawings.
In the Red Book I tried an esthetic
elaboration of my fantasies, but
never finished it. I became aware
that I had not yet found the right
language that I still had to translate
it into something else. Therefore I
gave up this estheticizing tendency
in good time in favor of a rigorous
process of ‘understanding.’ I saw
that so much fantasy needed firm
ground underfoot, and that I must
first return wholly to reality. For
me, reality meant scientific compre-
hension. I had to draw concrete
conclusions from the insights the
unconscious had given me – and
that task was to become a life work
(Jung 1961, p.188).

There were things in the images
which concerned not only myself
but many others also….my life
belonged to the generality….All my
works, all of my creative activity,
has come from those initial fan-
tasies and dreams….I took great
care to try to understand every sin-
gle image of my psychic inventory,
and to classify them scientifically…
to realize them in actual life (Jung,
1961, p.192).

Gradually, through my scientific
work, I was able to put my fantasies
and the contents of the uncon-
scious on a solid footing. Words and
paper, however, did not seem real
enough for me; something more

was needed….I had to make a con-
fession of faith in stone. That was
the beginning of the ‘Tower’, the
house which I built for myself at
Bollingen (Jung, 1961, p. 223). 
The fourth passage is from Isaiah 35

and is directly related to the title image
of Der Weg. Jung wrote (1921/1971),
“The blossoming of new life and fruitful-
ness where all was arid before is
described in Isaiah 35….The redeeming
symbol is a highway, a way upon which
life can move forward without torment
and compulsion” (para. 445). 

Though not stated in the quoted
passage, the biblical context is clear that
the highway through the imagined desert
wilderness led to Jerusalem. At least two
spiritualistic allusions to Jerusalem in
Jung’s Sitz im Leben suggest themselves.
Jung’s maternal grandfather, Samuel
Preiswerk, a professor of Hebrew and
Old Testament Theology, “is regarded
today as a Zionist precursor, for he
believed that Palestine should be ceded
to the Jews to become their homeland
and a Jewish nation” (Bair, 2003).

Samuel’s  granddaughter, Jung’s
cousin, Helene (Helly) Preiswerk was the
young medium whose séances Jung
observed early on. In some of her trances
she spoke in the deep, resonant voice of
Samuel in High German rather than her
native Schwizertutsch and sometimes
even in Hebrew. In the first séance after
the 1897 First Zionist Congress in Basel
where Samuel was praised, 16-year-old
Helly “described ‘Ivenes, her somnambu-
lant self’, as a woman with Jewish fea-
tures who spoke Hebrew (Savage, 2010).
“Helly-Ivenes said that Samuel had
charged her to complete his work of
leading the Jews back to their homeland”
(Bair, 2003, p. 51).

The second allusion to Jerusalem

relates to the appearances of the dead in
Jung’s experience. Shamdasani (2009)
wrote, “Amid the unprecedented car-
nage of the war, the theme of the return
of the dead was widespread….The death
toll also led to a revival of interest in spir-
itualism….The dead had appeared [to
Jung] in a fantasy on January 17, 1914,
and had said that they were about to go
to Jerusalem to pray at the holiest
graves” (p. 205). They wandered there
because they “...still have no peace” (p.
294). Two years later the Jung household
was bothered by and “thickly filled with
ghosts” who told him, “We are returning
from Jerusalem, where we didn’t find
what we are looking for” (Bair, p. 204).
The holy city of the three religions of the
book did not satisfy the spiritual needs of
the wandering dead who then compelled
Jung to write the Seven Sermons. 

The old ways of religion were inade-
quate. A new way is needed and Jung
dares to explore that Weg des
Kommenden in his own inner desert
wilderness with the “spirit of the
depths.” This is to be a solitary way,” as
Jung (2009) makes clear to the reader in
the prologue to The Red Book, “my path
is not your path….You seek a path? I
warn you away from my own. It can also
be the wrong way for you. May each go
his own way” (p. 231). So Jung closes the
frontispiece with Isaiah 35:8 in the future
tense and highlighted in red as a “rubric”
or commission for readers of Liber Novus
to find their own way: 

“et erit ibi semita et via sancta
vocabitur, non transibit per eam
pollutes et haec erit vobis directa
via ita ut stulti non errant per eum.”

It will be for you a way of holiness,
a direct pathway so that the dishonor-
able and the foolish will not go astray on
it. (Paraphrase translation by the author)
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After the Fly’s Buzz

By Susanne Dutton

“And then the Windows failed – and then
I could not see to see.”    

—Emily Dickenson, I Heard a Fly Buzz – When I Died

the next thing
is to let,
not will,
ease, unmanaged
awn, unbidden
lids up, eyes
open, uncleaving
as dry leaves
on cold

earth, let
break, unbent
rise, unchosen
light with its blue
math, its
inch trance
work, picking its

way in, let
the bride, unsought,
unasked for,
unlonging,
fall, unmade, at
her own altar.

Frontispiece for Liber Novus

Poetry

Lapis Philosophorum
Acrylic Paint and Ink

Art By Sean Smith Arlt
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To the Luminous Gift of a Snail
for Richard and Carol

By Naomi Ruth Lowinsky

I’ve been trying to figure you out
You seem to be a snail bearing light
In my hands you are solid glass     
In my eyes you’re a wave full of swirling color 

A snail bearing rainbow light
Though you claim to be an ordinary paper weight
What’s with those swirling colors? 
What’s with that primordial fetal curl?

Why pretend to be a simple paper weight
When placed on a desk you go dim
Losing all traces of fetal curl?
When you end up in my kitchen window

Escaping the drudge of that desk
You seem to me a genie of fire and ash
Curled up in my kitchen window 
Whose job is to show me the light

Could it be you’re a genie of ash and fire
Or maybe a color wheel dervish
Whose job is to show me the light 
To drench me in lilac and gold

Perhaps you’re a whirling dervish of color
Come to alter my newsprint mind
To drench me in turquoise and pink
To cast me a spell in which purple turns green

Enchanting my newscast mind
When the ancients drank from Lycurgus’ cup
Green turned to purple
So says the snail of the long unfurling

When the ancients drank from Lycurgus’ cup
They found themselves turning inward
So says the snail of the long unfurling 
In the hands of the fire God of glass

They found themselves twirling outward
From umbilical curl to cosmic swirl
In the hands of the green God of purple
Cast on the spiral path

From cosmic curl to umbilical swirl 
From outside of inside to inside of out
Cast on the spiral path
In the hot melt of creation

From inside of outside to outside of in
From the gift of the snail in my hands
To the hot melt of creation
I’m still trying to figure it out

Alchemy

Purple Heart
Cotton embroidery threads on ancient linen

Art

Pamela Preston began her Jungian studies in Santa Fe, NM in
1982.  She embarked on a literary, mythological quest in 1992
with a typewriter and a one-way ticket for Paris, France.   Based
in the French countryside for 17 years, Ms. Preston continues
threading mandalas and writing her personal myth.
View her poem Incantation to Ancestors on page 24

Cotton embroidery threads on ancient linen

By Pamela PrestonPoetry
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I sing of the brilliant Artemis with
her golden arrows, the

venerated virgin, the Archeress who
strikes deer with her 

arrows…she who, in the shadows of
the mountains and on the

mountaintops whipped by the
winds, stretches her bow of pure

gold, and, in the joy of the hunt,
shoots the arrows that make 

her victims groan. The peaks of the
mountains tremble. The 

forest in its darkness screams with
the frightened clamor of 

the animals of the woods.  The earth
trembles, as does the 

fish-filled sea.  
—Homeric Hymn to Artemis

Contemporary American stereo-
types, resulting from fixed and

rigid typologies, reveal cultural beliefs
and psychological truth. Evolving out of a
faulty understanding of hunting and
farming mythologies, and patriarchal and
feminist assertions, one such stereotype
is the belief that by nature men, and not
women, are hunters. By extension, the
binary fantasy that men are aggressive
and women are nurturers is a testimonial
to the lost archetype of woman as hunter
within our everyday life. Denial of femi-
nine aggression has rendered Artemis, a
feminine archetype of the Hunt, to an
unconscious and split-off position—she
has been stripped of her arrows. Drawing
upon my own life and with a specific
focus on women’s experience, this article
examines both the psychological conse-
quences of the lost archetype and the
transformation offered by a present day
practice that facilitates a conscious re-
integration of aggressive instincts. 

According to Depth psychology,
myths are timeless and eternal stories
that contain and reveal essential pat-
terns, and archetypal instincts, that
underlie all human experience. The
ancient Greek myth of Artemis provides
an opportunity to re-examine contempo-

rary cultural assumptions about feminine
aggression. Turning to the myth of
Artemis challenges inaccurate beliefs that
women are not aggressive by nature and
provides a new context for understanding
how aggressive instincts positively impact
psychological development and the abili-
ty to defend self.  

To understand the positive aspects
of aggression, as well as the psychological
consequences of denied natural instincts,
the discussion begins with an examina-
tion of the pertinent archetypal energies
that are contained within the ancient
Greek Goddess mythology. From there it
will be argued that repression of the
hunter instinct has rendered women,
myself among them, powerless. Through
my own story, I will describe how a struc-
tured modern day ritual, which draws
upon aggressive instincts, activates and
empowers women to reclaim lost parts of
self.

Artemis: The Virgin Huntress,
Protector, Solitary Goddess

Opinion varies: some say, Goddess
Seems Too Rough! Others praise:
Virginity Demands It!

—Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 55

Fierce, uncompromising, and self-
determined, Artemis, known as Diana to
the Romans, is the Eternal Virgin, the
Huntress, the protector of all that is wild
and vulnerable, and the guardian of child-
birth and the wilderness. Mostly depicted
as a beautiful adult, Artemis comes to

represent the stage of life just prior to
marriage. The goddess bespeaks of all
that is pure, untouched, untamed, and
solitary. We learn what is important to
Artemis through the gifts she asks of her
father when just three years old.
According to Callimachus, Artemis wishes
to carry a bow and arrows, to wear a
short tunic, to live in the mountains with
the companionship of 80 nymphs—all
nine years of age, and she wants to
remain forever a virgin.  

To know Artemis, we must under-
stand the ancient concept of the virgin.
Virginity, as Ester Harding writes, refers
not to a physiological fact but “to a quali-
ty, to a subjective state, a psychological
attitude”(179): the virgin “belongs to her-
self alone, she is one-in-herself ”(180). As
the Virgin, Artemis remains self-sufficient,
and does not derive identity through rela-
tionships. Although she loves her brother
and the nymphs, and is a friend to some
men, Artemis is not the possession of
another. Above all else, Artemis passion-
ately values the self and a “monogamy of
soul” (Downing, 183). She models not
simply the rejection of another, but
rather, the active decision of choosing
self. Thus, Artemis will not allow for any
violation of the untainted essence of
being.

In ancient Greece, an annual initia-
tion rite took place in Brauron that vener-
ated Artemis. The participants of the
Artemis cult were called the parthenia;
nine to eleven-year-old girls in the stage
just prior to marriage and the entangle-
ments offered by Aphrodite. During the
ritual, the young girls dressed up as
bears, imitated the goddess and partici-
pated in aggressive play. The image of
the bear symbolizes both what is hunted
in the wild, and the she-bear who wildly
protects her young. The maidens were
given the opportunity to play with the
paradox of being the hunter and the
hunted. Karl Kerenyi describes the signifi-
cance of the ritual in the following pas-
sage:

Artemis without Arrows
Aggression Lost and Found

By Betsy Hall

“Myths are timeless and
eternal stories that 
contain and reveal

essential patterns, and
archetypal instincts, 

that underlie all 
human experience”
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In the figure of the great huntress
the little human bears met
a new aspect of their feminine
nature. It was a meeting with 
something wild and vigorous which
would enable them, if the 
unwritten laws of the all too patriar-
chal cities would permit, to 
compete as siblings with the ephebes
[their male counterparts] 44).

The Brauron festival suggests that
the vigorous nature of the feminine is
related to masculine aggression; they are
siblings. Psychologically, it is the attitude,
energy and state of being of the parthe-
nia that Artemis so fervently nurtures and
defends. 

Powerful stories within Goddess
mythology depict Artemis’ unwavering
intolerance for betrayals of the virginal
state. One such tale recounts how Acteon
happens upon Artemis while bathing with
her nymphs. When the goddess discovers
that he has spied their nakedness,
Artemis transforms Acteon into a stag,
leaving him to be hunted down and
devoured by his own hunting dogs.
Artemis is also quick to punish women
who do not protect their own virginity, as
exemplified when Callisto, unable to
resist Zeus’ seduction, is cruelly banished
from the goddess’ entourage. 

On first appearance, Artemis
appears impulsive and irrational, but as
Ovid suggests, virginity demands a ruth-
less protector. All of Artemis’ actions
occur within the bounds of necessity,
driven by the unquestioning urge to
aggressively defend the self.

Within the Artemis archetype, we
find a dual expression of both guardian
and destroyer. In her role as helper of
women in childbirth, Artemis facilitates
new life, as well as, brings death when
appropriate. As a huntress, Artemis pro-
tects the weak or feeble, young and old,
but actively and keenly kills those who
are strong like herself.  Artemis takes
pleasure in her aggressive impulses, while
also demonstrating a nurturing instinct.
She is the defender, the hunter and the
hunted. Pursued by those who seek to
penetrate her inviolability, Artemis pas-
sionately flings her protective, yet
destructive arrows. Separate, independ-
ent, and fully one-in-herself, Artemis
demonstrates that both nurturing and
aggression are female impulses, and that
self-protection is a divine and necessary
act.

The Lost Goddess: Psychological
Consequences

In Western society during many cen-
turies, man was considered to be
dominant and superior, while
woman was relegated to a position
of dependence and inferiority.
Consequently the feminine principle
has not been adequately recognized
or valued in our culture. And even
today, when the outer manifesta-
tions of this onesidedness have
undergone considerable change, the
psychological effects persist and
both men and women suffer from a
maiming of the psyche, which
should be whole.

—Ester Harding, 181

With the rise of patriarchy, which
many scholars link with the increase in
agricultural societies, the Goddess lost
power and influence. In Woman the
Hunter, Mary Stange argues that hunting
cultures were characterized by a bal-
anced view of the relationship between
humans and nature and between men
and women. With the rise of agriculture,
hierarchical systems introduced notions
of ownership and domination. Stange
asserts that with agriculture came the
domestication of land, animals and
women; no longer the hunting partner,
women became dependent on and sub-
servient to men (47).

Stange also courageously, and cor-
rectly I believe, argues that along with
patriarchal beliefs, eco-feminism has also
fostered the denial of feminine aggres-
sion by arguing that women are non-vio-
lent. In other words, women have “too
good a heart to be a killer” (62).  Men
and women have suppressed awareness
of the aggressive feminine into the deep
unconscious recesses of psyche. Is it no
wonder that there has been such a nega-
tive outcry against the Facebook postings
of a pink-arrowed cheerleader, posing

over her big game kill? While Artemis
would celebrate this young teenager’s
strength, as long as it was done with ritu-
al, our culture shudders at her boastful
pride.

The forwarding of the belief that it
is not feminine to be aggressive does, as
Harding suggests, maim the psyche. As a
young girl growing up within this faulty
ideology, I have distinct memories of the
oppression of my assertive and aggressive
impulses. During my grade school years, I
was often found in physical tussles and
athletic endeavors with the neighbor-
hood kids and my four older brothers.
Being smaller and younger only fueled my
competitive instinct as I fought ferocious-
ly to defend myself.  With hindsight, I rec-
ognize the Artemis energy that surged
through my youthful body.  However, I
would soon fall prey to the cultural
norms that define femininity.

Leaving grade school and entering
puberty brought an abrupt end to my
spirited nature. I remember being inun-
dated with messages that pathologized
my natural instincts.  Not only was I told
that my aggressive behavior was “unlady-
like,” I was given direct messages to
down play my strength and athletic
prowess so that the boys would like me. I
always took great pleasure in defeating
males, however social graces taught me
to “let the boys win.” 

Even greater damage was done
when I began to hear that girls should
never fight with boys, even if in self-
defense.  As an adolescent I actually
remember attending a “girl’s assembly”
when a policeman told us that females
should become passive if ever assaulted,
thereby, increasing the chances of living
through an attack. In this culture,
females, like Artemis, invite violation by
the very reality of being desired; yet
unlike the goddess, we must not defend
ourselves or exact revenge. Subliminally
attached to this lesson is a deeper sug-
gestion that perhaps women deserve to
be violated. This message, further sup-
ported in the cultural voice of media and
advertising, penetrated my psyche leav-
ing me with an incredible sense of paraly-
sis and vulnerability. I internalized the fol-
lowing: to survive and be loved by the
opposite sex, I had to surrender my bow
and arrows, shrink in posture, deny my
natural and necessary instinct, and rely
upon men to protect me. 

Betsy Hall

“Pursued by those 
who seek to penetrate

her inviolabil i ty, Artemis
passionately fl ings 
her protective, yet
destructive arrows”
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My experience is not unlike those of
other women. The denial of feminine
aggression creates learned helplessness
and dependency while also fostering
inner confusion and mistrust of natural
urges. Women’s aggression has been tra-
ditionally pathologized by both men and
women. While assertive or angry women
are called “ball busters,” “castrating
females,” or just plain “bitches,” an
aggressive male is likely thought to be
strong, successful, and perhaps heroic.
Lacking an affirmative container, women
often experience aggressive impulses and
fantasies as disturbing, frightening and
abnormal. Thus, an empowering and nec-
essary aspect of the feminine psyche
becomes denied and despised. Although
split-off from consciousness, aggression
does not die, but rather arises in destruc-
tive and convoluted expressions of anger
or internalized feelings of self-loathing
and powerlessness.   

The cultural stereotype that it is
acceptable for only men to be aggressive
has resulted in a destructive division
between the sexes. Men are unable to
place women’s anger and assertiveness
within a natural context, while women
come to resent the men they depend on.
Taught to rely upon the masculine for
protection has created a paradoxical con-
dition: women must find safety in the
very force that someday may assault
them. Inherent to this faulty typology is
an internal and external psychological
split: natural feminine urges become
unconscious and deemed inappropriate,
while an “us versus them” polarity per-
sists between men and women. Men and
women have all suffered personally and
collectively from the denial of the
Artemis archetype.

Reclaiming Aggression: A Modern
Day Ritual

Perish the thought that women
might take up arms, become skilled
in their use, and become thereby
simultaneously able to defend them-
selves and to fend for themselves!
Woman the Hunter—as macho men
grasp perhaps more readily than
most feminists have to date—is a
profoundly unsettling figure, her
wildness a force to be reckoned
with.

—Mary Stange, 76

After decades of feeling physically
vulnerable and frightened of the dark, I
took up arms. Completion of a three-day,
full-contact self-defense course, called
Model Mugging, armed me not with
weapons, but rather with a new attitude
and capacity to fend for myself. The
course facilitated a remembrance of my
aggressive instinct, and provided invalu-
able training in both emotional and physi-
cal self-defense. I liken my experience to
the Artemis ritual at Brauron; playing the
she-bear awakened me to my wild and
ferocious desire to protect self. 

Although I had always been a very
powerful athlete, I lacked the internal
permission and know-how to use my
strength in a self-protective mode. I grew
to despise the personal knowledge that if
I were to be face to face with violence I
would collapse. As stated before, by the
time I was 13, I was seduced into believ-
ing that it was not in my nature to defend
myself. The passage of years dissolved
memories of my once youthful courage
and determination; I could not channel
my anger in a powerful self-affirming pos-
ture. Worried about being “inappropri-
ately masculine,” I was fearful of being
assertive, boundary setting was confusing
and agonizing, and self-protection was a
foreign concept. As many other women
have testified, my inability to stand up for
myself eventually permeated all areas of
life, and most importantly, eroded my
self-esteem

I discovered Model Mugging after
attending a public graduation in which I
witnessed wild, howling women fighting
off assailants with full force blows.
Impressed, terrified, and overwhelmed by
the feminine fury and strength displayed,
I enrolled in the course. Model Mugging
was originated by a highly merited mar-
tial arts instructor named Matt Thomas.
The idea sprung when tragically a skilled
female blackbelt was brutally raped.

Following the rape, the student apolo-
gized to Matt feeling that her inability to
defend herself was an affront against his
training. Matt, initially unforgiving, came
to realize that he was the one who had
failed his student. This realization insti-
gated years of research and development
of a self-defense program that realistical-
ly re-creates high adrenaline assault situ-
ations and teaches full-contact defense. 

Over a three-day period, eight other
women and myself were carefully led
through a series of exercises that utilized
voice, boundary setting and physical
defensive maneuvers. Mimicking the
words and actions of true assailants, the
fully padded “muggers” subjected all of
us to our worst fears. Each step of the
volatile way, we began to discover the
power that lay waiting in our voices and
bodies. By the end of the weekend, we
had learned to not only defend against,
but also to subdue the attackers.
Although Model Mugging calls upon
physical power, it does not advocate vio-
lence.  Instead, the training adopts an
Artemis-like attitude that the self is worth
protecting. Like the Greek she-bears,
Model Mugging initiates discover a previ-
ously unknown source of power: femi-
nine aggression.

In the days that followed my train-
ing, I felt uncertain in my transformed
body and psyche. Although Model
Mugging does not teach to kill, I was
newly aware of my killing capacity.
Stunned by the joy and exhilaration that
comes from physically beating another; I
was unrecognizable to myself. I felt newly
uncomfortable leaving the house, not
because I was frightened of being hurt,
but because I was flooded with visual fan-
tasies of fighting off every stranger I saw.
Had I known then what I know now about
Artemis, I would have felt contained by
the archetype. Instead, on my own I
worked hard to integrate my new psy-
chophysical stature.

Eventually, my anxiety subsided and
the great rewards of my transformation
became conscious. For the first time in
my life I had choices about how to handle
emotionally or physically threatening situ-
ations. Although I have never used the
defensive strikes learned in the course,
awareness of my physical aptitude has
given me a psychological confidence and
certainty that I am worth defending.
Since the course I am better at setting

Artemis without Arrows

“Stunned by the joy
and exhilaration that

comes from physically
beating another; I 

was unrecognizable 
to myself”
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boundaries, asserting my feelings and
needs, and when necessary, saying “NO!”

Learning how to say “no” is para-
mount to being able to say “yes” to life.
For women like myself, discovering,
understanding and learning to channel
aggression in healthy ways mends not
only an intra-psychic split, but facilitates a
more trusting relationship with the outer
world, and particularly with men.
Because I can defend my self, I no longer
need to derive a sense of personal safety
from an outside resource. As well, the
imagined male assailant in the dark no
longer threatens me. Knowing my own
aggressive nature also helps me to under-
stand and respect my masculine counter-
part.

As Stange suggests in her discussion
of hunting societies, cultural actualization
and awareness of aggressive instincts
reduce subject-object dualism and “us
versus them” mentality. When we recog-
nize that women do not own the market
on nurturing, and men are not always
expected to die defending their helpless
women, issues of dominance, dependen-
cy, and subservience may greatly dimin-
ish. My experience in Model Mugging
allows me to grasp the wisdom demon-
strated in the Brauron cult of Artemis—
making aggression conscious is a neces-
sary preparation for mature love; sacred
marriage comes about when a psycholog-
ical union between the opposites occurs.
No longer expectant of being victimized
frees me to surrender to the dance of
intimacy.

Conclusion
Artemis also whispers to her little
she-bears that they, too,
are wild nature. The eternally youth-
ful Huntress might stand
for the crossing of gender-bound-
aries that a male-dominated
culture would like to keep as clearly
as its towns and farm fields.
The unleashing of female energy
impacts the patriarchal imagination 
like a boar tearing through fences
and trampling crops. Indeed,
the history of Western patriarchy
might be said to be the history of
attempts to kill, or bridle that ener-
gy, or to trick it into submission.

—Mary Stange, 149
                                                                                                                                                      

The denial, repression and rejection
of feminine aggression has wounded the
individual and collective psyche. A return
to the Goddess of the Hunt demonstrates
an ancient wisdom that aggressive energy
is instinctive to men and women. As the
Eternal Virgin, Artemis provides a
provocative model for the necessary and
divine nature of self-defense. However
threatening the archetype may be to the
American imagination, Artemis, and prac-
tices such as Model Mugging, offer a
vision that aggression and nurturance,
violence and love are opposites that form
a unified whole.
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Psyche Dreams of Eros
By Marlene Dean

What can I say to you of love
when I have never known it?
I can speak of my deep longing for you
in this time when you are still a mystery
and my soul is an empty choir.
I can speak of the cold bed
and the expanding night
where shadows move
like ghosts along the walls
the only light
a guttering candle
gasping for life.

What can I say to you of passion
when I have never known it?
Only this—
you have spoken to me
in the half remembered dream
and your words swirled around me
like brilliant butterflies.
I know you
Your touch is the song of my flesh.
I have seen you
the ruby fire of the universe
lives in your eyes. 

How would I dare to dream of love
except that I have seen miracles.
I have seen the air dance
before giving birth to the snowflakes.
I have seen the moth
with indigo eyes 
emerge from the chrysalis.

What can I say of love?
Only this—
you have spoken to me
in the half remembered dream
I know you.
Your breath is my inspiration
for the terrible journey to come.

Betsy Hall

Poetry



Introduction

Jung lived in a time of crisis. He
was confronted with the atrocities

of two world wars, spent his final years in
the climate of the cold war, and was
hugely concerned about mankind’s inabil-
ity to find solutions to the recurring
occurrences of mass conflict he was
forced to witness in his lifetime. It should
come as no surprise, then, that Jung
wrote extensively about the possible
causes of war and conflict. A central
notion which he defended throughout his
career was that the roots of war are to be
found in the human psyche, in what he
called our “war-like instincts,” which we
will never be able to eradicate: 

Anything that disappears from your
psychological inventory is apt to
turn up in the guise of a hostile
neighbor, who will inevitably arouse
your anger and make you aggressi-
ve. It is surely better to know that
your worst enemy is right there in
your own heart. Man‘s war-like
instincts are ineradicable - therefore
a state of perfect peace is unthinka-
ble (Jung, 1946, par. 456).

It was these instincts which Jung
saw as lying at the root of both world
wars. According to him, these instincts
“bubble up” to the surface whenever
they have been repressed for too long a
time, and if no way is found to integrate
such forces into consciousness, the
results can be catastrophic. In this article
I will argue that Jung developed and fine-
tuned many of his ideas about this topic
through a dialogue with the ideas of
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. As I
pointed out in an earlier article about
Nietzsche’s influence on Jung (published
in Depth Insights in fall 2012 1), Jung
found Nietzsche’s work extremely com-
pelling. In his semi-autobiography
Memories, Dreams, Reflections, he even
went as far as to connect Nietzsche to
what he saw as the central task underly-
ing his life’s work:

The meaning of my existence is that
life has addressed a question to me.
That is a supra-personal task, which
I accompany only by effort and with
difficulty. Perhaps it is a question
which preoccupied my ancestors,
and which they could not answer?
Could that be why I am so
impressed by the problem on which
Nietzsche foundered: the Dionysian
side of life, to which the Christian
seems to have lost the way? (Jung,
1965 [1961], p. 350)

In this article I will show that
Nietzsche had a particularly strong influ-
ence on Jung’s thinking about war and
conflict. I will also show how Jung’s ideas
about this topic changed over time, cul-
minating in a final theoretical position
which revolves around the concept of the
archetypal shadow. In order to sketch this
development on Jung’s part in a clear and
coherent manner, I will divide this article
into three sections, each of which will
deal with a different time period from
Jung’s career:

Phase 1: The early years. 
In order to examine Jung’s early

ideas about the psychological roots of
war we will look at the article “Role of
the Unconscious” from 1918, which is the
most clear and complete text about this
topic from Jung’s early years. 

Phase 2: The Wotan years.
In the 1930s Jung goes through a

phase in which he refers to the part of

the psyche he associates with war and
violence by the term “archetype of
Wotan.” In order to examine the core
ideas of this phase we will look at two
key texts from this time period: the short
article “Wotan” from 1936 and the tran-
scription of the seminar Jung gave on
Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra in
1934.

Phase 3: The shadow years. 
From the early 1940s onwards Jung

stops using the term “archetype of
Wotan” in his texts about war and vio-
lence and begins using the term “arche-
type of the shadow” instead. In order to
examine this final developmental stage
we will look at the article “Fight With the
Shadow” from 1946.

To simplify the task of discussing
this development, I will refer to the
stages outlined above as Phase 1, Phase 2
and Phase 3. The “dividing line” that I will
use to demarcate between these phases
is the term “archetype of Wotan”, which
Jung only uses in Phase 2. Phase 1 is thus
defined as lasting up until the point
where he begins to use this term, which
he does for the first time in the seminar
on Zarathustra in 1934; Phase 2 is thus
defined as lasting from 1934 until he
starts to use the term “archetypal shad-
ow” instead (the earliest text I have
found in which this term is present is
from 1943 2). Phase 3, lastly, is defined as
everything after the end of Phase 2
(1943-1961). 

Phase 1: The early years
As I already explained, the text from

Phase 1 in which Jung elaborates most
clearly on his ideas about war and vio-
lence is the article “Role of the
Unconscious” from 1918, published in an
English translation in The Collected Works
of C.G. Jung, Volume 10. Since this is also
the only text from Phase 1 in which he
makes an explicit connection between
this topic and the ideas of Nietzsche, it is
this text that we will focus on to analyze
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Jung’s early ideas about the psychological
roots of war.

“Role of the Unconscious” is not an
article which deals specifically with the
topic of the psychological roots of war. It
seems to have been written primarily to
put forward the core ideas of Jung’s theo-
retical framework to a general audience,
with a strong emphasis on making the dif-
ferences with Freud clear. Jung wrote it
at the end of the First World War, howev-
er, and for that reason it should come as
no surprise that the topic of war was
heavily on his mind. The middle part of
the article, then, deals almost entirely
with offering possible psychological
explanations for the calamities that had
just swept across Europe. Jung begins this
part of the paper by reflecting on what
he calls here the “barbaric”, “dark”,
“primitive” and “animalistic” dimension
of the psyche (Jung uses all these terms
as synonyms in “Role of the
Unconscious”). His core observation
about the origins of this part of the psy-
che is that it is the residue of our evolu-
tionary history, which, as Jung observes,
is marked by a very long period of “primi-
tive” prehistory and only a comparatively
short period of “cultured” history. For
this reason, the “primitive” part of the
psyche exerts a much stronger influence
on our behavior than the “cultured” part,
according to Jung:

A mere fifty generations ago many
of us in Europe were no better than
primitives. The layer of culture, this
pleasing patina, must therefore be
quite extraordinarily thin in compar-
ison with the powerfully developed
layers of the primitive psyche (Jung,
1918, par. 16).

As influential and powerful as this
part of the psyche is, however, it has nev-
ertheless been repressed by Western cul-
ture for a very long time according to
Jung. Showing quite clearly the influence
of Nietzsche, Jung associates this repres-
sion with the values of Christianity.
Nietzsche himself repeatedly wrote that
Christianity represses the instincts; it is at
war with the primitive, bodily self. Jung
shares this observation. Christianity, as
Jung writes in “Role of the Unconscious”,
“split the Germanic barbarian into an
upper and a lower half, and enabled him,
by repressing the dark side, domesticate

the brighter half and fit it for civilization”
(Jung, 1918, par. 17). But the more this
dark, animalistic, “inner barbarian” is
repressed, the more the unconscious
seeks to correct this one-sided attitude
by activating the primitive aspects of the
self. This, according to Jung, is what the
unconscious does time and again: it
offers what he calls a compensation to
the attitudes and values of our conscious-
ness once these become too narrow and
restrictive. Because Western culture was
unable to integrate such a “primitive”
compensation in an appropriate manner
during the years leading up to the First
World War, the results were catastrophic.
War and violence ensued, on a global
scale:

By being repressed into the uncon-
scious, the source from which it
originated, the animal in us only
becomes more beastlike, and that is
no doubt the reason why no religion
is so defiled with the spilling of inno-
cent blood as Christianity, and why
the world has never seen a bloodier
war than the war of the Christian
nations. The repressed animal
bursts forth in its most savage form
when it comes to the surface, and in
the process of destroying itself leads
to international suicide (Jung, 1918,
par. 32).

This, then, is Jung’s core observation
about the psychological roots of war in
Phase 1: that the one-sidedness of
Christian culture led to an unconscious
compensation consisting of primitive
archetypal content, which in turn led to
the violence and frenzy of the first world
war. Because “Role of the Unconscious”
deals so extensively with this topic, it is
an excellent text to look at if one is inter-

ested in Jung’s early ideas about it. What
“Role of the Unconscious” also makes
clear, however, is that a connection exists
between Jung’s ideas about the primitive,
“barbaric” part of the psyche and the
philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. On this
topic Jung does not elaborate very much
in “Role of the Unconscious”, writing only
the following:

This annoying peculiarity of the bar-
barian was apparent also to
Nietzsche - no doubt from personal
experience [...] (Jung, 1918, par. 19).

What Jung means with this rather
vague statement is never made entirely
clear in “Role of the Unconscious”, as
there are no further references to
Nietzsche in its pages. In order to make
sense of it, we have to look at two texts
from what I have defined in the introduc-
tion as Phase 2: the transcription of the
seminar Jung gave on Nietzsche‘s Also
Sprach Zarathustra in 1934, and the arti-
cle “Wotan” from 1936.

Phase 2: The Wotan years 
As I explained in the introduction,

Jung makes an important change to his
ideas about war in Phase 2. He now
begins to identify a particular archetype
of the collective unconscious with war,
violence and conflict – the archetype he
calls in this phase the archetype of
Wotan. Jung took inspiration from
Germanic mythology when naming this
new archetype: Wotan (also transcribed
as “Woden” or “Odin”) is the name of the
Germanic supreme God. Wotan was asso-
ciated primarily with war and fury, which
goes a long way towards explaining why
Jung decided to use this name for the
archetype he associated with the roots of
war. Jung himself described Wotan as fol-
lows: 

He is the god of storm and frenzy,
the unleasher of passions and the
lust of battle; moreover he is a
superlative magician and artist in
illusion who is versed in all secrets
of an occult nature (Jung, 1936, par.
375).

The way Jung describes the arche-
type of Wotan in Phase 2 is highly similar
to what he had to say about the primitive
part of the psyche in “Role of the
Unconscious”. The best paper to establish
this is his short article “Wotan”, pub-
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lished in an English translation in The
Collected Works of C.G. Jung, Volume 10.
In this article, written by Jung in 1936,
Jung repeatedly refers to the archetype
of Wotan as the “dark” part of the psy-
che, which is the exact same metaphor
he also used in “Role of the Unconscious”
to describe the primitive part of the psy-
che. Another key similarity to “Role of the
Unconscious” is that he states that the
archetype of Wotan was repressed during
the Christian era, and that it is now
becoming dominant again because of the
psychological mechanism of compensa-
tion. Furthermore, in order to explain
why the archetype of Wotan is still so
powerful, Jung uses the same kind of
“evolutionary” reasoning he also
employed in “Role of the Unconscious”:
the longer a particular part of the psyche
has been dominant in our evolutionary
history, the stronger its force, no matter
how much cultural baggage is put on top
of it to repress it. In Wotan Jung phrases
this idea as follows:

Archetypes are like riverbeds which
dry up when the water deserts
them, but which it can find again at
any time. An archetype is like an old
watercourse along which the water
of life has flowed for centuries, dig-
ging a deep channel for itself. The
longer it has flowed in this channel
the more likely it is that sooner or
later the water will return to its old
bed. The life of the individual as a
member of society and particularly
as part of the State may be regula-
ted like a canal, but the life of
nations is a great rushing river
which is utterly beyond human con-
trol, in the hands of One who has
always been stronger than men
(Jung, 1936, par. 395). 

Because of these similarities I think
that the conclusion is entirely justified
that Jung used the term archetype of
Wotan to refer to the same part of the
psyche he called the “primitive psyche” in
“Role of the Unconscious”.  As we have
seen, Jung made a connection in “Role of
the Unconscious” between this primitive
part of the psyche and Nietzsche, but
failed to make clear what this connection
exactly entailed. In the texts from Phase 2
in which Jung discusses the archetype of
Wotan, however, we find ample informa-
tion to help us make sense of it.

Nietzsche, as Jung claims in these texts,
was among the first in Europe in whom
the archetype of Wotan was constellated.
In the seminar on Zarathustra, which
Jung gave in 1936 and which shares many
central themes with the “Wotan” article,3
Jung makes this connection especially
clear:

It is Wotan who gets him, the old wind
God breaking forth, the god of inspira-
tion, of madness, of intoxication and
wildness, the god of the Berserkers,
those wild people who run amok
(Jung, 1988 [1934], Vol. 2, p. 1227).

We can now finally begin to make
sense of the fact that Jung was so inter-
ested in Nietzsche. Nietzsche, Jung felt,
helped him to understand the age in
which he lived – an age characterized by
an outbreak of violence on a massive
scale. Since Nietzsche was “gripped” by
the same archetype which later led to the
outbreak of this violence, studying the
great man’s writings was a way to under-
stand the psychological roots of this phe-
nomenon. This also explains why Jung
went as far as to devote an entire semi-
nar to Nietzsche’s Zarathustra. As Jung
puts it in the seminar:

Perhaps I am the only one who
takes the trouble to go so much into
the detail of Zarathustra – far too
much, some people may think. So
nobody actually realises to what
extent he was connected with the
unconscious and therefore with the
fate of Europe in general (Jung,
1997 [1934], p. xix).

Jung’s thinking about the psycholog-
ical roots of war, however, did not stop in
the 1930s. As is the case with many of
Jung’s core concepts, he continued to
refine his ideas about it, arriving at a final
theoretical position only after the end of
another time of intense violence: the
Second World War. It is to that final theo-

retical position that we will now turn. In
order to examine it, we will look at what I
consider to be the most important text
Jung wrote about war in the final phase
of his career: the short article “Fight With
the Shadow”, which Jung originally deliv-
ered as a speech in 1946 for BBC radio.

Phase 3: The shadow years
Jung begins “Fight With the

Shadow” by making the same observation
he also makes in Phase 1 and Phase 2:
that an uprush of compensatory, instinc-
tual material was present in the psyche of
the European people as early as the
1910s and was responsible for the centu-
ry’s abundant cases of war and violence.
As he himself puts it: 

As early as 1918, I noticed peculiar
disturbances in the unconscious of
my German patients which could
not be ascribed to their personal
psychology. Such non-personal phe-
nomena always manifest themselves
in dreams as mythological motifs
that are also to be found in legends
and fairytales throughout the world.
I have called these mythological
motifs archetypes: that is, typical
modes or forms in which these col-
lective phenomena are experienced.
There was a disturbance of the col-
lective unconscious in every single
one of my German patients. One
can explain these disorders causally,
but such an explanation is apt to be
unsatisfactory, as it is easier to
understand archetypes by their aim
rather than by their causality. The
archetypes I had observed expres-
sed primitivity, violence, and cruelty
(Jung, 1946, par. 447)
From the outset, then, it is clear

that “Fight With the Shadow” is strongly
related to the key themes of the first two
phases. Jung even makes a particular ref-
erence to “Role of the Unconscious”, stat-
ing that he wrote in 1918 about “peculiar
disturbances in the unconscious of my
German patients which could not be
ascribed to their personal psychology.”
The rest of the article is equally consis-
tent in terms of its central themes.
Where we see a remarkable difference
between “Fight With the Shadow” and
the first two phases, however, is in the
terminology Jung uses. As we have seen,
Jung made frequent references to the
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archetype of Wotan in Phase 2. This ter-
minology, however, is not present in
“Fight With the Shadow”, nor is it present
in any other text from Phase 3. Instead,
Jung now uses the concept of the shadow
to explain the forces which were
unleashed during the two world wars: 

Like the rest of the world, [the
Germans] did not understand whe-
rein Hitler‘s significance lay, that he
symbolized something in every indivi-
dual. He was the most prodigious
personification of all human inferiori-
ties. He was an utterly incapable,
unadapted, irresponsible, psychopat-
hic personality, full of empty, infanti-
le fantasies, but cursed with the keen
intuition of a rat or a guttersnipe. He
represented the shadow, the inferior
part of everybody‘s personality, in an
overwhelming degree, and this was
another reason why they fell for him
(Jung, 1946, par. 454).

In order to understand this concept
properly, it is crucial to realize that Jung
used the term shadow in two different
ways, making a distinction between the
personal shadow and the archetypal
shadow. Jungian analyst Daryl Sharp
defines the personal shadow as follows:
“[it] is composed for the most part of
repressed desires and uncivilized impuls-
es, morally inferior motives, childish fan-
tasies and resentments, etc. - all those
things about oneself one is not proud of.
These unacknowledged personal charac-
teristics are often experienced in others
through the mechanism of projection”
(Sharp, 1991, p. 123). The personal shad-
ow, then, consists entirely of contents
from what Jung called the personal
unconscious, as everything that is associ-
ated with it has become unconscious
through the mechanism of repression and
has therefore become unconscious during
the individual‘s lifetime. For this reason,
there is nothing innate or archetypal
about the personal shadow. In his later
years, however, Jung began to contrast
the personal shadow with the archetypal
shadow (see for example Aion par. 19
(Jung, 1952)). In contrast to the personal
shadow, the archetypal shadow is innate.
It is the same in everyone, and consists of
content not acquired during an individ-
ual’s lifetime. Instead, it is made up of
content that was acquired over the

course of mankind’s evolutionary history. 
Although Jung doesn’t mention

which version of the shadow concept he
is talking about in “Fight With the
Shadow” – confusingly, he merely uses
the term “shadow” without any kind of
prefix - there is more than enough evi-
dence that it is the archetypal shadow he
is talking about. To begin with, Jung
stresses time and again that the uncon-
scious material he is discussing in this
article is innate and therefore archetypal.
I have already quoted him above, for
example, as writing the following:

As early as 1918, I noticed peculiar
disturbances in the unconscious of
my German patients which could not
be ascribed to their personal psycho-
logy. Such non-personal phenomena
always manifest themselves in dre-
ams as mythological motifs that are
also to be found in legends and fairy-
tales throughout the world. I have
called these mythological motifs
archetypes (Jung, 1918, par. 447).

As Jung makes clear in this quote,
the content of the compensatory uprush
of instinctual unconscious material he
observed as early as 1918 could not be
ascribed to the “personal psychology” of
his patients. In short, it did not stem from
the personal unconscious, but from the
collective unconscious, the content of
which is innate and archetypal. 

Another hint that it is the archetypal
shadow Jung is talking about in “Fight
With the Shadow” is related to the fact
that an entire group of people is con-
fronted with this specific unconscious
manifestation. As Ann Casement (2006)
points out in her introduction to the con-
cept of the shadow in The Handbook of
Jungian Psychology, the personal shadow
is a compensation for a certain one-sid-
edness in the life of the individual; the
archetypal shadow, however, is constel-

lated in response to a certain one-sided-
ness in the cultural life of an entire group
of people. It is quite clear that Jung is
talking about the latter kind of compen-
sation in “Fight With the Shadow”, as he
is not analyzing the psychological dynam-
ics of a single individual in this text—
rather, he is looking at the dynamics of
the psyche of the entire people of
Europe, with a special focus on the
Germans. Although he does single out
Hitler in particular, he makes it quite
clear that Hitler was only a mouthpiece:
he gave voice to psychological distur-
bances that were present in every single
one of his followers. 

As I already stated above, apart
from the terminology, no core ideas have
changed in Phase 3 about war and vio-
lence. The archetypal shadow is the term
Jung now uses to describe the exact same
phenomenon, which he explained by
using the term archetype of Wotan in
Phase 2. Is it the case, then, that these
two terms are synonyms? Do both the
archetype of Wotan and the archetype of
the shadow refer to the same archetypal
part of the psyche? Even though Jung
never explicitly explains that this is the
case, I believe that it is very much possi-
ble to establish that this is true. One way
to do this is by examining the mythologi-
cal symbols Jung associated with these
two archetypes. When discussing the
archetypal shadow in Phase 3 of his
career, for example, Jung frequently stat-
ed that the Christian figure of the devil
was a manifestation of this particular
archetype (Jung, 1943, par. 143). In Phase
2, Jung said exactly the same about the
archetype of Wotan (Jung, 1936, par.
374). On top of the fact that the mythic
figures he associated with these two
archetypes are the same, we should also
note that the phenomenon Jung tried to
explain by means of these concepts are
the same. In Phase 2, for example, Jung
uses the term archetype of Wotan to
explain the success of Hitler at the end of
the 1930s; in Phase 3 he explains the suc-
cess of Hitler by using the term archetyp-
al shadow. To me, this means that con-
cluding that the archetype of Wotan and
the archetype of the shadow were syn-
onyms for Jung is entirely justified.

So why did Jung stop using the term
archetype of Wotan in Phase 3? For
myself, I have come to conclude that this
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change of terminology is probably related
to the fact that calling Wotan an arche-
type can give rise to the belief that one
subscribes to the notion of a racial
unconscious. The God Wotan, needless to
say, is a mythic figure found only in
Germanic culture, which means that it
makes very little sense to say that he is
innate, unless one is of the opinion that
there is a Germanic racial unconscious
with innate material only to be found in
Germanic people. Although Jung flirted
with ideas of this nature, most Jung
scholars have concluded that he aban-
doned such ideas in the forties and did
not make them a part of his final theoret-
ical position. What I think Jung concluded
in Phase 3 is that Wotan is not an arche-
type, but what is known in Jungian lan-
guage as an “archetypal image” – a spe-
cific cultural manifestation of a collective
innate structure. It is the innate structure
which is inherited and to be found in
every individual; the cultural manifesta-
tions the archetype gives rise to, howev-
er, are specific only to a certain group of
people. By using the more general term
“archetypal shadow” for the innate psy-
chological structure, it becomes much
more clear that there is no room for race-
specific innate components in Jung’s the-
oretical framework. That Jung would
want to stress this after the atrocities of
the Nazi regime should come as no sur-
prise. Needless to say, the idea that there
is a difference between the Germanic
psyche and the psyche of other races was
something that the Nazis not only flirted
with, but turned into the bedrock of their
elitist, race-based philosophy. 

Conclusion
This fear of being accused of a Nazi

sympathizer perhaps also explains why
Jung stops making so many references to
the ideas of Nietzsche in Phase 3. As we
have seen, such references are abundant-
ly present in Phase 2, with Jung even
devoting an entire seminar to Also Sprach
Zarathustra. In Phase 3, however, the ref-
erences to Nietzsche become much less
frequent and elaborate. After the end of
World War Two Nietzsche had become a
controversial figure: his concept of the
übermensch had been popular among the
Nazi party elite, which they joined with
great enthusiasm to their own pseudo-
scientific theories about the general
superiority of the Arian race. Jung per-

haps thought it wiser to stop explaining
his own ideas by comparing them to
Nietzsche, as such comparisons could
quite easily lead to him being mistaken
for a closet Nazi supporter or a defender
of elitist racial theories4. Nevertheless, I
do think that the information provided in
this article lends strong support to the
notion that Jung’s final theoretical posi-
tion on war and violence was inspired by
Nietzsche. What I hope to have shown
clearly and persuasively is that the ideas
Jung put forward about the archetype of
the shadow in Phase 3 stand quite firmly
at the end of a long line of development,
which began with “Role of the
Unconscious” in Phase 1 and continued
with the seminar on Zarathustra and the
“Wotan” article in Phase 2. Since Jung
drew quite openly on Nietzsche’s ideas in
these first two phases, it follows logically
that the theoretical position he defends
in Phase 3 represents the outcome of his
dialogue with Nietzsche’s work.

I think seeing this development
clearly is important for several reasons.
For one, it shows us how important a his-
torical approach is when reading Jung’s
work. He made important and drastic
changes to both his ideas and terminolo-
gy over time, which means one should be
careful when combining ideas from texts
from different time periods. It also sheds
new light on his concept of the shadow,
illuminating how important the difference
between the personal and archetypal
shadow is and showing very clearly how
central the concept of the archetypal
shadow is to Jung‘s final theoretical take
on war and conflict. Lastly, I think this
development also makes overwhelmingly
clear how important Nietzsche was to
Jung. Most importantly, it shows to which
Jungian concept we might turn if we want
to know where we can see Nietzsche‘s
influence most strongly. As I hope to have
shown in this article there is substantial
evidence that this concept is the arche-
typal shadow. 
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Admired by some as strong and
loyal, vilified by others as vicious killers,
and cherished by many as sweet family
members, pit bull type dogs inhabit
extreme and contradicting places in the
American imagination. For decades public
debate has raged over the nature of pit
bulls and their rightful place in communi-
ties (“pit bull” is not the name of a specif-
ic breed but rather refers to few breeds
and mixes, notably the American Pit Bull
Terrier and American Staffordshire
Terrier). 

Since pit bulls began to be imagined
as inherently dangerous in the 1980s they
have been the subjects of wave after
wave of negative media representation.
Municipalities across the country imple-
mented breed-based regulations and
bans, resulting in countless dogs being
surrendered to shelters or seized and
euthanized. In recent years rescue and
advocacy efforts emerged in response,
with a shift toward positive representa-
tion and public education to debunk
myths and promote responsible pit bull
ownership.

While it has been assessed that
things are looking up for pit bulls
(Greenwood, 2014), pit bulls are still used
in dog fighting, and they represent the
most abused, abandoned, and euthanized
dogs in the country. Negative media rep-
resentation and popular fear about their
physicality and temperament persist and
contribute to these problems. From a
depth psychological perspective it is clear
that challenges involving pit bulls have
more to do with the way they are imag-
ined than about the dogs themselves.

My study of the cultural and psycho-
logical dynamics surrounding pit bulls
began with the adoption of our dog Fraia,
and finding homes for her eight newborn
puppies. While reading online media to
educate myself about pit bulls my atten-
tion was drawn to the projections onto
pit bulls and people associated with
them, as well as the emotional intensities
that infuse the fields they inhabit, which

hint at strong archetypal contents at
work. 

Uprooting the causes of the prob-
lems involving pit bulls requires psycho-
logical work on a larger cultural level: to
withdraw projections from pit bulls and
to work through the archetypal contents
that are activated. Hillman (1975) said:
“There is no place without Gods and no
activity that does not enact them. Every
fantasy, every experience has its arche-
typal reason. There is nothing that does
not belong to one God or another” (pp.
168-169). Holding Hillman’s point in
mind, I turned to my curiosity about the

archetypal activity underlying pit bull
phenomena and opened my imagination
to the complexes and Gods at work in
these phenomena. 

The archetypal being that appeared
in my imagination is Cerberus, the three-
headed canine guardian of the under-
world. In Greek mythology the under-
world is the land of the dead, called
Hades. Depth psychology regards the
underworld as that part of psyche that
houses the darker, shadowy aspects of
the unconscious, what is rejected,
unknown, mysterious, frightening. It is a
kind of land of the dead, because ego
death must occur in order to enter it. We
enter the underworld, a kind of liminal
space, through practices like ritual, psy-
chotherapy, shamanic experiences, art,
active imagination, and emotional states
that shake our normal consciousness, like
grief, fear and remorse. The underworld
can tear us apart, but it is in falling apart
that our souls experience renewal
(Hillman, 1975).

The Cerberus in my imagination
guards the collective American under-
world, a realm that our soul-anemic, ego-
focused and progress-oriented society
tends to avoid. Projection is one way in
which we defend against the anxiety of
entering the psychic underworld.
Therefore, the canine guardian of our
underworld looks like the dog who holds
the most American projections: the pit
bull. Each pit bull head of American
Cerberus has a distinct expression accord-
ing to the specific archetypal content pro-
jected onto pit bulls. They are: Warrior,
Monster and Angel.

Depth psychologies recognize pro-
jections as outward manifestations of
complexes: those structures in the uncon-
scious made of an archetypal core and
surrounded by cultural and personal con-
tents. When split off from consciousness
complexes become autonomous, gain in
mythic numinosity, and may lead to
“insane collective projections upon other
people, whole races and nations”
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(Hillman, 1975, p. 33). In the case of pit
bulls we can add “breed” to this list, as
projected complexes have launched pit
bulls into mythic realms as near-super-
natural beings rather than ordinary dogs. 

When confronted, made conscious
and integrated, complexes lead to psy-
chological growth and healing (Jacobi,
1959). Working through the complexes
projected onto pit bulls would on the one
hand serve to reduce the dogs’ unneces-
sary suffering, and on the other foster
cultural healing, particularly through pro-
moting responsibility for our own aggres-
sion instincts and unconscious shadows.
The first step is to examine the histories,
cultural contexts and the consequences
of the projections of Warrior, Monster
and Angel Pit Bull.

Warrior Pit Bull has ancestry in
working and fighting dogs that dates as
far back as ancient Rome (Hearne, 1991;
Robinson, 2011). He travelled through
war and conquest into the British Isles,
where he was used in livestock work and
blood sport entertainment of bull and
bear baiting. His form was honed through
breeding bull dogs with terriers, and his
fighting activity shifted to dog-on-dog
fighting when the blood sports became
outlawed and went underground, as dog
fights were easier to manage in secret
than the larger animals. Warrior Pit Bull
came to the United States with British
immigrants in the 1800s, and was used
both for hunting boar and dogfighting
(Hearne, 1991). Though dogfighting
became illegal, the practice continued
with little impediment, especially in the
south. 

Warrior’s bravery and loyalty led to
his becoming the “unofficial representa-
tive of American virtues” (Hearne, 1991,
p. 186). He “stood for the courage, loyal-
ty, inventiveness, and lack of upper-class
pretension associated with the pioneers,
the American woodsman, and so on” (p.
184). He was featured in WWI posters,
representing the brave and loyal fighting
spirit of America. Stubby the pit bull was
a decorated war hero whose brave acts
included warning his platoon about tear
gas. Warrior Pit Bull was beloved as well
as a solid family dog—his aggressive ten-
dencies being discerning and geared
toward dogs, not humans. Warrior was
easy going and tolerant with children,
and enjoyed celebrity status in the forms
of Petey, the pit bull from “Our Gang,”

and Buster Brown’s Tige. Teddy Roosevelt
had a pit bull in the White House
(Hearne, 1991). 

Warrior Pit Bull is still celebrated
today among pit bull enthusiasts who
admire pit bulls’ tenacity, physical
strength strong will, and “gameness.”
Warrior Pit Bull fans include dogfighters
(also called dogmen), breeders, and
breed fanciers, some who focus on non-
fighting activities such as agility, pulling
competition, nose work and rescue. Self-
described pit bull steward and proponent
of working pit bulls, Diane Jessup (2005),
praises pit bull’s “loyalty and power” (p.
10) and describes how “The appeal of the
game animal is his cocky, confident,
friendly manner, and his ‘never say never’
attitude. His aggression, when called
upon, is spectacular, but no less so than
his greatness of heart” (p. 11).

The use of Warrior Pit Bull in dog-
fighting can be understood psychological-
ly as a brutal manifestation of a
repressed shadow Warrior archetype. In
their discussion about contemporary dis-
missal of the aggressive Warrior arche-
type, Jungian psychologists Moore and
Gillette (1990) warn:

We can’t just take a vote and vote
the Warrior out. Like all archetypes,
it lives on in spite of our conscious
attitudes toward it. And like all
repressed archetypes, it goes under-
ground, eventually to resurface in
the form of emotional and physical 
violence. (p. 75) 

Healthy Warrior expression mani-
fests in decisive action, clear thinking,
awareness of one’s own death and
aggressiveness, which is defined as “a
stance toward life that rouses, energizes
and motivates” (Moore and Gillette,
1990, p. 79). Dogmen look for and foster
these aggressive qualities in their fighting
pit bulls and put them through rigorous
training programs. But by projecting the
Warrior onto the dogs, dogmen fail to
cultivate healthy aggression in them-

selves, and instead release the violence
of its shadow form. 

The language of dogfighters is as
grand and epic as any talk of war heroes
from history and myths. But the lived
reality for the fighting pit bulls is filled
with physical and psychological torture
and death. People who rescue fighting
dogs suffer the anguish of witnessing the
dogs’ suffering. Those who live in places
of endemic dogfighting, like Detroit, suf-
fer fear of dog attacks and violent crime
(Kalof & Taylor, 2007), and contend with
the horror of finding discarded dead dogs
in their neighborhoods (Woods, 2014).  

Jungian psychology asserts that if a
complex is not brought to consciousness
the numinosity and mythic quality of it
increases, and the complex becomes
autonomous within the psyche, able to
possess a person. When in the grip of a
complex one is in danger of losing one’s
self in a group (Jacobi, 1959). The Warrior
presents in dogfighting in addictive,
obsessive ways, with individuals losing
themselves in the force of group engage-
ment. NFL quarterback Michael Vick,
whose busted dogfighting operation
sparked national outrage about the blood
sport, reflects in his autobiography the
initial repulsion he felt witnessing dog-
fighting as a youth. Then, in the company
of men he looked up to, dogfighting
became alluring and irresistible (Vick,
2012). Dog Angel, the dogfighter-turned-
anti-dogfighter crusader who helped
bring in the Vick case, shares a similar
scenario (Strouse with Dog Angel, 2009).
Randy Fox’s reflections on thoughts he
had while his dog recovered from serious
fight injuries reveal the ambivalence and
moral dilemma he felt when fighting
dogs:

During all this recovery each day I
ask myself. What kind of man could
do this to a dog. I swore to myself
I’d never fight another dog. But as
time went by and my mind healed. I
did fight more dogs. It is addictive
and very hard to quit once you start.
(n.d., para. 5)

Similar ambivalence is expressed by
Floyd Boudreaux (2013), one of the old-
est and most revered dogmen in the
country. Boudreaux gave this mixed
answer when asked in an interview about
his advice to a young man just “starting
out in these dogs”:
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Stop! Don’t do it! I would try my
best to discourage him. This is a bad
disease. When it gets in your blood
it stays. The reason why I admire
them so much if for what they are
capable of doing. They are All-
American dogs. I’ll probably always
have a few and even when I go
down to 6 or 7 I will still breed a few
now and then. (“What Would you
Say?”, para. 1)

Boudreaux’s admiration for pit bulls, the
“All American Dog” reveals a longing for
certain desirable aggressive qualities,
which is connected to patriotic pride.

Devotees of fighting dogs express
yearning for a form of masculinity lost to
modern culture (Freccero, 2011).
Entrance into the fighting world has an
initiatory character, and leads to mentor-
ship experiences and masculine bonding
over shared love of fighting dogs (Weaver
2013a). The Warrior archetype, seeking
entrance into this world, has been pro-
jected into fighting pit bulls, who suffer
hellishly for our lack of conscious engage-
ment with this archetype.

American Cerberus’ second face,
Monster Pit Bull, surfaced in the 1980s
and was brought about by a convergence
of events. Hearne’s theory is that the
shift in attitude toward the canine repre-
sentatives of America’s fighting spirit
began with the cultural revulsion at the
violence of Vietnam war (1991). Fighting
dogs were no longer admired, but were
deemed inherently vicious by entities
such as the Humane Society of the United
States (Hearne, 1991). At the same time,
alarmist media reporting on studies of
dog bite injuries and (rare) fatalities led
to the construction of the theme of the
“dangerous dog,” which took a deep and
fearful hold in the American imagination
(Delise, 2007). Reporting on anti-dog-
fighting laws converged with the danger-
ous dog theme, and incited panic and
fantastical myths about the type of dogs
used in fighting as deviant, supernatural,
monstrous dogs, rather than recognition
of the dogs as victims of a brutal practice. 

Pit bulls became associated with
gang violence and drug dealing with their
growing visibility in urban settings and
their use in fighting and for protection.
They held the same negative projections
put onto people of marginalized racial
and economic status, and triggered main-

stream fear of the breakdown of society
(Delise, 2007; Allen, 2007). Allen states,
“The new ‘monster’ pit bull fits in nicely
with the thug, another type of ghetto
monster” (p. 41). In reaction to the fear-
ful media reporting municipalities across
the country enacted breed-specific legis-
lation banning or regulating the owner-
ship of pit bulls, as an attempt to control
the perceived threats to mainstream soci-
ety (Delise, 2007; Allen, 2007). The rela-
tively low numbers of dog bites and fatal-
ities do not justify the breed-based legis-
lation of dogs identified as pit bulls.

The National Canine Research
Council and the American Veterinary
Medical Association provide information
about dog bite prevention, and debunk
notions of any breed-based tendency to
bite and attack (Patronek, et al, 2013).
Nevertheless, media coverage of these
events continues to be disproportionate
and has succeeded in the creation and
perpetuation of the image of Monster Pit
Bull. He has been imagined as having
locking and double jaws, and exponential-
ly more jaw strength than other kinds of
dogs. He has been said to have an unpre-
dictable and vicious nature, and to indis-
criminately attack other dogs, animals
and humans—including family mem-
bers—without provocation.  

For proponents of anti-pit bull legis-
lation Monster Pit Bull serves as a symbol
of unrestrained violence in the world,
which they see as manifesting through pit
bulls and those who own them. Editorial
cartoonist David Horsey (2008) wrote a
piece condemning Seattle’s refusal to ban
pit bulls, and said of pit bull owners: 

For these people, there is an allure
to owning a thing that is so poten-

tially dangerous. It must make them
feel especially masterful and impos-
ing. Their testosterone level must
get a real spike from the possession
of something that is frightening to
more timid souls. (para. 6) 

Regarding women who keep pit
bulls, ban supporter Ellen Taft (2011)
shares her theory of a “Beauty and the
Beast” archetype at work in the relation-
ship: “A pit-bull can be used to give one a
false sense of enhanced self-esteem, as a
status symbol among women, and to
intimidate the rest of society” (“Item 2”,
para. 2). Tony Solesky (2010), ban sup-
porter and father of a child who was
attacked by a pit bull, protests how
“encroachment behaviors of extreme
breed fanciers leave one with a sense of
being held hostage by another’s choice of
pet” (p. 75). For ban supporters, banning
pit bulls is a way to provide safety in the
community. But in projecting their fears
onto pit bulls, they cause unnecessary
suffering onto the dogs and the humans
who love them, and fail to contribute to
real safety in canine-human relations. 

Pit bull bans also prevent us from
dealing with our cultural shadows and
race-based inequities. With breed-based
legislation, pit bulls carry an extension of
the projections put on people of margin-
alized status, the “Monster” projection
that is also put on “ghetto thugs” (Delise,
2007). The Monster projection can be
understood as part of a cultural complex
(Singer and Kimbles, 2004), defending
mainstream America from confrontation
with, and responsibility for, shadow
aspects of ourselves. 

Delise (2007) discusses how
American society shirks responsibility for
the behavior and well being of pit bulls:

Supremely adept in the art of trans-
ference, humans have now absolved
themselves from any control or cul-
pability in the creation and mainte-
nance of the Pit Bull. We’ve thrown
up our hands and cry out that we
are now the victim of this breed.
They have forced us to destroy
them. It is not our fault; the beast
has gotten away from us. (p. 105)
The lack of responsibility for and

destruction of pit bulls exhibit Foucault’s
idea of “dangerous individuals,” those
who are inherently deviant and danger-
ous, who threaten the good in society
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and need to be removed is (Tarver,
2013). Jungian psychologists Zweig and
Abram (1991) emphasize the importance
of taking responsibility for evil by those
who believe themselves to be working for
good: “Historically, great misfortune has
resulted when humans have become
unintentionally blinded to the full reali-
ties of evil and have dispensed miseries
much worse than the evil they thought to
eradicate” (p. 169). Evil has been
unleashed by the reactions to Monster
Pit Bull in the name of protecting commu-
nities from dangerous dogs. It is the pit
bulls themselves who have suffered the
most evil, through abuse, abandonment
and death.

Cerberus’s third face, Angel Pit Bull,
counters the imbalance of Monster Pit
Bull’s image and its tragic consequences
for pit bulls. After years of negative mis-
representation, breed bans, increased
population, homelessness, and the result-
ing abuse, deaths and euthanization of
innumerable pit bulls, pit bull rescues and
advocacy groups sprung up around the
country and promoted new, positive
images of the dogs. Organizations like the
Humane Society of the United States and
American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, who once deemed pit
bulls dangerous (Hearne, 1991), shifted
their stance. They now dispel myths and
are some of the larger forces working to
prevent cruelty and prosecute dogfight-
ers. Angel Pit Bull is represented by pit
bull advocates as sweet, good-natured
and loving, a victim of violence and mis-
understanding. Angel Pit Bull’s image
enhanced exponentially during the
Michael Vick dogfighting case, the most
publicized dogfighting case in history, and
the first case in which the dogs seized
from the operation were rescued and
rehabilitated instead of euthanized. 

Angel Pit Bull represents the view of
pit bulls as valued family and community
members who are very trainable, love-
able, and whose snuggly presence make
them ideal therapy dogs. Many of
Michael Vicks’ rescued dogs became
famous in their representing the angelic
side of pit bulls. Sports Illustrated
Magazine, which in 1987 published a
damning cover image of a pit bull (Swift,
1987), in 2008 published a heartwarming
story about the physical and emotional
recovery of Vick’s rescued dogs (Gorant,
2008). The story expanded into a book

(Gorant, 2010), which has become a
beloved read among pit bull advocates
who follow the dogs’ lives on website and
Facebook pages, and who point to the
rehabilitated “Vicktory” dogs as proof of
pit bulls’ gentle nature. Author and pit
bull rescuer, Ken Foster (2012), cele-
brates pit bulls’ loving nature: “They love
to love, and they love being loved, which
is what makes it so easy to fall in love
with them too” (p. 20). Foster founded a
pit bull advocacy and rescue organization,
and named it after his rescued pit bull
Sula. The Sula Foundation website sells a
t-shirt that reads: “My pit bull is a saint.”

Although not as obvious, projections
of Angel Pit Bull have negative conse-
quences just as do projections of Warrior
and Monster. As Weaver (2013a, 2013b)
explains, current positive representations
of pit bulls contain within them the same
cultural anxieties as do the negative pro-
jections. Aspects of the growing pit bull
advocacy movement, while fortunately
breaking down popular negative stereo-
types about pit bulls, nevertheless can
ignore and/or reinforce underlying root
causes of the socioeconomic, racial and
cultural problems that put pit bulls into
threatened situations to begin with, at
times furthering stereotypes in race,
class, and culture (Weaver, 2013b). 

Pit bull rescue often moves pit bulls
out of marginalized community spaces
and into middle class homes, where they
go through a kind of redemption process.
They are “No longer partnered with
‘thugs’” and come to “participate in fami-
lies in ways that connect them to a tacit,
normalized whiteness” (Weaver, 2013a,
p. 697). In this way, rescued pit bulls
unwittingly contribute to ongoing race
and class division, which correspond to
internal splitting off of autonomous shad-
ow parts of the collective unconscious.  

The redemption in pit bull rescue
touches humans too. Weaver describes
rescuers’ transformed hearts and the

“sense of self made more whole by the
act of rescue,” and how rescuers’ identi-
ties are “rooted in salvation” (2013a, p.
699). Looking to our canine relationships
for redemption not only burdens these
relationships, but also denies psyche its
due engagement. Hillman (1975) laments
the seeking of redemption in personal
relationships, which replaces real soul
encounters:  

We seek salvation in personal
encounters, personal relations, per-
sonal solutions…Our cult worships
or propitiates actual people – the
family, the beloved, the circle of
encounters – while ignoring the per-
sons of the psyche who compose
the soul and upon whom the soul
depends” (p. 47).

We cannot saddle rescued pit bulls with
the task of saving our souls. We can,
however, understand that redemption
narratives in pit bull rescue offer clues
about our souls’ unmet needs. 

Vicki Hearne (1991) wrote: “We will
learn to save our dogs by saving our own
souls” (p. 294). As mentioned above, the
soul requires nourishment and renewal in
the underworld of psyche. In the under-
world we fall apart in order to integrate
lost or rejected parts of our selves and by
extension, our communities and world.
American Cerberus guards the threshold
of our underworld and confronts us with
the projections that cause harm to dogs,
perpetuate social inequities, and prevent
our soul’s growth. If we withdraw the
projections of Warrior, Monster and
Angel and work through these complexes,
we—and the dogs too—can become
more whole. Pit bulls need no longer suf-
fer Hades for us. 
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Einsiedeln, Switzerland was the location for an intensive
Sandplay training I attended in the summer of 2013.  An
hour’s journey south of Zurich and surrounded by pastoral
landscapes of forests and rolling farmlands, Einsiedeln is a stop
on the Jakobsweg (St. James Way) for pilgrims who come to
visit the Black Madonna for whom the village is known.  Each
day, the bells of Kloster Einsiedeln greeted the dawn; and, as
their sonorous peal mingled with the jangle of cowbells and
chirping of early-rising birds, I found it impossible to sleep.
There was a palpable aliveness in the air as I set out to walk,
the deep, rich soil drawing me down, grounding me to the
Earth as I made my way toward the magnificent Benedictine
abbey that is the heart of the town.

One early morning, I circumambulated the pastures of
the abbey where for centuries the monks have bred cavalli
della Madonna, the Madonna’s horses, as part of their devo-
tion to Her.  There were a dozen or so chestnut-colored horses
out grazing at a distance, and as I stopped to watch, several
moved across the field with an eager purposefulness until they
were upon me, gazing down into my awe-struck face.  I’ve

never had a personal connection to horses, but alone out
there in the soft twilight with the fading of the bells, the spirit-
ed physicality and gentle curiosity of i cavalli affected me
deeply.  I stood, transfixed, for some time until the horses and
I broke our silent communion and I entered the Cathedral to
sit before the “Lady of the Dark Wood.” 

It seemed that a kind of mystical transaction happened in
that “free and protected space”1 of Einsiedeln. Was it a primal
life force from our Earth Mother, channeled through the figure
of the Black Madonna and amplified by the highly-charged
sub-alpine atmosphere? Granted, the rigorous daily practices
and self-reflections of the intensive Sandplay study made me
more permeable to numinous Earth matter/mater. Yet it was
the horses, with their intrinsic connection to the Madonna as
mediatrix of the material-ineffable, their corporality of power-
ful moving earth energy and alert gracefulness, that drew me
into their fully-embodied experience. Now, a year later, there
are moments as I traverse the well-trodden paths of life’s
landscape, when I thrill to feel the mysterious stirring of my
own equine energies.

Horus

My Year Of the (Dark Wood) Horse

Photos

1 A “free and protected space” is how Dora Kalff, creator of Sandplay therapy, described both the securely bounded container of the sandtray
itself, as well as the atmosphere of unconditional witnessing by the therapist, in which a client is able to engage in healing “play.”
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The Way is Slow and Steady

The Wild Horse
By Marlene Dean

I dream of a pale horse,
running free under a prairie moon,
moving so fast nothing can catch him,
air washing over his back,
streaming through his mane and the silk of his tail.

I dream of an ancient horse
stocky and sure,
thundering overland,
leaping hollows,
clattering over river stones,
pulling himself to the top of the highest hill,
lord of the dark lands.

I love the horse of starlit shadows
with all the force of my soul,
he beckons to that part of my mind
where no one has control.
He is the bridge, the ancient guide,
the one who remembers 
the way to the other side.

Jennifer Fendya, Ph.D. is a Psychologist in private practice,
student of Nalanda Miksang photography, co-curator of
the gallery at the C.G. Jung Center, Buffalo and member of
the Board of Directors of the Analytical Psychology Society
of Western New York. She currently is training in Sandplay
therapy. These photos are from a larger collection shown
earlier this year in a three-person exhibition, “2014 - Year
of the Horse,” at the CG Jung Center, Buffalo.
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Canadian Robert Lepage’s Far
Side of the Moon (Le face cachée

de la lune) is a marvelous alchemical stir-
ring of science, history, myth, and philos-
ophy. It’s refreshing in that, rather than
portray integration as occurring between
a man and woman, Lepage’s polarized
human psyche is characterized by two
brothers played by Lepage.

As opposed to frequent philosophiz-
ing from Philippe, we know nothing of
André’s internal life. He is indeed the
dark side of the moon, Philippe’s shadow.
Popular film often portrays the integra-
tion drama from the standpoint of the
worldly one. Materially successful protag-
onist discovers the depths of soul and
feeling hidden beneath a restless seeking
after socioeconomic power; it’s the
Scrooge portrait. Lepage gives us the flip
of this cinematic norm; artist and vision-
ary with Scrooge-like shadow-brother
longs to experience his creative gifts
reflected back to him in the form of
socioeconomic success.

As the title implies, the moon is mis-
tress of this metaphorical montage. The
film’s narrated introduction features an
image of the moon, and explicable only
symbolically, the image of a castle along-
side. Lepage’s prefacing narration
instructs us intriguingly, “Before the tele-
scope, people thought the moon was a
huge mirror, and the mountains and
oceans on its luminous surface were mere-
ly the reflection of our own mountains and
oceans.” Here he sets up his film’s funda-
mental perspective. He’ll be explicating,
as symbolic film often does, that most
basic of human imaginative functions,
known in psychology as projection. We
see Me in the world as reflected by
Other, perhaps particularly any shadowed
aspects, Moon’s “far side”. Only cosmo-
nauts and astronauts ever see the physi-
cal moon’s far side, and Lepage intends
these men as metaphor for all those
humans willing to step away from Sun’s
daylight domain to discover their inner
lunar landscape, their shadowed side.

The castle image is visual adjective
to Moon, then. The castle as inner sover-
eignty, so ubiquitous in fairy tales with
alchemical bones, is linked with the moon
because Moon is Queen of the Night, the
time for inward-turning human experi-
ence. The inner castle houses the soul’s

authentic self, the whole self, and it is
this which we often seek in our inner
journeying. That Lepage’s moon is usually
seen rotating metaphorically suggests the
soul’s innate timeless turning towards
healing. The spin describes Circle’s love of
completeness, for discovering and rejoic-
ing in all our “sides”. In truth the moon
does turn in synchronous rotation; it
rotates about its axis in about the same
time it takes to orbit Earth. In such a

manner do we humans revolve through
our days, satellites presenting condi-
tioned persona’s faces for daily view
while the unknown and unredeemed
haunts us from behind.

Lepage employs the moon’s
shapeshifting nature to glide from one
scene to another. Though Moon presents
to Earth always the same side, still the
shifting play of Sun’s light upon that
spherical face gives her a reputation of
instability and change. Humans project
onto her shadow shifts their own experi-
ential changes of mood, of consciousness,
their altered states. The introductory nar-
rative’s visual first uses this scene shifting
device when the moon transforms into
the window-frame view from inside a
washing machine. Protagonist Philippe in
the laundromat walks over to peer
through the circular washing machine
window. The camera pans away from the
face in the window, and the window
fades back until it’s a small feature on a
satellite hovering over the moon. 

This bit of symbolic zoom-out clev-
erness not only makes rather blatant the
film’s connection between moon, reflec-
tion, and our protagonist, but Philippe is
here portrayed as that old slang term we
used in the 60s; he’s a space shot. An
online dictionary defines it thus: “a person
who is eccentric or out of touch with reali-
ty, as if affected by drugs.” Here we have
perhaps the dominant psychological
polarity FSM treats: the polarity between
the visionary, the artist, “out of touch
with reality”, and our materialistic cultural
norm as grounded in physical reality
and/or consensus reality. The English dic-
tionary, in entries such as that above,
assumes this narrow definition of “reality”.

Lepage expands on the visionary
end of this visionary-realist polarity with
two historical Russian characters.
Introduced in the opening narrative
monologue, visionary scientist Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky haunts the entire film.  As
Philippe narrates, Tsiolkovsky “originated
the formula that allows us to break free

Stones, Spaceshots, and 
Shadow Siblings

Symbolic Review of Far Side of the Moon

By Colleen Szabo
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of Earth’s gravity.” Here we have the
typical air element desire to avoid earth
element’s entanglements and suffering, a
masculine tendency sometimes portrayed
in alchemical fairy tales. Tsiolkovsky also
invented the three-stage rocket. In good
fairy tale fashion Lepage does proffer his
audience several symbolic sacred threes,
including this rocket example, and men-
tions both fairy tale and castle in his the-
sis presentation. 

Tsiolkovsky’s love of weightlessness
operates symbolically in the film on more
than one level.  I do associate this air ele-
ment desire to leave gravity with the
Visionary archetype. Human visionary
imagination allows us to enter other reali-
ties “as if affected by drugs”. Tsiolkovsky
was certainly a visionary who was “eccen-
tric or out of touch with reality.” His
Wikipedia entry states he really did quite
seriously envision weightless life on the
moon as an idealized future for mankind,
a future free of even mortality. I do recall
that the early days of space exploration
spurred men’s imaginations in ways that
seem merely ridiculous now that we have
more experience. But who knows what
the future holds? 

Tsiolkovsky was so visionary, so lack-
ing gravity, that he “lost face” for a peri-
od of his career, because people figured
he was nuts, among other matters.
André’s boyfriend Carl agrees with
Tsiolkovsky; earth element gravity is
obstructive. A man with physical fitness
ideals, Carl comments that “Gravity is my
greatest enemy”, in reference to the
manner in which it pulls his ideally
smooth flesh downward as youth
recedes. Similarly perhaps, the ending
scene where idealistic Philippe drifts up
weightless to the moon implies he has
freed himself from some inner weight,
some earthly limitation, in accord with
Tsiolkovsky’s vision of “breaking free”. 

Though our inner urges to wholism
often utilize imagination’s Visionary
power, from another perspective
Philippe’s weightlessness is symbolic
symptom of an integration. He’s becom-
ing intimate with the more earth-bound
“Other”, André. Philippe speaks, in the
bar scene, of this sibling polarity, when
Phillipe waits for hours to question cos-
monaut Alexei Leonov. Though Leonov
never shows, Philippe tells the bartender
he wanted to inquire concerning the inte-
gration of visionary cosmic experiences

with “personal ones…How do you man-
age to reconcile the infinitely banal with
the infinitely essential?” How do you inte-
grate the grave life of the flesh (André’s
seeming specialty) with that of Philippe
and Tsiolkovsky’s gravity-averse, idealis-
tic, visionary soul-and-spirit? 

In parallel to this question, unsuc-
cessful but introspective Philippe is
haunted by the knowledge that some-
thing needs to shift in his filial relation-
ship. André is portrayed as a character
lacking depth and authenticity, both pri-
mary qualities of lunar-linked soul. Like
the extrovert, radiating sun, André does
not self reflect, an activity portrayed sym-
bolically in the film not only generally by
mirrors and moon, but specifically in
Philippe’s video recording. Both brothers

are aware that Philippe considers his
brother an asshole; André is most obvi-
ously the rejected in need of redemption.
André’s boyfriend Carl tentatively agrees
with Philippe’s asshole assessment when
quizzed by André; we saw Carl being
ordered about by André throughout the
film. Carl’s admission to his lover is the
turning event for André (and Philippe, of
course), who decides then not to lie to
his brother concerning the frozen gold-
fish. This scene was pretty funny for me;
my only brother did indeed surreptitious-
ly replace his daughter’s dead goldfish a
number of times.

The historical perspective of
Philippe’s sibling inner dichotomy is clev-
erly portrayed in a flashback scene.
André, as a child of perhaps ten   years, in
his brother’s absence avails himself of
Philippe’s record player, marijuana, and
porn. The child André plays Led
Zeppelin’s “Dazed and Confused”, pulls
Philippe’s dope can from a high shelf,
tokes on a joint, opens the window to
vent smoke, pulls a porn magazine from

under Philippe’s pillow, opens to a cen-
terfold, plops himself down on the bed
and mechanically kisses the picture.
André’s actions are perfunctory; he is
merely imitating his brother’s previously
observed actions. We assume this mim-
icking of what he sees is André’s modus
operandi; indeed it is the basis of much
personality conditioning.

Meanwhile, Philippe is on an acid
trip, gazing at the full moon, exploring
her altered consciousness and self reflec-
tive power. A grayscale, nighttime, snow
covered winter landscape before him
mimics Moon. Philippe’s spaceshot psy-
chedelic trip is thus equated with moon-
walking. In perhaps a nod to Alice in
Wonderland and/or Jefferson Airplane’s
“White Rabbit” (“One pill makes you larg-
er, and one pill makes you small”) he
experiences himself as larger than his
apartment building. Peering inside his
bedroom window is metaphorically akin
to introspection. Philippe is dazed and
confused; he puts his sleeping brother to
spin in the dryer, unable to reconcile his
expanded consciousness with the “infi-
nitely banal”, André’s specialty. At the
same time the scene gives us an inner
landscape metaphor, of André as
Philippe’s rejected psychic aspects.
Relegated to inner “space” (the metaphor
of spinning washing machine/dryer as
space vehicle was very early presented),
André symbolically enters Jungian shad-
ow status as he spins in the dryer, intro-
spective Philippe watching meditatively,
just as he had peered in through the bed-
room window.

With this childhood bedroom scene
Lepage invites us to consider André’s
lying, his lack of empathy, and his materi-
alistic or narcissistic focus as Euro-
Western norm of disconnection with
authentic soul and spirit. André’s imitat-
ing, going through the motions. He will
not experience authentically, deeply, until
he moves below the busy, ambitious
façade and perceives its conditioned,
reactive foundation. André initiates the
switch towards truth and its ability to
connect in the crucial dead goldfish con-
versation with his brother. After Carl
leaves, Philippe calls from Russia.  André
slows his extrovert weatherman hustle,
sits down in the hallway of the frozen
apartment which was once the family
home, and communicates for the first
time with Philippe on emotionally
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charged matters of Mom’s death. We feel
there is a person capable of intimacy sit-
ting in that chair now, unlike the hustling,
self important weatherman “standing
there every day by his satellite image”, as
Philippe puts it.

There are a few healing suggestions
made earlier in the film regarding
redemption of this shadow brother and
his banality. Uncharacteristically, André is
first to extend the hand of reconciliation
from the far side of Philippe’s moon. He
proffers socioeconomic gifts, the bounty
which eludes our protagonist; he prods
Philippe to take the money their
deceased mother left to André. Philippe,
seemingly as a matter of ideals, refuses,
though André offers kindly and has no
need of the money. Philippe’s reaction
proves that he is actually resistant to
abundance, for he stubbornly refuses. His
habituated self identity is polarized to
André’s worldly success and bounty. 

In regard to success, André advises
Philippe to change his self concept,
specifically “how you present yourself”.
André advises a radiant sun-power
mantra; “I speak loudly and I am not
ridiculous!” When Philippe takes this
advice in the bar, he swings away from
introspective lunar orientation towards
Sun. The overall persona-changing theme
is ubiquitously symbolized by frequent
scenes and references to clothing; laun-
dering, ironing, and more. A clothing ref-
erence from this abundance scene finish-
es up one of my favorite symbolic bits.
André tells his brother “There’s this
amazing woman…a financial medium”
who “reads wallets like tarot cards. To
see if you respect money. Otherwise, it
won’t respect you.” This magical bit of
manifestation advice on the matter of
money proves that, when it comes to
worldly abundance, André is the one who
holds deeper insight. Philippe is condi-
tioned to the stereotypical inward-
focused visionary’s perception of money
as “thing”, as object. The result of
Philippe’s objectifying orientation is the
same banal, unimaginative relationship
with money which André has with human
beings.

Symbolic of childhood conditioning,
Philippe is hanging onto his recently dead
mother’s stuff, which André, despite his
materialistic focus, has no interest in
whatsoever. André insists Philippe, just
like an overstuffed wallet, has no room

for money to come into his inner space,
into his psyche; “you don’t make room in
your life for new things to happen.” The
scene ends with André going to a closet
which is jam-packed with men’s shirts. He
switches on the light, and offers “If I were
money I would never fit in this.” Philippe
needs to clear out old identifications,
open up to new ways of orienting to suc-
cess and abundance, in order to achieve
his worldly objectives.

The other solution offered to the
great disparity between Philippe and his
shadow-brother comes in the monologue
Philippe offers to the hotel bartender.
Philippe says that he wants to talk to
Leonov because he is an artist, and
indeed Leonov is a graphic artist and
writer. However, Philippe’s life correlates
Leonov’s in another way. Leonov’s
Wikipedia biography is a litany of cancel-
lations, of training for missions which
were aborted, until the successful event
which Philippe highlights in this hotel bar
scene. In 1975, Leonov headed the two
man crew of Soviet cosmonauts on board
the Soyuz spacecraft, symbolically ending
the Space Race between the U.S. and
U.S.S.R. with the Soyuz-Apollo mission.

Elusive worldly success ties Philippe
and Leonov, then. Since the Space Race
and its end is an overarching event of the
film, the meeting between the two space-
craft is also a clear allegory for sibling
competition’s end, for redemption and
integration of Philippe’s polarized “far
side”. Leonov could theoretically offer
Philippe mentoring in regards to this inte-
gration matter due to his having met with
equanimity professional disappointment
and discouragement over and over on his
life journey. Philippe says “Can you imag-
ine how bitter he could be?...you gotta be
Zen to transcend that” and go on to
shake the hand of your “enemy” in space.
“Although you’re the loser, you carry on
and get over it”, he says. The common
term for this act of releasing bitterness

would be forgiveness, of self in the inter-
nal sense. Forgiveness often indicates an
integration experience.

Philippe raves bitterly on, criticizing
André (“He’s not aware of how complicat-
ed things are”; complex moon criticizing
confident sun), but then shifts focus from
André’s faults to admit André’s simply
radiant solar perspective on life has its
uses. Philippe is “jealous of his lack of
conscience…(and) compassion…(that
which) makes my life hard and makes me
suffer…” This particular brand of bitter-
ness— “I suffer more than others”— is all
too familiar to many folks who self identi-
fy as sensitive, creative, introspective. We
may imagine it’s the fault of “Other” that
the world is so heavy, so full of suffering.
We don’t own up to the ways in which
the internalized stories we’ve plumbed,
their polarizations, and our negative self-
talk cocreate and then fertilize the suffer-
ing we experience and re-experience. We
don’t understand the purpose behind our
mining of lead; its transformation to
inner gold.

The sun’s extrovert, shining power
is, of course, along with its gold, the most
fundamental of alchemical symbols. The
sun shows up in Philippe’s employment
as phone solicitor for a periodical, Le
Soleil. There’s a symbolically droll refer-
ence to Sun’s expansive extroversion in a
one sided call shared with us. A woman
declines to subscribe to Le Soleil because
its format is too big; it does not fit in her
mailbox. Just so does the yang quality of
André’s “I speak loudly” have trouble
squeezing into the cold, contracted yin of
the introverted moon. Phillippe’s interac-
tions in the call center are all with
females, and all disastrous, as he strives
unsuccessfully to manifest abundance by
squeezing the sun’s expansive nature into
his dominant reflective lunar orientation.

Alchemical gold shows up also in the
mother’s goldfish, an animal that ties Sun
with lunar water element for us. In one of
many deft visual metaphors, Philippe
reaches his hand into the goldfish’s bowl
to extract one of the stones he was given
in his childhood. It’s the blue one with
which he will later represent planet Earth,
with its gravity and suffering; plunging his
hand into the fishbowl neatly symbolizes
introspection. The stone was given to him
when recovering from surgery, and repre-
sents, as rocks can, his memory of that
event. He endured a life threatening
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(pubescent?) illness of a one-sided
nature; a tumor which occluded his optic
nerve on the right (solar, masculine) side.
Extracting the stone, adult Philippe traces
his fearful, polarized adult experience to
that youthful illness and its threat of
death. When he receives the stone in the
hospital scene, a nurse says he should be
an astronaut, for “That’s all they do up
there; pick up rocks.” This derogatory
remark thread weaves neatly into
Philippe’s metaphorical spaceshot procliv-
ities, while voicing the social consensus
on lunar-oriented introverts.

There’s loads of symbolic nuance to
be had in Lepage’s water and fish. Water
as universal symbol of unity conscious-
ness would be one association; the
human soul’s experiential “depth” is
often associated with archetypally femi-
nine water. Fish, as denizen of the water,
takes on the same soulful caste. Both the
act of fishing and being a fish signify
“going deeper” for the retrieval of wis-
dom, connection, and authenticity. The
fish’s symbolic seeking of unity and wis-
dom is obvious in the image where the
fish swims against the sea of stars, and
we hear the question “Are we alone in
the universe?” Lepage is quite generous
with his symbolic pointers.

He also gives us subtle, easily over-
looked hints, as in the scene where
Philippe irons and watches a talk show.
After the television interview with the
S.E.T.I. (Search for Extraterrestrial
Intelligence) lady (a real organization, I
found), the interviewer mentions the
next guest; a chef, cooking salmon. Water
element salmon is perhaps the important
wisdom animal in Germanic and Celtic
mythic tradition, owing to its fighting its
way back to the origin of its birth in order
to both spawn and die, to complete the
eternal spinning circle of life and death,
an ouroboros (ouroborotic?) impulse. I
love such subtly placed clues on my sym-
bolic treasure hunts!

FSM’s goldfish symbolism naturally
leaks into the lunar symbolism of “moth-
er”. Though the moon does not nurture
in the obvious way the Earth does, its
watery influence experienced in the
womb and its quiet inner connection with
the dark creative void is essential, crucial,
to earthly birth, growth, and develop-
ment. The connection between moon
and nurturing feminine is symbolically
portrayed when Mom’s pregnant, fluid

filled womb houses a spacewalking cos-
monaut or astronaut, his oxygen cord
mimicking an umbilical cord. The fact that
Philippe has care of the goldfish (we find
late in the film that he also had primary
care of Mother) ties him into the nurtur-
ing female archetype, in accord with his
other lunar tendencies.

Like that cosmonaut embryo,
Beethoven the bowl-enclosed fish is also
a creative aspect of Mom, the “last living
thing Mom had.” I puzzled over Mom for
a bit; her muteness, her slow loss of her
lower limbs, her piano playing. Then it
struck me; The Little Mermaid, Hans
Christian Andersen’s allegorical making of
a human soul! In the story, a mermaid
longs for a human soul, and sacrifices her
beautiful voice in order to obtain legs so
that she might move about on land with
humans, “swim” in their reality. Like the
human soul, Little Mermaid is never quite
comfortable with her human legs. They
cause suffering, as Philippe’s (and
Mom’s?) soulful lunar orientation does.
Because the prince she desires loves to
see her dance, Little Mermaid does lots
of it, suffering all the while. 

Andersen’s sea-woman attains a
human soul when she sacrifices her life
rather than kill the prince she loves. In
this self-abnegation her soul is raised “up
to the shining stars”, as Little Mermaid is
told by her grandmother. Here is the
space exploration theme of our film, and
the goldfish amongst the stars. It turns
out that Mother also committed suicide,
overdosing on water. Little Mermaid
drowned as well, for in air-breathing,
belegged human form, she jumped into
the sea and became air-and-water sea
foam.

During one of Philippe’s videotaping
self reflection sessions, he recalls a child-
hood day when he watched his Mom slip
on her high heels (always painful in my
opinion!) and sashay down the hall with
trays of food for her guests. Since there’s
little direct sexual reference in the film
(the porn magazine is about the totality),
I wondered what was going on with that.

Here, from an English translation, is a
Little Mermaid answer:

“But if you take my voice,” said the little
mermaid, “what will be left to me?”

“Your lovely form,” the witch told her,
“your gliding movements, and your elo-
quent eyes. With these you can easily
enchant a human heart.”

This quote describes Mom’s behav-
ior at the party rather well, and hearts
are obviously enchanted, starting with
Philippe’s. After she gracefully moves
with her trays among the “sea” of
humans (Lepage uses a ceiling shot to
imply the sea metaphor), guests beg her
to play an electronic organ; she mutely
and gracefully accedes. Visitors stand
behind her, entranced, as she performs
Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata. Mom’s
goldfish is named Beethoven, implying
her musical expression is “all that is left”
to her, the “last living thing”. Music mak-
ing and other arts are soul expressions,
and soul is indeed what remains when we
depart from physical existence.

Soul is also in another Mom detail
Philippe narrates for his video; “She
found it very important to have a pair of
shoes for each dress.” Here’s the soul’s
love of authenticity playfully symbolized.
Feet, and therefore shoes, symbolize the
manner in which we tread our psychos-
piritual paths of destiny; who we are
while we are doing. Soul would like our
personas and our individual ways of being
in the world to match up, to be in colorful
(or vibrational) alignment. When per-
sonas (clothing), our masks which fit the
moment’s role, are in alignment with soul
(sole, shoes), we are living authentically,
as hostesses, weathermen, visionaries,
musicians, or spaceshots. As within, so
without.

Lepage adds to Mom’s Little
Mermaid-mimicking demise an incremen-
tal loss of lower limbs and appendages. I
assume this detail points to the symbol-
ism of soul as legless fish. The bodily
deterioration that leads to death can be
experienced as a slow return to the “sea”
of unity consciousness. Dying Mom’s loss
of foot and limb signifies her soul’s jour-
ney away from embodiment, her
shapeshifting into that goldfish-soul
swimming in a sea of stars.

In a broader stroke of Lepage’s
metaphor, he opens his narrative with
the term “narcissism”. It’s the psychologi-

Stones, Spaceshots, and Shadow Siblings

“We may imagine it’s the 
fault of ‘Other’ that the 

world is so heavy, so 
full of suffering”
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cal basis of the thesis Philippe is present-
ing in hopes of obtaining a doctoral
degree. Briefly, Philippe states that
“Space exploration in the 20th century
was motivated by narcissism.” Lepage
uses images of folks pumping up in gyms
and looking at their reflections in mirrors
to make the point that narcissism here
refers to appearances, to surface con-
cerns like those attributed to André. This
is the mainstream understanding of nar-
cissism; the pumping up of the colloquial-
ly defined ego, of our conditioned identi-
ties, relying on “Other” to reflect rather
than self reflecting, rather than shining
soulfully. 

However, Le Page’s narcissism is
later expanded. At the end of the film a
more balanced, philosophical perspective
on the matter of narcissism is offered
Philippe by the conference chair in
Russia; “I agree with you that since the
beginning of humanity man has sought
mirrors to gaze at himself. But he doesn’t
do it solely out of narcissism, but out of a
desire to know himself.” This last inter-
pretation of reflection as inner activity is
surely the soulful one intended by
Narcissus’s enduring myth, and its
appearance in the script signifies
redemption for Philippe. While in Russia
his resistance to, his bitterness about,
humanity’s (and André’s) ego-building
shifts to compassion, redemption, for this
far side of his inner moon. Lepage’s nar-
cissism-and-space-race metaphor is as
complex as the moon. It’s woven of egoic
worldly power, man’s search for mean-
ing, the double sidedness of human
polarized conditioning, and the making of
a soul from suffering as expounded by
Keats; “Some say the world is a vale of
tears. I say it is a place of soul-making.”

Though Philippe’s foray to Russia is
unsuccessful in furthering his career
objectives, we are left with the clear
understanding that the mission was evo-
lutionarily profitable. Some bitter, resist-
ant way of being in the world has been
released to the stars with the freezing of
the goldfish, and the new order is drama-
tized by the brothers’ heart-to-heart I’ve
already addressed. To encourage our
imagining of inner success, of redemption
and dropping of bitterness, Lepage gives
us the airport image of Philippe rising
weightless, free of suffering
(Tsiolkovsky’s weightlessness as an end
to human suffering)- for now. He’s proba-

bly dazed and confused, but seems to be
handling it in a Zen manner, calmly fasci-
nated with his lack of bodily control as
his feet rise over his head, as his body
twists while some other force besides
gravity (soul?) pulls it, arranges it and
rearranges it, as a painter might arrange
the limbs of a studio model. Is the mute
spinning moon he drifts to orchestrating
this compelling spaceshot experience?

The film has too many metaphorical
moments for me to here address. There’s
the “Wall of Shame,” a huge, heavy
shelving unit that separated André’s and
Philippe’s territories in their childhood
room, symbolically a divider within
Philippe’s psyche. There’s a clip from The
Day the Earth Stood Still; silvery Klaatu
saying “We come to visit you in peace,
and with goodwill.” This classic sci-fi “day
the Earth stood still” links up metaphori-
cally with the redemption scene in the

frozen apartment and its reconciliatory
conversation. I have seen very few films
as metaphorically rich as FSM.

I note that Lepage’s two devices of
goldfish and video recording were used
to good effect in a 2009 French language
film, Mona Achache’s Le hérisson (The
Hedgehog). It’s based on a novel by
Muriel Barbery; perhaps Lepage’s film
inspired Barbery, or vice versa.
L’elegance du hérrison was published in
English in 2008, but Lepage is likely
French speaking. In either case, I’m sure
imitation is the sincerest form of flattery.
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Introduction to Shamanism and Jungian
thought

As a long-time Shamanic practi-
tioner, healer, energy worker,

and Jungian, I find that Shamanism is lit-
tle understood by the dominant cultures
rooted in the Western world,  and is
often reviewed and written about by
those outside Shamanism’s contexts and
practiced by many from different cul-
tures, which then provides many differ-
ent types of Shamanism. Much of what
the dominant cultures of the West under-
stand about Shamanism comes from the
seminal work of Mircea Eliade,
Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of
Ecstasy (1951). In depth psychology we
might look to Jung and Shamanism in
Dialogue (1997) by C. Michael Smith to
gain a view of Shamanism. I also point to
Vine Deloria’s great work C.G. Jung and
the Sioux Traditions (2009) on bringing
Shamanism and Jung together for a deep-
er understanding. And, there are hun-
dreds of other books on Jungian thought
and practice as well as hundreds on
Shamanistic knowledge. These are three
that rose to the top as I reflected on
Change your story, change your life:
Using Shamanic and Jungian tools to
achieve personal transformation (2014)
by Carl Greer. This book is a practical
guide on how to use tools from
Shamanism and Jungian practice to
change one’s story, to change one’s life.
In this review, by the way, I follow the
research view of the American Indigenous
Research Association which uses upper-
case for Native, Indigenous, Shaman, and
etc. recognizing that these terms are of
equal value as Christian, Islam, and oth-
ers that are given priority in the Western
world view.

Outline
Change Your Story, Change Your Life

(2014) is a book about stories: our per-
sonal stories that we live, the stories we
continually tell as our personal truth, the
stories that determine our ways of being.
“Each of us is living a life about which a
story can be told. The story has chapters
about our body and health; our relation-
ship to a higher power; and our ways of
being in service to the world” (p. 15). It
seems that most Westernized humans
believe the stories they tell about them-
selves and lack awareness and skill to
explore the veracity of their personal sto-
ries. “Every chapter is an important part
of the larger whole, yet we can be blind
to the patterns in the story and the
themes that are interwoven throughout,
tying together seemingly disparate
events” (p. 15). 

Greer, as a trained Jungian analyst
and Shamanic practitioner, gives his read-
ers theory, story, and methods to lead us
through the maze of being, witness to
one’s own stories and ways to rewrite the
stories we believe and tell ourselves and
others. “We find it difficult to see a uni-
fied tale when we are reacting to the
details of life and are caught up in our
experiences. But if we step back from
time to time and reassess our stories, we
can make conscious choices about how
we might change them and tell a new
and better story in the future” (p. 15). 

The ‘fanboy’ part of me was ecstatic
with Greer’s words and methods; the
‘critical skeptic’ part of me said, “Yes
these are great, but none of this is really
new.” And, the answer to both my parts,
the fanboy and the critical skeptic, is that
bringing together or comparing Jungian
thought and Shamanic knowledge is nei-
ther new nor novel. However, the way
Greer brings these two disparate yet sis-
ter worlds of thought and practices
together is both new and novel. Not only
is he a wordsmith, but Greer is a wise

Jungian and Shamanic practitioner who
gives us theory and exercises for those of
us who are looking to change our stories
and thereby change our lives. For the per-
son who is completely satisfied with
his/her life or has neither impetus nor
desire for change, this book will not have
the impact that one might wish. 

The chapters of this book lead the
reader through Greer’s theory about the
creation of stories of self, interwoven
with stories from others, and inter-
spersed with interesting exercises in
order to help the reader go deep into
what one is reading about. 

To better understand how Greer has
put together his book and to see the pro-
gression of his thought, the chapter titles
are as follows: 

1) Transforming Your Life Through
the Power of Story
2) Shamanism and How it Can Help
You Change Your Story
3) Exploring Your Current Story
4) Writing a New and Better Story
5) Preparing for Shamanic Practices
6) Journeying and Dialogue
7) Taking Shamanic Journeys
8) Understanding the Energies That
Influence Your Story
9) Working with the Archetypal
Energies of Death and Initiation
10) Working with Dreams and
Nature to Manifest Your New Story
11) Using Ritual and Ceremony to
Manifest Your New Story
12) Writing New Stories for Society
13) Living According to Your New
Story

Alberto Villoldo, Shamanic teacher
and practitioner, writes in the foreword
of Change Your Story, Change Your Life, a
succinct nugget which is what I feel this
book is really trying to help the reader
understand:

Review of Change your Story, Change your

Life: Using Shamanic and Jungian tools to

Achieve Personal Transformation by Carl Greer

By Jesse Howard Lash Masterson
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When I first began to study the wis-
dom teachings of the ancient
Shamans of the Andes, I struggled to
understand what my mentors were
trying to explain to me. It wasn’t a
language barrier that stood between
them and me so much as a barrier of
perception. I had plenty of academic
knowledge, but a Western way of
thinking and perceiving that kept me
frustrated until I learned to turn on
my intuitive mind and quiet my ana-
lytical mind. Only then could I access
wisdom and energies hidden from
my awareness and use them to cre-
ate a new path for myself. (p. 13)

This is exactly what Greer is helping
the reader explore through theory and
exercises in Change Your Story, Change
Your Life. 

In the first chapter, Greer provides
an understanding of the organization of
the book, the ways of using the material
and the challenges some might come up
against. In the second chapter, Greer
gives a brief understanding of Shamanic
practice and his training and experience
with Shamanism. As a Shamanic practi-
tioner myself, I understand Shamanism
not as a religion but as knowledge and
practices that help us understand and
explore our selves, our world and our uni-
verse available to anyone of any faith.
Greer points out that most Shamans see
the human body as made up of energy
and being an energy being gives us con-
nection to all humans and to all energetic
beings in the universe. This is why the
pairing with Jungian tools is equally
important. Jungian knowledge gives the
bridge from the intellectual-brain-only
way of being for most in the Westernized
world to understand the energetic levels
of being in the Shamanic world. In this
chapter, Greer helps us find these bridges
and come to terms with the work needed
for change. On a personal note,
Shamanism, as well as much of
Indigenous knowledge, is dismissed as
animism or non-science and for a person
who understands Shamanism in this way,
I suggest reading Gregory Cajete’s Native
science: Natural Laws of Interdependence
(2000) in order to gain a better under-
standing of how to relate to Indigenous
knowledge. 

The remaining chapters are the core
of the work in the book. Greer skillfully
leads us through many actions and exer-
cises intended to bring stories into the
light and to help us write new stories that
are more appropriate and more truthful
about our being, right now, in this
moment. I found Chapter 8 to be
extremely helpful. Even though I have
trained at Pacifica Graduate Institute in a
Depth Psychology doctoral program, I
find that going back through archetypes,
anima/animus, personas, shadow, and
complexes to be fruitful. Here, Greer
makes the connections between one’s
personal story and the work to be done
in relation to these areas of being need-
ing work. In latter chapters he also tack-
les the fear of death, a difficult concept
for westernized people who are habitual-
ly separated from ideas, actions, and ele-
ments related to death. This fear of death
may keep us from using death as an ally
in our work of changing our story. In
many stories, in many cultures, a human
must meet death through dreams or initi-
ation in order to become changed,
renewed, or restored. Whether it is
Inanna’s decent into the underworld and
her transformation, or Oyo, who lives at
the gates of cemeteries and prods us into
change or transition, or the Death card in
the Tarot, death is and becomes impor-
tant to us who are willing to do the work
to change our story, to change our lives.

This book is about co-creation, tools
and theories to help us give the gift of
death to stories that do not serve us and
to create new stories that are more truth-
ful and that may serve us in better ways.
In the afterword, Greer shares a story, a
story in which he gets to know himself
through Shamanic practice which led him
to be able to be known by others. He
shares his hope for us, that we can “co-
create with Source the life you want, and
that your dance with the Quiet is loving,
soulful, meaningful, and ultimately joyful,
and that you can connect to the uncondi-
tional love in the Quiet and radiate its
essence” (p. 219). 

I found Change Your Story, Change
Your Life to be a useful tool and an easy
read. One can pick it up and read it, not

doing the exercises, and may gain a few
insights from it. However, the best use of
this book is to take the time to work it
and to let it work you. Do the exercises,
do not rush, re-read and redo the exercis-
es over time. I would suggest that this
book, though maybe not a bestseller for
its lack of promises of quick fixes, is an
important book for those wanting to
explore change of self, change of story,
and change of life; those willing to do the
work. For those of you who have grown
weary of the stories you tell yourself and
that you tell others, you need this book!
For those of you who see a need for life
change, small or large, you can benefit
from using this book, too. Those of us in
need of change will learn to dance with
archetypal energies and the transperson-
al realms and work towards our personal
healing and the healing of the world
through our use of this book. This is the
work I believe is needed and which is
gently demanded throughout this book.
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Built mostly of old scrap steel, this kinetic sculpture is a fairly accurate model as described by the great
psychologist Carl Jung. Its pulleys, spinning mirrors and creaking parts demonstrate the psyche at work.

NOTE: This image links to an online “Prezi” file which should be viewable and interactive online. Just click on
the image and then continue to click the right arrow to step through the features of the model.
You may also find the interactive file at http://prezi.com/nxn8klzq6vmq/?utm_campaign=share&utm_medi-
um=copy
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Stories for Sale
By John Guchemand

What kind?
We got spiced; bittersweet; perfumed; cold and logical; phantasmagorical...

Roiling-bellied lover in velveteen backroom, crepuscular
choking on dream-deal rabid―
to trade all closeted possessions for gram-fraction of powder-fantasy?

Or how about this beaut' hanging here?
The greenish mutt, cowardice-charged, 
bellyaching and unrobust.
Expects her at streetlamps―examining her vialed scent―bowing
Hanging onto mafia-days by fingernails―
a memory of a scratch behind the ear. 
No?

Take your pick.
Look here, society's simpleton!
Or worse―villainous-hearted, pestilent.
Wrecking ball to woman's virtue.

What about this one?
The story of the hero psychologique,
charged to skewer the imperial basilisk,
scaled-away hearts.

A way.  A man-child sniffing out backdoor ritual.
A genetic shaman suffering a wound of the spirit.
A carrier of humanity-treasure. 

Perhaps you need the femme fatale,
a walking smile sans merci.
If beauty is naked contrast
she's Christ in contemplation
of detonating the nuclear bomb.

You can't forget this one―the artist (method actor).
Inspirations―wind-blown clouds―cast glances.
Shapeshifter tempting.
A coin toss―siren or muse?
A machinating anima.
A prick-eared Abraham.

We witness another supplication at the altar of love,
a warm spine, a lit match held behind,
a dream of ear-offering separation, hectoring. 

Nothing of interest?
Ah, you already have a story.
Sorry we couldn't help you today.
Come back again for a better selection.

Poetry
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Bonnie Bright

with their problems of poverty, drugs, and crime; spiral-
ing unemployment and economic disarray; and growing
intolerance toward people of color and the values of
other cultures---all of these trends, if unchecked, will
eventually bring about a terrible self-destruction. In the
face of all this global chaos, the only possible hope is self-
transformation. Unless we as individuals find new ways
of understanding between people, ways that can touch
and transform the heart and soul deeply, both indige-
nous cultures and those in the West will continue to fade
away, dismayed that all the wonders of technology, all
the many philosophical 'isms,' and all the planning of the
global corporations will be helpless to reverse this trend
(Of Water and the Spirit, 1994, p. 1).

This issue, with its many-faceted depth psychological lens,
has benefited profoundly from the efforts of Jesse Howard
Lash Masterson, Linda Ravenswood, and Paco Mitchell, who,
along with the authors, poets, and artists—those whose work
was selected along with those we simply couldn’t fit this time
around—have contributed hundreds of hours of effort to
make this all happen. It has been, as always, my own reward
to have worked with each of them in the process of bringing
depth insights to a wide audience, not only to the more than
3500 members of the online community of Depth Psychology
Alliance for whom Depth Insights was created, but to a broad-
er global community—whether those profoundly interested in
depth psychology or those who are just discovering it. Please
enjoy this issue!

From the Editor — Continued from p. 2
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